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tl published every Thursday Morning at I2.S0 a
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HEW PORTLAND THEATRE.
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&
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Saturday Malinuu at 2.3", Due.
29th, 30th and 31st, 1881.

MICBAEL STROG0FF
*
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Reserved Menlo, 50 cents.
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WHY

YOU SHOULD

of three
where its

r.ths at the Boston

Theatre,

of this city and vicinity will have opfor witnessing JULES VErf-NE’S

portunity
Romantic

UNION MUTUAL

Persons,

Thousand

300

Theatre-goer*

tbo

Interpreted by
Play,
Members of

INSURE

-IN THE-

representations were enjoyed by lully

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

TOMPKINS & HILL’S

OF PORTLAND, MAINE.

BOSTON THEATRE 00

IS AN OLD COMPANY, having been established over thirty years.
r
I HAS PASSED THROUGH EVERY GREAT
PANIC since its organization, paying every honest
loss without dispute or delay.
IT IS A POPULAR COMPANY, having gained
an established character for liberality by many
years of fair dealing with its policy-holders.
IT HAS THE ENDORSEMENT of the highest in
suranc** authorities and the most prominent busi-

Eugene Tompkins,.Manager,
INTRODUCING

—

STB RUNG ACTOR

THE

—

REDMUND,

WILLIAM

From the London Theatres, and the many

acknowledged to

favorites of what is
Kn

iliu diiDct llrcmati

tionin

n

Drironi

IVI’lle Amalia
Principal

Pans'

Madrid Theatres.

—AND—

BALLET.

GRAN D
The

Play will have the advantage of

Sale of Reserve! Seats will open at the
flee ITLSDAY MORNING, Doc. 27.
Family Matinee, Sat. Dec. 31, at 2.30.

Box Of

dec2t;'

dlw

Forget the Grand Supper
—

AT THE

Congress St. M. E. Church, Thursday
Night, from V to *J.
a*e being made to have
kind ever given before

it excel anyPreparations
All the work
thing of the
Is fc.be performed by gentlemen. There will be a
literary and musical entertainment In connection
with the supper. Admission, including supper and
dec29-dlt*
entertai*ment cnly 26 cts.

Musical Entertainment
AND ANTIQUARIAN SUPPER.
The Ladies of St. Paul’s Parish will give a musical
entertainment and antiquarian supper at

Congress Hall, Thursday Eva’g, Dec. 29, ’81
ck. Admission and

supdec28-d2t*

Supi from 6 to I o’ch
per 26 cts. Children 15 cts.
er

PORTLAND THEATRE
POKTLAKO,

TIE.

3
NIGHTS ONLY 3
JANUARY, 2. 3 & 4, 1882, GRAND
NEW YEAR M TINEE, Monday,
Jan. 2. at 2 p. m.
THE SURVIVAL of tbe FITTEST

—-MAJESTIC REVIVAL-

Uncle To’s Cabin!
Powerful Double Company, Grand
Effects,
Celebrated Trick Donkey “Jerry,”
Scenic

Nlniunioih Train*'*! Bloodhounds.

HT

51

h'DAifrq

Saturday,

dfti’SHlilw

ITS MATNE LAW EXTENSION
and perfect plan for protecting
policy-holder ever devised.

Assemblies,

At Array and Navy Hall, Friday Evening,
Dec. 80th.
Tickets 50 eta. Don’t forget our Masquerade, the
dec26atd
22d of February.

ACADEMY.

Christmas Assembly
Class in

ings.

29th.

Dec.

plain and fsney dancing, Monday

MAINE STATE
J. F.

Ferris, manager.
W, A, MORRIS, Agent for Portland.dtf
dec3

Even-

NO 22 UNION STREET.
dec22
_d 1 w*_
CITY
SAUXa,

30,

DECEMBER

Florence and Pisa.
A

memory of hour, ’neuih Italian Skies.
Jan.

2nd.—“Sicily and the Nea-

politan Shore.”
Jan. 6lh.—“From Mars Hill to
Mt. Olivet.”
Admission 50 cents, reserved
oxtrs. Seats at Stockbridee'e.
dec 2d

Union

Seats

2T>

cents

Phoenix iterance

NEW YEARS BALL.
Hall.

January

Monday Evening,
!fla»ic

uot5

2nd.

March, 8.30.
dtf

by Chandler.

Company

&G3.000.006.

ALSO THE

$3,800,000.
$4,000,000.

Assets,
National of Hartford,

Assets,
$1,600,000.
Orient, of Hartford,
Assets
$1,200,000.
Shoe & Leather, of Boston,

$1,200,000.

Assets.

Commonwealth, of Boston,
$800,000.
Assets,
Western, of Toronto,
$1,350,000.
A-sets,
Lion, of London,
As-ets,
$1,300,000.
Trans-Atlantic of Hamburg:,
Assets,
$000,000.
Northwestern of Milwaukee,
$1,100,000.
Assets,
ALSO, THE OLD

Co.,

CASH ASSETS,

over

A Policy for $3,500, on a
Portland, is now $9,500

well-known

The Boston Museum Company.
Manager.Mr. It. M. Field.

-PATIENCEOr, BCN THORNE’S BBIDE.
Geo. If. Wllsou iu the Cast.
Special Fcenery and Enlarged Orchestra of 16
piews, a Grand Chorus of Dragoons and Rapturous
Maidens.

DAY Morning, Dec. 2(5.

DR
^

Stoekbridge’s, MON(Tec23dl\v

F. H. KEXISOl
■

has opened an office in
Portland andean be found

(iff So. 276 Middle
3*17

St.,

Edvard* & Walker'#
Hardware
et/re, from
.1**. »lh l« J»B.‘J3d.
(,tf
over

Slippers

**

LIFE !■ J
*"/ /
^—-=/

of

and Endowments, av
decDd3w

Plm LORil,
INSURANCE

8

^I

r3

dtf

CHILDRES S m MISSKS’
School Boots,

Misses’and Ladies’
White Kid Slippers, A. B. asd C.

SEND NOW.

BOYD’S

The Science of Life, or Sel -Preservation, is the most extraordinary work on Physiology ever published.
There is nothing whatever that the m rried or single of either sex can either require or wish to know, but
In shoit ?he bi,ofc is invaluable to all who wish for good health.—Toronto Globe.
what, is fu'ly explained
The book for young and middle aged men to read just now is the Science of Life, or Self-Preservation. It
is worth many t*imes its weight in gold. -Medical Times.
He reaches the very roots and vitals of disease
Life is a noble beue actor.
The author of the Science
and is enabled to apply thorough remedies. The btok already is read upon both continents by millions.—
London Lancet
The Gold aid Jewelled Medal swarded tie author of the Science of Life was fairly won and worthily

Fine N. Y. Boot*, for Ladies’ Wear, The Only Store
Fast of Boston that has Boyd’* FiDe Boots.
Boyd’s Fine Boots in French Kid,
"

Widths, AA, A, B,

Cloth Top, Button,
Oil

Goat, Button,

C and D.

bestowed.—Massachusetts Ploughman.
Thousands of ext* acts similar t the above could be tasen from the leading journals—literary, political,

religous

anl

scientific—hrouglmir

the land.

The book is guaranteed to be a better medical work, in every sense, than can he obtained elsewhere for
double the price, or th mo * y will be refunded in every instance.
Thousand' of Copies are »eu' by mail, securely scaled mid post.paid, to all parts of the
world, every month, upon receipt of pr>ce. $1 ‘it.
M.D.
Address PEABODT MEDI AL INSTITUTE or W. H.
4 Buifiuc*. fit., Boston. Mass.
Nov22eodtaugl3
N. E,—T!>" :;:iilior may be conmtted on all diseases requiring skill and experience.

Spring Heel Boole. Widths, A B.

PARKER,

M.

and F.

ORDER
Your Boots by Mail, giving the size and width.
Postage prepaid and a Perfect Fit Guaranteed.

RUPTURE CURED

PROPER
To buy Tour

Vo the Citizens of Portland and Vicinity:

MH. 3?*. O. ^ECOIVEEJS,
Formerly of this city, but now a resident of t!io West, would respectfully announce
that he will be in Portland, for a short time, for the treatment of Hernia or Rupture, in all its forms. Having been cured of a Rupture of Thirty Tears Standing by
au entire new process, be offers his services as above. In all cases where a rupture
Persons
is re luceable cure will be guaranteed or the money will be refunded.
By this
from the country can receive treatment aud return home the same day.
method, which is practiced at the Vienna Institute for the cure of Hernia or Rupthe
been
cured
have
past year.
ture, <>f St. Louis, Mo., over «»0 Ruptnred persons
Mr. Thornes was a patient of this institute, and received instructions from I)r. F.
universal
success
of
St.
whose
Institute
Louis,
T. Smythe, Pres dent of the Vienna
in the treatment and cure of Rapture bus been admitted by the leading physicians
the West, and testified to by hundreds of persons cured by him of
and surgeons
is not a
Raptures proaouiieed utterly incurable by able physicians. The treatment
not interfere with one’s occupation.
surgical operation and does
at
of
euro
St.
for
the
Hernia, (Itupture,)
of the Vienna Institute
Louis,

Office at U. S.
dec 2 0

SHOE

THE

DEALER.

SION OF THE OOLD BOOT.

At 4*21 CONGRESS STREET.

making arrangements with Mr.Thomes
Smythe, upon his visit to Portland.

eodtf

decl 5

Hotel, Portland, Me.
eodlm

Exchange St.

U. 311-2

the lowest.

tmeum&isM

No one of the Six Companies rep
resented at this Agency ‘has
Assets of Less than

Neuralgia, Sprains,

Pain in the Back and Side.
There Is nothing more painful than these
diseases; but the pain can he removed and
disease cured by use of Perry Davis’
Pain Killer.
Tills remedy Is not a cheap Bcniine
or Petroleum product that must he kept

ONE MILLION DOLLARS.-

the

SpriiiEl! Fire anil larine

OPPOSITE

INSURANCE CO.
Capital ONE

MILLION

1649.

FIRE

Dollars.

CO.

Paid In Gkeat Fjke of Chicago...§525,000.00
Paid in Gheat Fife of Boston— 250,000.00

B’acilfties

Especial

for

k
Life

a

Size Crayons.

"LIEBIG COMPANY’S

mm, Ageat,

No. 31 1-2 Exchange St.
declO____d3w

To Pirsoni Disiring lisursnce.
ROLLINS & ADAMS
are doing as well for their custom,
as
ers in matter of insurance

nny other Agency in Portland.

octBdtf

extracts from letters received show what
those who have tried It think:

EXTRACT

Edgar Cady, Owatonna, Minn., says:

About a year siuco my wife became subject
to Bevere suffering from rheumatiem. Our
resort was to the Pain Killer, which speedily
relieved her.

OF MEAT

Capital stock all paid up.$1,000,900.00
Outstanding L< sses. 70,375.88
lie-insurance Fund. 050,000.00
All other Claims.
13,725.00
$1,*34,100.88

PREMISS

for

Jly7eoUt

$2,128,020.91

Surplus overall Liabilities..304,520 03
Surplus as regards Policy-holders.. I, *04,540 O t
J. y. Dunham. President; Sanford J. llall, Secretary; Andrew J. Wright, Treasurer.

Pain Killer has been In constant use
forty years, and tho universal testimony
from all parts of the world Is, It never
fails. It not only effects a permanent cure,
but It relieves pain almost Instantaneously.
Being a purely vegetable remedy, It Is safo
In the hands of the most Inexperienced.
The record of cures by the use of Pain
Killer would All volumes. The following

Specialty.

Aim:-TO PLEASE.

STATEMENT JULY 1st, 1881.

CASH ASSETS,

away from fire or heat to avoid danger
of explosion, nor is It an untried experiment that may do more harm than good.

HOTEL.

FA

Fine Portrait Wo

Charter Perpetual.

INSURANCE

APHE

ARTIST PH

An invaluable and

palatablo

tonic in all

cases

""“Is'a »uce’e»s nn4

Charles Powell writes from tho Sailors’
Home, London:
I had been afflicted three years with neuralgia

FINEST AND CHEAPEST
MEAT-FLAVOURING
STOCK FOR SOUPS,
of weak digestion
mid feci grateful." MADE DISHES S( SAUCES,

a b00B for which Nation* sh
—See Medical Pro*, Lancet, British Medical J tnial, <Sc.
To be had of all Storekeepers, Grocers and CJ emisw.
Sole Agents for the United States (wholesale only) C. Daviu &
ls, Maik Lanp, London, England.

and violent spasms of the stomach. The doctors
at Westminster Hospital gave up my case in
despair. I tried your Pain Killer, and it gave
immediate relief. I have regained my
strength, and am now able to follow my usual

me

occupation.
G. H. Walworth, Saco, Mo., writes:
I

Barton Seaman says:

Have used Pain Killer for thirty years,
have found it a never-failing remedy for
rheumatism and lameness.

and

dlawThl

WINES &

LKjUOJKS

of lafil kinda. in eb«*

ORIGINAL

PACKAGES,

—HOB SAL?

R. STANLEY &

BV—

SON, Importers,

IW l'«BE ST., POBTI.ANB Ol.
AoeSl

Mr. Burdltt writes:
give relief In cases of rheumatism.
Phil. Gilbert, Somerset, Pa., writes:

H. FREEMAN&Co

From actual use, I know your Pain Killer
Is the best medicine I can get

Wholesale aud Retail Dealers in

6b

oysters.

All druggists keep Pain Killer. Its price
low that It Is within the reach of all,
and It will save many times Its cost in doctors’
bills. S5c., 30c. and $1.00 a bottle.
Is so

6b

225 Federal St.. Portland, Me.

Fresh supp ies from beds of Virginia and Maryland constantly on hand. All orders by mail or othdeclO-dtf
erwise promptly filled.

immediate relief from pain in
of your Pain Killer.

use

I have used your Pain Killer for rheumatism,
and have received great benefit

Co., fac-Bimile Of Baron Liebig S Signattire in Blue Ing across Label.

_

IMPORTED

experienced

the side by the
E. York says:

CAUTION.—Genuine ONLY with

ap28

land transfer company around New York
city, but not including the car transfers of
the New York, Providence and Boston road
at New London. The freight movement by
the Sound lines was reported at 1,470,235
tons, while the ocean steamers to Philadelphia and Savannah from Boston and Providence transported 244,847 tons.
The movement from Boston to the ports of Maine
amounted to

188,500 tors, and to the ports
in the Dominion of Canada it approximated

100,000 tons. The exact figures
given, as accurate returns were

cannot
in

one

be
in-

stance inaccessible.

Muslin, embossed, full gilt,
(New Edition.)
/NNBbBwWwLS'

ILLCSTR TED SAMPLE G CENTS.

low as

Fine goods a specialty. Hand sewed French Calf
Bal*., Hand sewed French Calf Congress,
Hand sewed F-ench Cloth Top Congress,
Jersey goods U all the leading styles.

the Untold d&i-e irs arising from the Excesses of Hno. The very finest
iI»M> paye*. ZSoyal
tore Wear*.
acute * mi ohr- nic diseases.
Bound in beaurful French
Pv»ce ©uly I
by Ulail.

as

GENTLEMEN’S

Sclf-Preseivaiinn. A Great TZetlical Treatise
Exhausted
«*** iliaukuod; the €’an»e and C’lire of
Viudily Nervous and * hit*if»l Debilitv, <*l»o ©a

Dr. H\ T. Smythe, President
Pers ns
Mo will visit Portland about the middle of next month
for the treatment of tlieir Rutures will receive the attention of Dr.

FIRK & MARINE

EVERYBODY.

Copies Sold!

LIABILITIES.

of the Great Musical Novelty, Gilbert &
Sullivan's Latest Eccentricity,

at

/
'CI£HC?i
h !

(New.)

towing lines not reporting traffic, owing to
desultory nature of the business. Of the
amount of freight transported, 402,760 tons
were reported by ferry and transfer companies, including the traffic of the New Engthe

Revised and Enlarged.

—

113 PERFORMANCES 113

Popular prices. Tickets

eraging $125,000 weekly.

citizen

in Massachusetts. Losses Paid §8,000,000.00.
All losses in Portland, Chicago and Boston, paid
•
promptly and in full.

the sensation of the season

WHICH nAS GIVEN

$92,000,000.

RATES of PREMIUM are LOWER, its DIVIDENDS LARGER, its Security Greater than any
other Life Company, iu the WORLD, its Policies
are continually increasing in value.
Its

LARGEST

Saturday, Jan. 7th, 1882.

—

258ili Edition.

HI/fa

Paid, over $3,000,000.

was

The freight traffic of the steamers of the
New England States, amounting to 2,680,874
tons, represents the amount,.carried1, the

Everybody Needs It.

EVERYBODY WANTS IT.

»|iami

Old Phosnix, of Hartford,
Assets,

Incorporated

fil A L L,

Cl T V

dec21

Nos. 183 & 185 Middle St
More than One Million

Snrplu*,.$3 170,0*6 32
over

hope

j

The passenger movement, amounting to
15,587,280 passengers, may be divided into
12,042,889 ferry and 3,544,391 regular and
excursion passengers. An analysis of this
movement, as far as it is practicable to make
it, shows a movement on Longlsiandsound,
by steamers owned in these States, of 937,838
passengers. During the season, between Boston and the ports of Maine, the movement
amounted to 113,500passengers, and between
Boston ami the ports of Nova Scotia, New
Brunswick, and Prince Edward’s Island, direct ami via Portland, it approximated 45,000
passengers. Along the coast of Maine, from
Portland, Rockland, and Mount Desert,
eastward as far as Calais, it amounted to 51,557 passengers. Besides 11,261,935 passengers carried by the ferries of Massachusetts,
there were 852,367 teams, carriages, carts
and horses reported by the ferries of Boston.
The number of lives lost by accidents was
29, of which 27 were passengers, making an
average of one in 131,273 regular and excursion passengers carried, and, including ferry
traffic, one in 577,306 for the New England
States.

Don’t fail to visit our Immense Ware Dooms and see
tlie largest and best display of useful Holiday Goods
ever shown in Portland.
Also, the best display of Fine
Medium and Common Furniture east of Boston, at prices
lower than the lowest.
Open every Evening until after the Holidays.

Liabilities... $2,096,355.87

Losses Paid,

where

cases

kidneys, liver or urinary organs. If
any one who reads this has any physical
trouble, remember the great danger of delay.
eod&wl ml8 nr
nov29

OF LONDON, ESTABLISHED 1782.
Total Assets,. $5,266,372.37
Kel

them in

abandoned—have been voluntarily given,
showing the remarkable power of Warner's
Safe Kidney and Liver Cure, in all diseases

dCt

Rowing Association.
Mechanic*’

Thousands of equally strong endorsements
—many of

They represent the old

Payments for Death Claims

IDE STODDARD LECTURES!

33 Tyng Slrcel.

D. LITTLE & CO.

Are furnishing insurance for their
friend* and cnsioiners, on as favorable
terms as any other agency in Portland.

OF NEW YORK,
1843.

Bowling Alley

EVENING

Portland. Me., July 28.1881.
H. H. WARNER & CO.:—
Gentlemen—I am 71 years of age and for the past
twenty pears have suffered excruciating pains in mv
back from my kidneys. My water had a thick brick
dust deposit in it; aiid when I caught cold it was as
red as blood. I have taken different medicines and
spent much money, and consulted the beet doctors
in Boston, but all was of no avail until about thre*
weeks ago, whoa 1 was prevailed on to try a bottle
of Warner’s Safe Kidney aud Liver Cure. I was
skeptical but before 1 bad finished the first bottle
the pains in my back ceased and the deposit disappeared from my urine. This may appear almost
miraculous but it is the truth.

To Persons Oesirii Insn.

Established in

the public TO-DAY. Those in quest of exercise
will find this n pleasant plaee to pass an hour.

FRIDAY

68 Clark Street.

eo

MutnaL Life Insurance
Open

d2m

.of the

AGENCY,

valuation of steam-

JLHUIVOi

the most just
interest of the

OUR ESTABLISHED RULE is to pay cur death
claims promptly upon their approval by the loss
committee, without waiting the customary nicety
days—and without rebate of interest!
President.
JOH' EDEWIT.,
DANIEL SHARP Vice President,
HENRY D. SMITH, Secretary,
NICHOLAS PeGROOT, Assist act Secretary,
THOMAS A. FOSTER, Medical Director.

—will

ts

ST., PORTLAND.

PROMPT PAYMENT OF DEATH LOSSES.

dec24dtf

His

dec26

Portland, Mo., July 7,1881.

u

the

■

GILBERT’S

Thursday Evening,

212 MIDDLE

GOSS,

Whenever
ACCELERATED ENDOWMENTS!
the reserve upon the policy and the dividend additions thereto, amount to the sum insured, the policy becomes payable at once as a matured endow
meet.

Losses

DANCING

W. P.

spection. Regarding the

boat property, it was thought best to take
the estimates of the local United States inspectors, who, from their familiarity with
the boats, may be considered as experts. The
valuation was thus placed upon each steamer, based upon the condition and age of the
hull and boilers and the capacity of the engines. It may therefore be considered as
nearly correct as it is possible to attain, and
represents their market values. Adding $1,703,600 as the value of small craft to the
amount invested in the large passenger and
freight lines, we have an aggregate of $12,343,413 as an approximate of the capital invested in the steamboat interests of the New

WARNER & CO.:Gentlemen—Last January T fell on the ice, injuring my back. In June I began using Warner’s Safe
Kianey and Liver Cure and the pain has left me and
I now feel as well as ever.
H. H.

COMPANY.

Continents], of New York,

X3. ILX- 33.
Second Course of

fer the entire stock at prices less than the
cost of manufacture. Don’t let the golden
opportunity pass. Come and bring your friends
for cost takes every pair, and we furnish paper and twine free.

ITS DEFINITE CONTRACT POLICY provides
for every contingency which can occur during its
continuance, and is so simple and clear that even a
child can understand it.

S® ■*m'hkk.
on

atirl

nminlrr,

present location. We of-

IN CON TEST I BUS
All policies
POLICIES!
issued after Nov. 16, 3 881 are ineontcstible after
three years from the date of the policies for any
cause except fraud or mistatement of &ge.

Magnolia lubilec Band,
GRAND TRANSrOJiHiATION.
office,

ll.n

HOME

A

t»

The

seats lor sale at Box

Airor

Portland, Me., July 27,1881..

IT HAS OVER THIRTEEN THOUSAND POLI
CIE** in force, and is therefore sure of a fair aver
age mortality, and cannot be seriously affected by

W

BLial,s

25c. & 35c. I
PRICES,
Reserved

all

entitled to your considera-

our

210 Oxford'SI.

H. H. WARNER & CO., Gentlemen— About two
years ago 1 sprained my back, and since that time
I took
have suffered much pain from my kidneys
Warner’s Safe Kidney and Liver Cure and the very
first bottle relieved me. I consider it an excellent
medicine and honestly recommend it for all diseases
of the urinary organs.

IT IS A PURELY MUTUAL COMPANY, having
no stockholders to take the lion’s chare of the profits. Mutual companies never fail.

SIXTH SEASON-

Jay

men

nearly opposite

Warner’s Safe Kid-

No.

epidemics.

»IA«JKflFIt'ie!KTm'KNEnV,
Rim.UA.KT 4108 ■'! .««*
apto.kmiekts.
GO

Don’t

a,nA nrnfoBEimial

for all these reasons is
tion and respect.

Lepri,

of the

use

IT

r.acc

America.

Portland, Me., July 17,1881.

slaughtered by Jan. 15, 1882, when we
remove to our spacious store 227 Middle St.,

INSURANCE

New England Steam Craft.

II. H. WARNER & Co„ Gentiemou-Vfv wife was
with kidney disease and her back
pained her very much, when she commenced using
Waruer’s Safe Kidney and Liver Core and from the
first it helped her. The pain ceased. Her water
assumed its natural color and now she is well. I

to be

a

Census bulletin 272 gives the statistics of
the steam craft of the New England States
for the year 1880. At the close of that year
there were 515 steamers of all classes owned
in these States. Their measurement amounted to 120,177.83 tons, and they were valued
at $8,041,250. Of these steamers, 52 in number, measuring 1,623.09 tons, and valued at
$147,600, were in use upon the waters with"
lu the States of Maine, New Hampshire,
Vermont and Massachusetts, and were there,
fore not subject to the custom and inspection laws of the United States. Maine, however, has a law regulating the traffic upon
the waters of the State and providing for in-

seriously afflicted

SHOES

TICKETS-Admitting Cicutlcuinn anil
Ladiei, $1.00. AdmUoion to the Gallery,

regular attache of the Press Is furnished
Card certificate signed by Stanley Pullen
Editor, All railway, steamboat and hotel managers
will confer a favor upon us by demanding credentials
of every person claiming to represent our Journal.
Evkkv

with

as the power and value of the article of
which they speak, we publish herewith the
facsimile signatures of parties whose sincerity is beyond question. The truth of these
testimonials is absolute, nor can the facts
they announce be ignored.

cannot too highly recommend
ney and Liver Cure.

anonymous letters and comaruciand address ol the writer are in

name

all cai?ea indispensable, not necessarily for publicaas a guaranty of good faith.
Wo cannot undertake to return or preserve communications that are not used.

public ruay fully realize
the genuineness of the statements, as well

AND
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Having completed the unparalleled run
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Increase of business demands more room.
W. P. Goss, the Shoe Man, to have the
largest Shoe Store in Maine. Twenty
Thousand Dollars’ worth of

ny is
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oatlons.

PERRY DAVIS A SON, Proprietor;,
Providence, R. I.
■

2

ecdAwly

Gross earnings equal 04 per cent, on the
capital invested.
The relation of the leading lines to the
railroads of the New England States, with
the exception of those on Long Island sound,
jaKe unamplain, aud lakes
George and Winnipiseogee, are rather remote. As a general
thing they are represented in the ticket and
passenger agents’ associations, and some
lines are bonded with roads running through
the Dominion of Canada for the transportation of freight in bond. It is therefore practicable to show only the relations, without
giving any details of the interchange of traffic.
The Eastern Steamboat Company, at Bath,
Maine, sustains the relation of a feeder to
the Maine Central railroad and to the Kennebec Steamboat Company, and the Portland, Bangor and Machias Steamboat Company sustains a similar relation to the Eastern and to the Boston and Maine roads
at
Portland. The Portland Steam Packet Company aud the Maine Steamship Company are
bonded with the Grand Trunk railway of
Canada, but in other respects they are inde
pendent. The Sebago Lake Steamboat Company runs in connection with the Portland
and Ogdensburg road, and on lake Winnipiseogee one of the lines is owned by the Boston and Maine and the other by the Boston,
Concord and Montreal roads. The Boston
lines sustain about the same relation to alj
the roads leading out of the city. The Boston, Halifax and Priuee Edward’s Island
line issues tickets over the Central Vermont,
Old Colony, and Boston aud Providence railroads in the Kew England States, and over
the International, Windsor, Annapolis, and
the Western Counties railways of the Dominion. The Boston and Savannah line'ISsues tickets and through bills of lading over
the Georgia Central Railroad and Banking
Company and its connections, and over the
Savannah, Florida and Western, and the Savannah and Charleston roads. The Boston
and Philadelphia Steamship Company and
the Sanford Steamship Company are both
independent. The latter, however, is fed to
some extent by the small lines of
steamers
that connect at Rockland and at Belfast,
Maine.
The Continental Steamboat Company and
the Providence and Fall River Steamboat

Company are both independent lines, though
they make connections with the roads that
concentrate at Providence. The Old Colony
Railroad Company owns a controlling interest In the

steamboat company of the same
acquired what was known as
the New Bedford and Martha’s Vineyard
Steamboat Company and the Nantucket and
Cape Cod Steamboat Company. The Providence and Stonington Steamship Company
was formed in 1875 by a consolidation of the
New York and Stonington line with the
Providence and New York lino, and tho
New York, Providence and Boston railroad

name, and has

owns a

controlling interest, connecting

at

Frovideuco and at Stonington. The Norwich and New York Transportation Company runs in connection with tho Norwich
and Worcester railroad and the New London
Northern railroad. This last named road
also operates a line of freight steamers between New York and New London. The
New Haven Steamboat Company is bonded
with what is known as the Connecticut
river railroad line, connecting over the New
York, New Haven, Hartford and the Central Vermont railroad with Canadian lines.

Bridgeport Steamboat Company makes
through line fo: freight and passengers to
all point* on the Housatonic and the NaugaTho

a

The Stamford Freight Compaindependent. The Champlain Transportation Company's interests are identical
with those of the Delaware and Hudson
Canal Company, and connections arc made
with their lines at Plattsburgh, Port Kent,
and Fort Ticouderoga. Connections are
also made at Burlington with the Central
Vermont railroad, and at Maquarn, Vermont, with the St. Johnsbury and Lake
Champlain railroad.
The total number of steam craft in Maine
is 112 boats; tonnage 10,901.06; value,
tuck roads.
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$1,135,700; crew, 824; passengers carried,
548,548: tons of freight, 308,574; gross earnings, $920,293; sum paid for services, $548,572 (average wages, $423.02 a year); coal
used, 42,014 tons; wood used, 3,941 cords.
Of the boats, S7 are used in United States
waters, and 25 in State waters. Sixty five
are passenger boats; 6 ferry; 28 towing, 0
fishing; and 7 yachts. Of the total tonnage
14,726.81 is in passenger boats; their value
is $925,900, and the passengers carried by
them are 338,184 against 209,704 by ferry
and 000 by yacht. The fishing boats are
valued at $20,000, and their gross earnings
for the year were $6,545. The tonnage of
the towing boats is 1.310.49, their value
$150,200; and their gross earnings $34,786.
The exhibit is. on the whole, gratifying.
Pkovidence Press: Secretary Blaine can
well afford to take the rest this Winter,
which

his

absorbing public

duties

during

the last quarter of a century -have prevented
him from enjoying. He leaves the State
department with a record such as has been
made by none of his predecessors since Mr.
Seward, and if to have laid down in unmistakable language the distinctive doctrines of

foreign policy which

are

universally

re-

ceived in this country, aud to have announced with equal positiveness the popular determination that these doctrines shall
be enforced, is to have been “sensational”
and “journalistic,” then that will be the

judgment

whichtuture generations

win

pass

upon Mr. Blaine’s administration. But if,
on the other hand, the retiring Secretary of
State has simply put into tangible form the

theories every one of his recent predecessors
held, but which no one of them had the
in Stato
courage or ability to incorporate
pallets, then Mr. Blaine’s administration
will long be remembered as one in which
the American foreign policy was formulated
and put into permanent shape. This we
believe will be the verdict of history upon
Mr. Blaine's administration of the State department, and it is a verdict which we hope
has

he tnay live many years to

enjoy.

beginning to perceive that
there is, after all, something in Yankee
thrift that is uot entirely to bo despised.
The Chattanooga Times, for instance, points
out to its readers, and the Augusta Chronimarcle indorses the suggestion, that “the
velous growth of great and rich cities, manufacturing and trade marts, and even of
teeming farms in cold, forbidding and comparatively sterile New England, ought to be
enough to convince the most furious theorists that the policy which has achieved
Tue South is

these results is neither a fraud nor
ure.”
___
Hartford Courant:

a

fail*

None of the Maine

mines over which such a flourish was made
a short time ago have paid any dividends

yet, but the Boston dailies, some of which
opened mining bureaus and lent themselves
soul and body to the mine-puffing business,

contain now concise and very clear little
of
paid notices announcing assessments
from twenty-five cents to a dollar a share.
No editorial indorsement seems to be asked
for by the advertisers.
Tiiebk are 1,500,000 cows in New York
State and the average investment, real and
about
personal, in the dairy business is
$645 per

gether.

cow, or

over

$045,000,000

alto-

___

Temperance Work in Michigan.
Flint. Michigan, Dec. 24,1881.
To the Editor of the Press:
This is one of the prettiest towns I have seen
in Michigan, having about tea thousand inhabitants. It has one principal business street,
the best stores on which would not look badly
in Cortland, where some improvements
have besn made in these latter years in tho
matter of architectural adornment. The display of plate glass in the shop fronts in these
small inland cities, is quite remarkable, the
fashion having grown up within a very few
evon

years.
Manistee, that I left this morning, has been
always isolated from the rest of the State, the
of
only way of access to it being by many miles
travel by stage or wagon, or by steamers on the
that do not run at this season. A rail-

the most prominent business men of the place.
A large committee of influential citizens was
appointed, with the Congregational minister as
chairman, to prosecute the rumsellere, and that
business was begun next day. one of the
“brethren” being tried and convicted summarily, as the Justice’s court has a jury.
Saginaw, thirty miles from Flint, is a great
lumber and salt manufacturing town. As I
passed through it to-day I saw immense quantities of lumber on the quays which line the
river for a long distance, and connected with
the saw mills are the salt works. The whole
region is underlain by inexhaustible bodies of
brine, saturated with the purest salt, and this
is converted into crystals by the exhaust of the
steam engines, so that the evaporation coats
nothing for fuel. Consequently the manufacturers here can undersell the Syracuse salt
makers and make a profit of twenty cents a
barrel at a price by which the latter lose twenty cents a barrel. The rosult of this bas been
the abandonment of the salt manufacture at
Syracuse, which was formerly ou an immense
At Manistee also the salt manufacture has
been commenced the present year. A well has
been sunk 1800 feet, the operators finding at
the bottom a stratum of pure salt twenty-seven
feet thick. The salt makers here sav that
Michigan could easily supply the world with
that article of the purest quality.
Nbal Dow.

|From Sermon by James Freeman Clarke.]
The Use of New England Winters.
But God seuds winter to these northern olimates for other ends. He sends it in order to
educate some races to sterner virtues than ever
came to the children of eternal summer. Winter is a great teacher to men, first, of prudence,

forethought,.economy; next, of benevolence
systematic charity; then of freedom and
independence in the state and church. Al'
nothern races are capable of these virtues; the
southern seem less capable of them. Here in
New England, amid snow and ice, amid storms
and the rigors of nature, there grew up a race
and

men who knew how to live on little, to live
without luxuries, to take care of the great In
terest of religion and knowledge, to see that
that
every child was taught to read and write,

of

every soul was taught to know God and Christ;
who made out of economy a virtue, and of
wastefulness and idleness chief vices; who
trained up thoughtful, industrious, conscientious men and women—fit for freedom, and
able to help others to be fres. Behind the New
England character stands as a stern background the New England climate, its long winter evenings, when by the light ot tne nre cni,drem and parents talked together of God and
and studied in the fitful flame of the

virtue,
crackling log

the elements of knowledge and
religion. Let us thank God to-day for having,
in his wisdom, given us the long winter of our
climate, for by it in part he has developed the
strength of character which enabled New England to be the loader of the nation in its great
New England
agony. Dnrii ; the civil war,
in the cabinet. New England in the Senate,
New
in
the
pourEngland
field,
New England
ing out the accumulated treasure of her long
and
economy—everywhere was the inspiration
strength of the national mind, and no small
her
was
this
to
by
do
given
the
power
part of

the harsh discipline of her Aic'.ic winter.
I think winter also tends to promote all systematic benevolence. In southern countries
there is more alins-giviDg, but not so much benevolence as in the north. In the sonth, if you
all he
give a poor man a copper or two, he has
In
want3 for the day, for he fneeds ouly food.
the north, in winter, he needs also clothing, tire
and shelter; so at the north we have not only
to satisfy a momentary sympathy by giving a
few coppers, but to think about the poor, to
consider their needs and try to do them some
as
permanent good. Hence such institutions
the associated charities, to provide friendly advice for the needy, and to be the means of
communication between those who need and
those who have; the provident association, to
furnish help; the industrial associations to supthe hosply work; the homes for the children;
other instipitals for the sick, and a thousand
severe
our
under
tutions which have grown np
northern skies. We providefmen and women
with work; we learn to build proper lodging
houses for them; we investigate the problem of
little has
pauperism. It is true that as yet
been done thoroughly. In a community like
abolish pauperism forever.
ours we ought to
Poverty will remain, but it is not necessary
that paupers should exist in New England.
There is enough already given in benevolence
to put an end to all real want if only it were
to be done, and that
systematized. The thing is:
First, to see that
which is now being done,
all men and women who can work, and are
which
willing to work, shall have work by
they can get a modest but adequate support;
or sickfrom
all
age
that
who,
see
to

second,
ness,

day,

3.45 a. m. So of all the little towns
I ever visited this is the hardest to reach and
much harder to leave. Persons visiting it
now have to wait at a little shanty of a station
m.
twenty-seven miles distant, from three p.
until ten—the schedule time—but I waited,
watched and wilted there until 11.20, as the
train was late. At the distance of

parting

at

connecting
the
two hundred yards is a little shanty where
“section master” lives with the five men who
help him in keeping levelled and aligned the
rails and ballasting on this section of the road.
This is the only place where supper could be
had, and so I had there a slight experience of
frontier life, manners and mode of living.
Manistee is said to produce mote shiDgles
and better ones than any other place in the
world, it being in tho very centre of what was
a few years ago, the vast pinory of Michigan,
but which has now, alas! been driven back by
the inexorable, pitiless axe of the woodman.
The broad acres where a few years ago stood a
dense forest of invaluable pines, are dotted
over with the blackened stumps of the noble
trees, and very soon there will be no trace left
of that vast mine of wealth as precious as gold
iUlU
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other could be had. Iu this little busy town
are great helps
many Maine people dwell, who
Some of these were from
to its prosperity.
old time, the
in
the
knew
I
whom
Portland,
There is one peguest of one of whom 1 was.
culiarity about this little place; it has mauy
workers—men and women—in the
earnest
temperance cause. That is not the peculiarity
I allude to; it is this; that somo of its most
promiuent and prosperous business men are
heartily helping with personal influence, with
votes and with money.
The Women’s Christian Temperance Association has a large, fine hall, well furnished,
built by subscription, and all paid for. It is a
building of white brick, two stories high, and
very good. Tho wife of a millionaire is president of the society, and her husband said to
her one day: “Wife, I do not liko the situa
tion of that hall of yours, nor the quality of it;
it looks a little shabby to my eyo. You may
send to Mr.-(a Chicago architect) to make
plans of a good one—on such a lot—and tell
him to como to see the spot where it shall

ttand.

Tms new hall is nearly completed. It is of
white brick, very large and handsome. Within as well as without it will be first class in
every respect. It is sa constructed that the
noble auditorium may be contracted to suit a
smaller audience, by means of sliding screens
of huge sheets of plate giass, which shut off
largo apartments that are to be used fur the
private purposes of the association; but when
these screens are
a large audieuce is expected
withdrawn so as to make a very grand hall,
forty-seven feet high from the floor to the apex
of the arch, and harmonizing in all its proporcommitbuilding has large
tions. Tho
tee rooms, a Urge parlor, cloak rooms, water,
well
kitchen,
a
large,
appointed
gas.
and a grand roiectory, where it is expected
“the gullets” of tho teetotalers—as the Now
YorkTnbune elegantly expresses it—will be
gratified by a great many nice things that have
none of "tbe drank” in them. Tho old Temperance Hall stands in the busiest part of tbe
town, and will probably be oouverted to commercial purposes, tbe rents going into tho treasury of the Association,
On tbe 19th instant an immense mass meeting of the citizens was held at the Temperance
Hall to consider and adopt measures to compel
the “Saloonists” to obey the law. The clorgymen of the town were the promoters of the
meeting, and its managers, in connection with

uuauio

w

*-.

[San Franclsoo Bulletin ]

lake,

two mileB
way is now completed to a point
from the town, a small lake, served by a little
steamer, intervening between it and the end
of the rai\ which will be extendod next week
to the city station. At present there is but one
train each
arriving at 1.20 a. m., and de-

aro

in a wav not only comfortable but respectable.
Then there only remains the class of persons
who can work, bnt will not, who prefer vice
and indoleuce to honest labor; and for them
there are appointed by the laws of God and
By this
man restraint and hardship as a cure.
I mean, not three months in the house of correction, and then liberty to. prey on society
agaiD, but permanent restraint aud education
till they are cured. Our long wiuters have educated us, and are giving us an opportunity to
lake up, one by oue, the great social, questions,
aud to do something effectual for tbeir solution.
We snail do it all in time. Hitherto in New
England we have been vexed by this question
of povertv, for the New England people, as
been
snob, though never rich, have never
to import our
poor. We have been obliged
Eew England
paupers from abroad. Xu many
found
towns there is still not a family to be
from their
aid
who need or would accept
miseiu
the
cities,
great
neighbors But here,
all
ry collects; hither poverty flows; here,i«ore
around us, are constant tragedies enacted
on
or
novel
performed
piteous than any told iu
Durthe stage to a theatre dissolved in tears.
to
we need
therefore,
these
winters,
long
ing
in
orconsider, to cooperate, to work together
der to help the helpless.

Success of Steam Whalers.
The Belvedere, a steam whaler which came
into port a day or two ago, is the second of the
the Arcsteam whalers which has been sent to
tic by way of Behring straits. Last year the
steamer, the Mary and Helen, came

pioneer

her first catch, which was large
about
pay for the ship and leavo
When
540,000 to be divided amoDg her owners.
she had engaged lipr crew for a second voyage
and began to take stores aboard, she was sold
her name changed to the
to the

down with

enough

to

government,

Kodgers, and sent into the Arctic ocean to find*
if possible, the Jeannette. Her record has already became historic by the disoovery that
Wrangel land is an island. The vessel was at
place caught on the rocks and remained
tide, floating off without making so much
as a leak, and went about her business as if
nothing of that kind had occurred. When this
ship was sold for about 5100,000, there were all
one
one

ssrti of adverse comments. It was said that the
owners had made a good speculation and that
she was an indifferent ship tor the business of
Arctic exploration. The fact was she was at
that very time the best ship afloat for that busi
the Jean
nes3, far belt r in every res pec; than
uette, aud more likely to make a brilliant
record in the Arctic than any ship which had
ever been sent there on exploring duty. When
she was sold to the government, the owners
1_1___

„n<,nnn

wrli toVi

ftVftrv

ftnMnAAt of

lucrative as the first one. Had they
retained iho ship, she would probably be now
in this harbor with a report not unlike that of
the Belvedere—that is, a eaten, worth somewhere iu the neighborhood of $100,000, and the
ship clear agaiu for'the next voyage.
The Belvedere was launched last summer at
She is owned
one of the ship-yards in Maine.
much
by New Bedford parties, and is very
such a ship as the Mary and Helen, with a few
on
cabin
the
as
placing
improvements, such
deck, and having a clear run below for the
earned her cost,
storage of oil She has already
and will relit early in the spring and start fir
the North
steam
whaler,
the Arctic. A third
Star, has recently been launched from the same
her
yard, fitted and sent to sea. She is now on
sail from that port
way to Honolulu, and will
oneArctic.
the
for
Nearly
the
spring
early in
half of this ship is owned by parties in Oakland aud Sau Francisco, soma of whom preferred a steam whaler to doubtful bonanza inThis ship will adhere to the custom of
terests.
fishing for sperm whales by the way, and exoil to pay
pects to reach Honolulu with enough
for the voyage to that port.
It is understood that a fourth steam whaler
is now on the stocks similar to those which h »ve
bean previously launched, viz.. a bark-rigged
vessel, perfect iu model as a sailing vessel, with
auxiliary stoam power capable of driving her at
the rate of seven to eight knots an hour, with a
consumption of coal not exceeding four or five
tons in 24 hours. Capt Owens of the Belvedere
arrived ou the whaling-grounds of the Arctic
rather late in the season. Some of the sailing
vessels had already taken a considerable number of whales, aud they expected to beat the
But later iu the seasteamor by a long way.
sou the latter went into narrow leads in the ice,
could
vessel
no
where
go, aud then her
sailing
The last three
facilities told in her favor.
whales that were struck were not secured, and
Capt Owen says he shall never be quite reconHe goes to Honolulu to take
ciled to that loss.
the new ship North Star, and, if successful as
usual, will report iu this harbor about a year
hence with oil and bone enough to pay for anThe fleet will be augother steam whaler.
mented by one new ship a year from the same
steam
yard. Ono of the owners in those whalers
wnalers is the principal owner of 11
with sails ouly, a uurnber of which are now riding at anchor in this harbor.
The success of these steam vessels has already attracted much attention. One or two
similar vessels will shortly be built somewhere
ou this coast, probably ou the Columbia river.

being

as

—

be used as merchant ships,
but will be adapted for the whaling business if
that should offer the
greatest inducements.
The application of auxiliary steam-power to
■ailing vessels is not a new idea. But it has
never before been applied to deep-water vessels in this country with such complete sucoes8. These vessels, perfect in model, swift as
sailors, good under steam, and large carriers,
are probably the pioneers of a large fleet of
•team whalers, and of a still larger fleet of
merchant vessels.

They

are

likely

j

MURDER AND SUICIDE,
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to

Another Bad Day for the Insanity

Melancholy Tragedy

A

in

Biddeford.
EXPERTS DECLARE THE PRISONER IS
SHAMMING.

YOUNG MAN SHOOTS HIS

A

Magazine Notices.

Guiteau Finally Put where He Belongs.
Life.

And then Takes His Own

al story is postponed to the February number,
but Mr. Laibrop begius a story which will run
through three or four numbers, An Echo of
Passion. A very striking article is one by the
Rev. E. E. Hale, entitled John the Baptist at
the Jordan. It is the first paper of a series on

THE

in the life of Christ. Studies in the
South is the title of another article, which describes from close and accnrate information
the condition of what are known as “moonshiners.’’ A striking short story is And Joe,
by S. A. L. E. M. Elizabeth Robins contrib-

(Special Dispatch to the Press.)
Biddeford, Dec. 28.—The most horrible
tragedy that this city has ever witnessed was

SHROUDED

AFFAIR

MYS-

IN

utes an article on Hindu Humor. Mr. A. GranTill* Bradley, sou of the new Dean of West
mill-tor, writes on The Prominence of AthletiH. H- describes A Midsumcism in England.
mer Fete in tbe Puebloof San Juan, lbo poetry is by J. J. Piatt, J. T. Trowbridge, and

Edith M. Thomas.
ia&i buaonotilUS L,
KWUfmn FOB THB NEXT 1WSWTWCI

TERY.

War Dep’t, Office Chief Signal j
Officer, Washington, D. 0..
/
Dec. 29. 1 A.M.
,

light
sta-

tionary or higher temperature, falling followed
]; rising barometer.

[special bulletin.]
The barometer is highest in the South Atlantic States and lowest in the Lake Superior
region. Occasional rain has fallen in all districts east of the Mississippi river. Northwesterly winds prevail in the Northwest and west
iuo

u|j|ici

xitt&c

xr^xvxxx.

to number 31 Jefferson street, and the gathering of a great crowd of curious and excited
citizens in front of the house. The police had
already arrived and were striving to keep back
the crowd, and the excitement was intensified
by the screams and shrieks of a woman who
to be the

uiaonuoio

v»v

The temperawiuds are mostly southerly.
ture has lalleu iu the Northwest, upper Lake
and risen iu
and
Atlantic
States
Middle
regiou
the lower Lake regiou aud east Gulf States.
Elsewhere it has lem oned nearly stationary
The|Mi-sisuippi has risen 21 (inches at Vicksburg. the Ohio 72 at Pittsburg and 19 at Cincinnati.
Fair weather is indicated for all States east
of the Rocky Mountains Friday.

BY TELEGRAPH.

mother of one

nearly crazed

The house where the shooting

of the victims.

lotus.

iu

enacted this afternoon. About four o’clock it
and suiwas rumored that a terrible murder
cide had occurred on Jefferson street, which
was soon confirmed by the hurrying of doctors

proved

occurred stands next to the Baptist church and
is a two story wooden house with a French
roof and bay windows, and is occupied by
Thomas N. Goodwin, the step father of the
murdered girl, he having married her mother
few years ago. The victims of this double
are Leon K. Moore, son of Jeremiah
Moore, the latter being a foreman in the employ of the Water Power Company, and Miss
a

tragedy

^UbllUliUI,

DttUG

WUU

IB

THpurLCU

tu uavo

auuu

in Portland,
remaining there
sometime with her grandmother, and attending school, after her mother had married Mr.
But for
Goodwin and moved to Biddeford.
some years she has lived in Biddeford, having
graduated at the Biddeford High school a year

erly lived

ago last July, and immediately secured a position as teacher, and was at the present time a
teacher in the Bradbury street Primary school >
where she ranked high in her grade, and was a
great favorite with the Bchool children. She
was considered as an nnusually intelligent and

capable young lady, and was esteemed very
highly by all who kuew her, counting among

people

her friends many of the best

in

this

city.

MAINE.
A Pastor Installed.

The cause of this shocking affair is shrouded
in mystery,and will probably never be explained, as both parties to it died immediately with-

Bancor, Dec. 28.—Rev. H. L. Griffin, late
of South church, New Britain, Conn., was installed this evening pastor of Hammond street
church iu this city.

It appears that young
out uttering a word.
Moore, who was about 22 years old, was engaged to Miss Cushman, and about a year and
a
a half ago secured
position as clerk with

MARINE NEWS.
A Bath Ship Ashore.
Dec. 28.—Ship Leading Wind,
Hinkley, of Bath, Me., from Amster-

London,

Capt.

dam for Batavia, is
Java.

ashore at

Passsoeroeau,

_

WASHINGTON.
«

Lieut. Flipper’s Case.
Washington, Dec. 28—No report of the
findings or proceedings ot the court martial in
the case of Lieutenant Flipper, has reached
the War department. If the report istrue that
Flipper has been sentenced to dismissal from
the army, be findings of the court will be
transmitted to Judge Advocate General Swaim
aud by him suomitted to the President for his
approval. If the sentence of the court be any
thing less than dismissal the case rests entirely
with the department commander and the proceedings will be filed in the office of the Judge
Advocate only as a matter of record.
Resignation of the Chief Clerk of the
Post Office Department.
JobD R. Van Wormer to-day tendered his
resignation as chief clerk of the post office deto take effect the 31st of January.
is to be associated
eirtment

with Post Master Gene
eral James in the Lincoln National Bank of
New York.

BLAINE AND THE CABINET.

Bradford & Anthony on Washington street,
Boston, with which firm he was employed at
the time of his death, and he had come home
to Biddeford to spend Christmas with Jhis
friends and especially with his afiianced bride.
He had been with her a great deal during his

stay, and this afternoon just previous to the
time for taking the train on his return to Boston he called at her house to bid the young lady
good bye. She however was not at home and
according to one report he went in and waited
for her to return, which she did soon after. Ache went down town
she had just stepped
in to speak to a young man, a mutual friend
who is said to be engaged to a young lady in
Saco, and of whom young Moore was said to
be jealous, but without cause.
Finding her

cording to another report
toa jeweler’s store where

there he is said to have walked home with her,
while others say she walked home with a young
lady. From the time she was seen on the
street until the shooting occurred could not
have been more than fifteen or twenty minutes.

Having reached home she went into the parior
with the young man, and for some minutes
everything seeemed to be as usual, for both
were heard to laugh
heartily by her young
brother and mother, who were in the next room.
But shortly afterwards the mother and son
rushed
were both startled by a pistol shot and
toward the parlor. On opening the door a feartheir
for jon the
met
ful sight
eyes,
floor lay Miss Cushman

The Facts Concerning the Secretary of
State’s Withdrawal.
Washington, Dec 28 —To correct certain
mistatemeuts which have been made infregard
to Mr. Blaine’s withdrawal from the Cabinet,
the following has been furnished for publication:
On the 22d day of September, immediately
after President Arthur had taken the oath of
office administered by the Chief Jastice of the
United States, a lull meeting of the Cabinet
was held in the Vice President s room in tbe
capitol. At this meeting every member of the
Cabinet tendered his resignation in writing.
On receiving the several letters President Arthnr said it would be agreeable to him to have
the members remain in their positions nntil
after the regular meeting of Congress in December. Three weeks afterwards Mr. Blaine
addressed the following letter to the President:
Washixotox, Oot. 13,1881.
My Dear Mr. President.
When 1 put my resignation in your hands, on the
22<1 of September yon intimated your wsh that all
membtrs of the Cabinet should reiaiu their places
nntil the meeting of Congress in December. As
Secretary Windom’s expected return to the Senate

vacancy in tne Treasury Departmay precipitate
ment in a few days, I have thought it might also
render an earlier reconstruction of your Cabinet desirable to you. In that event I trust you will not be
embarrass, d, at least so tar as I am concerned by
previous assignment of a date for withdrawal,
t will be eutirely agreeable to me to turn over tbe
department to my successor on any day that will
most desirable and convenient for yourself.
intended to say this to you yesterday but from
pressure of other tblnga forgot it.
a

four

Fr.ive

Very respectfully,

James G. Blaixe.
In a personal interview following this letter
the President repeated tbe request that Mr.
Blaine should remain nntil December. There
was never at an; lime the slightest misunderstanding between the President and Mr. Blaine
abont the latter's retirement, and their personal relations continue, as they have always
been, eutirely frieudly and cordial.
The Socialistic Labor Party.
New Yoke, Dec. 28.—The National convention of the socialistic labor part; to-day had
under consideration the greater part of the day
ques ions of how to bring together different
factions of tbe party, a split having been occasioned by tbe suspension of a number of members throughout tbe country for not supporting
Gen. Weaver, the Greenback candidate for
President at the last presidential election.
At the afternoon session of the convention
tbe N»w York section was censured for not
holding a sympathy meeting on account of the
death of President Garfield.
A platform was then adopted. It demands
revision of the Constitution of the United
States, so that a number of citizens may propose a law which proposition should be referred
to popular vote, and that all bills before Congress shall be subiect to a ceneral vote if so demantled by a specified number of citizens. It
also demands political equality, without regard
to creed, race or sex; the establishment ot a national department of labor; that the government
issue all mouey; that eight hours be a legal
working-day; the entire restriction from labor
of children under 14 years of age; that election day be a legal holiday; that all ballots be
printed by the government aud that the ballots
of all candidates for offices be sent to the votResolutions were
ers two days before election.
also gadopted
favoring the formation of
national aud international trade and labot anions and pledging the socialistic 1 tbor p iriy for
the next two years will not affiliate with any
political party not endorsing its platform. A
resolution was also passed sympathizing with
tbe Russian Nihilists aud pronouncing all expressions of sympathy from this republican
government to Russia, as shameful aud cowardly; approving of tbe anti-rent agitation in
and
England
Ireland;
denouncing
glorifying ;in the sncce&s of socialists
in
tbe
recent
elections
in
Germany.
Tbe platform also demands the abolisbmeut
of tbe offices of President and Vice President
of the United States and instead thereof the
tbe establishment of a federal council, to be
elected by and hold responsible to the House
of Representatives. At tbe evening session
the platform was revised aud rewritten.
Bold and Successful Robbery.
A driver of Dodd’s transfer wagon left the
Grand Central depot to-night with a load of
eleven tranks, most of which contained costly
baggage. Tbe driver stopped at 123 Fiftli Avenue at 8 o'clock to deliver one one of them,
and while be was in the house some thieves
drove away with the wagon and remaining
trunks. A reward of $800 was offered for the
return of tbe baggage and arrest of tbe thieves.
Later in the night the wagon was found in
another portion of the city and it contained
but od6 piece of baggage. No clue to tbe
thieves.
A Crootced Bank Failure.
Hillsboro, III., Dec. 28 —The failure of
the bank of Haskell, Harris & Co. is still causing great excitement. The liabilities are
$120,000; assets unknown. The bank was established twenty years ago.
One of tbe directors, W. A. Norton, was arrested on charge of
embezz'etnent, as be was about to leave for
New Mexico. He has been admitted to bail.

E chard H Leslie alias Leslie H. Scrivens,
who was arrested for robbing tbe United States
postal oars on tbe Bennington aud Rutland
rai.road and escaped, was re-arrasted at Chat-

tanooga, Tenn., yestesday.

dead,

with the blood

as they stepped into the room Moore turned and placing the pistol to hiq own bead fired
and fell. Miss Cushman gasped once and expired, while Moore died instantly. There were
two chairs, a large arm chair and a smaller one
near the bay window, and it seems that after

just

sitting there Miss Cushman rose and stepped
into the bay window and stood looking out of
the left side window towards Main street with
her back towards him, and that Moore stepped
up close behind her and placed the pistol so
close to her head that, when he fired the powThe bulle
der burned the side of her head.
struck her about an inch back of the left ear
and must have crashed into her brain, as she
almost instantly, falling backwards and
so that she lay in the bay window
with her feet against the mop board partially
doubled np, on her left side, with her hear to-

expired

sideways

wards the middle of the room.
After killing her, Moore stepped back and
turned toward the door and placing the pistol
against bis right temple fired, the bullet pass-

ing back of the eye and up towards the top of
his head, blowing his right eye entirely out of
the socket,and strange to say without lacerating
the tissues, so that the eye was whole. Tne
flash of the powder burned and blackened his
He fell in front of the lounge and lay
there on his back upon a mat, with the pistol
beside him. The revolver was a murderous
looking weapon, being stained with blood and
of the Continental pattern of 32 calibre, of five

temple.

shot capacity, containing four cartridges, two
of which be had discharged with such deadly
effect. The city marshal has the weapon !n
his possession having taken charge of it on bis
Drs. Francis G Warren, Frank S
arrival.
Warren and James Sawyer were immediately
summoned and arrived within five minutes of
the shooting, but could do nothing as both
But their services were needed
were dead.
for the mother of the girl who was nearly if
not quite crazed, and in fact was frantic with

cursing

Moore and screaming so
as plainly to be heard far into the street. It
An inquest being deemed
was too horrible.
unnecessary the body of the young man was
removed to his father’s house on Elm street.
The cause of the tragedy or the motive that
led him to commit the act will probably re-

grief,

and

was

ed are that jealousy was at the bostom of it,
and that she mast either have attempted to
break off their engagement or said something
to provoke his sodden wrath, for everything
yet discovered discredits the idea of premed
itation, as when the act occurred he was iu
his way to the train having his overwhen he shot himself, and all the time
previous to this affair he had appeared as
usual, not excited in the least. In fact but a

reality

coat

on

on

few minutes before he went to her house he
was with his most intimate friend and appeared happy and good natured as ever, and made

arrangements for him to call and see him
when he went through Boston next Friday
and he is at an utter loss to explain the conduct of Moore.
Both families

are

eminently respectable and

as it happens belong to the same church.
The
expressions of sympathy for all the bereaved
parents is universal and this sad and inexplicable affair occasions horror mingled with
grief throughout the community. Although
the immediate cause is unknown it undoubtedly would not have happened but for the pernicious and well nigh universal practice of

carrying concealed

It was said imweapons.
mediately after the occurrence “if most any
one else had done it might be said ram did it.”
When a young man of a kindly disposition
and of exemplary habits as this young man
without aDy
be, suddenly
more provocation than a] .j ears in this case
kills bis inteuded bride there is no knowing
who will be the next victim, and we may well
fear lest the disease becomes epedemic, and
call upon the authorities to enforce the law
against carrying concealed weapons.
Since the above was written it has transpired
that Miss Cushman was the granddaughter of
Charles Averill of Portland who has or former
ly had s placo of business ou Preble street.
A Boston dispatch Bays the employers of
young Moore and those who knew him'in that
city speak of him as having been a quiet, industrious young man of modest, retiring disposition not given to dissipation and the last
person one would Imagine would commit such
a deed.
The young lady was visiting at his
boarding bouse in Boston several weeks ago
and their relations at that time were spoken
of as being exceptionally pleasant.
was said

to

Washington, Dec. 28.—Guiteau came to the
court room this morning looking rather paler
than usual. He complained that be bad nut
slept well. Last evening a man was placed in

his who was suffering from the
most violent type of mania, and daring the
whole night his shrieks rang through the jail.
Guiteau was very much annoyed and asked
his keeper what the occasion for snch a riot.
The keeper replied, “We’ve got a crazy man
hands to-night.” "Well,” said Guiour
on
teau, “why don’t you check him and make
him keep quiet and not let respectable people
be disturbed in this way by a miserable luna.
tto?”
Dr. MacDonald again took the stand this
morning and was cross-examined by Scoville.
Th« questions were directed mainly to the subject of temporary insanity, and the witness
was asked if in bis practice he bad not met an
instance of temporary insanity. He replied,
“Yes, sir, I know of a man who was insane for
twenty-four hours.”
Scoville (eagerly)—“And then he got well?”
Witness—“No, sir; he died.” (Laughter at
Scoville’s expense.)
The witness was asked what he meant yesterday by sayine “I think he (the prisoner)
had beeu playing a part in court.” and replied,
“I believe he has heen feigning what he believed to be insauity—not really insanity. I
believe he has been attempting to give the impression in court that he is insane, and with
that idea has been acting a part.”
Scoville soon became involved in a discussion with counsel on the pertinence of a question, when Guiteau shouted, “You had better
let him go. You are making altogether too
much of him. If you heve not got sense
enough to see it I will have to tell you.”
Allusion was made to the axe incident when
Guiteau commented contemptuously'“Oh,
nonsense, mat axe story is tne utmost, notion,
it's all rubbish.” And shortly after—“Doctor,
just tell us something about Abraham and we’ll
let you go.”
The witness was asked if he were not discharged fur granting a false certificate of
health to William M. Tweed when the latter
was in confinement in the penitentiary, and replied, ‘T never gave to Tweed a certificate of
health or ill-health and I was never discharged
from auy position in my life.”
Scoville—I received my information from
another. I do not entertain the slightest suspicion that such was the case, doctor.
After some argument the witness was permitted by the court to state that Dr. Kiernan
was not discharged, as he (Kiernan) had stated
for refusing to sign a false certificate.
Mr. Randolph Barksdale, superintendent of
the Central Lunatic Asylum near Richmond,
Virginia, testified that he visited the prisoner
at the jail the 30th of November, when Drs.
Luring and Hamilton examined him. He had
also closely observod him in court, and from
his personal examination and observation was
of the opinion that he was sane. The witness
also testified that he believed Guiteau had
beea feigning in court. The witness believed,
taking as true, the facts set forth in the two
hypothetical questions of the prosecution that
the prisoner was sane the 2d of July when he
shot the President.
Dr. John H. Callender of Nashville, Tennessee, superihtendent of the Tennessee State
Asylum foi the insane, had given special attention to the study of insanity the past 12 years.
He had seen about 2000 cases daring his connection with the Tennessee asylum. The witness visited the prisoner in
jail and examined
biB head and face. He found the head somewhat unsymmetrlcal.buc the lack of symmetry
was not more than is frequently found in sane
people. The witness had also closely observed
the prisoner in court and declared him to be
perfectly sane. The witness did not believe
in moral insanity or hereditary insanity, Bave
only in the idea of greater susceptibility to
the development of insanity in the children of
insane parents.
Col. Corkhill—We have had a young man
upon the stand here who considered the prisoner a “moral monstrosity.”
Canyon tell us
what such a monster, if such exists, is?
Answer—I do not believe in the existence of a
typo of moral,insanity. I can onlyjunderstand
by|the term “moral mor>Btro6ity, a person of
average intellectual .ability who gives loose
reins to liis evil tendencies and commits heinous crimes.
The witness was asked, in the form of a hypothetical question, setting forth Guiteau’s apparently rational conduct for weeks prior to
the shooting of the President, whether a person
who believed himself to be the subject of directs inspiration fr-m the Deity to perform a
certain act would conceal bis purpose as the
prisoner had done—and replied that he did not
believe the Deity ever inspired a man to take
the lif of a fallow creature; that if a person
labored under an insane delusion that he was
inspired to kill the President of the United
Sthates, he would, even if he did not talk
about it, disclose his purpose by his changed
manner and conversation. The witness not having heard the hypothelical question they were
read to him by Col. Corkhill.
Guiteau prefaced the reading by Baying,
“Your question is full of falsehood and misstatements I make this assertion now at the
outset to avoid interruption as you go along.
Witness believed taking the facls set forth to
be true that the prisoner was undoubtedly
sane.
Guiteau again
commented, “Twothirds of that stuff is all bosh.”
After recess Mr. Scoville entered the court
room with a plaster cast of Guiteau's
head
which was taken by Clark Mills some days
since. It was examined by experts, reporters and
others, and created quite a stir for a
few minutes. Mr. Scoville stated that Mr.
Mills was present and if no objeciion was
raised it would consult his convenience to be
put upon the stand now to identify the cast
J udge Porter—It seems to me your honor
that the convenience of the prisoner, of his
counsel and of the witness should be subordinated to the convenience of the court and the
jury that have already been detained too
long upon the case.
Judge Cox—You may resume the cross-examination of the witness now upon the stand.
Mr. Scoville, you shall have an opportunity of
introducing the cast before you are through.
Mr. Scoville then put a hypothetical question which embraced the clause, “Suppose the
prisoner believed himself to be a partner with
Jesus Christ."
Judge Porter arose and protested against the
question as blasphemous, and that it would be
a disgrace to a court of justice and to a Christian nation to allow it to be entertained for an
instant.
Scoville replied that if no allusion could be
made to what was claimed by the prisoner to
be the actuating motive or influence that led to
his act then the whole defense would be wiped
away at a single stroke.
Judge Por'er proceeded to insist upon his
view in his most impressive manner and declared that the time bad come when in the
name of the American people and on behalf of
the Government in a federal court he lelt it his
duty to demand that the prisoner be remanded
to the dock.
Guiteau—Oh, you do, you big mouthed Pora

events

eriy

Theory.

AFFIANCED.

The Atlantic Monthly for January opens
with an essay by Mr. Howells, entitled Police
Report, describing incidents and reflections of
two visits to a police-court. Mr. Bishop’s seri-

For New England.
Partly coudy weather with occasionally
rain, southerly winds veering to » esierly,

TThe prisoner smiled upon the Judge and in
a most insinuating manner promised to keep

GUITEAU'S TRIAL

and

cell

near

ter.

The court officials sitting behind the prisoner attempted to quiet him, when
he whirled
around and snarled at one of them: “Will
you

uuuu

your easiness,
you fool,

or A il

Slap you

iu

mo

mouth,
you.”
Judge Porter continued his remaks and Guiteau again interrupted him and shouted out

“Weil you had better mind your business."
Judge Porter—That is my business hereto
day; and your honor I must now insist upon
my motion of Saturday, that the prisoner bo removed to the dock.
Scoville arose.to speak when Judge Cox said.
“Let me know first if counsel desires to be
beard ufion the motion to remove the prisoner
to the dock.
Judge Davidge then proceeded to speak to
the motion. He believed the time had come
when every one present was satisfied that the
prisoner was perfectly sane in respect to his
behavior and amenable to the same rule as
other prisoners. In the case of General Sickles who was tried in this court for murder, tho
Judge refused to deviate from the rule although
he was a distinguished lawyer and a member
of Congress at the time and be sat in the prisoner's dock during his trial.
Mr. Scoville said lie would assent to any
proposition which might be deemed necessary.
No one had suffered more than he had from the
Guiteau (interrupting),
prisoner’s behavior.
“Well it’s because yon are a jackass on this
case. It I bad decent counsel I should not
have any occasion for remarks. You are doing
well enough on your theory but your theory is
altogether too narrow. You haven't got brains
enough for this case.”
Col. Reed denied the assumption that the
prisoner’s sanity bad been established. No
human knowledge could fathom the workings
of the insane mind
and
humanity would
dictate if a reasonable donbt should exist that
be
extended toward him. He thought
leuieucy
an admonition from the court would suffice.
Col. orkbill insisted upon the removal of
the prisoner to the dock and tho removal from
around him of special policemen who were
not regular altaches of the court and that he
should bo kept in the dock with no other
special protection than is accorded any other
prisoner.
Guiteau trembling with anger or apprehension shouted out, “You want to Bhoot me do
You caut convict me so you
you, Corkhill?
want to get me shot.
You might as well hang
me np outside and tell the mob to shoot at me.
I tell you (raising his voice almost to a shriek)
God Almighty would curse you sir if I was
put in that dock and stiot, you miserable
wretch.”
Scoville with much feeling protested against
tho proposition of tho District Attorney which
could not be understood by any one as otber
than an invitation to all who heard it to shoot
tho prisoner if the opportunity afforded.
After a most impressive argument by Judge
Porter in whicli he repelled the’reflection of
the counsel for the defence upon the district
attorney Judge Cox gave his opinion stating
that no certain measure to silence the prisoner
could be taken that would not have abridged
his constitutional rights whereas it has been
deemed, and he thought rightly, that the prisoner's behavior and utterances would prove
the best means of determining his mental condition. He ordered the prisoner removed to
the dock which was then done.

if allowed to remain with his connsel but
Cox replied, ‘‘You will go to the dock
because no reliance can be put upon your prom**
isos
Guiteau shouted, ‘‘Then I move your honor
that the coart room be cleared.” A passage
the
was
made
through the crowd and
prisoner was finally seated in the dock.
“I’m notafraid,” heshouted, “to walk through
the streets of Washington. God Almighty
will protect me as He has done.” After glancing around from his new place he called out,
‘‘Oh, I rather like this, your honor. It gives
me a much better opportunity to se$.”
After one or two outbursts on the part of the
prisoner the examination progressed for several minutes without incident.
Scoville handed up the plaster Cast of Guiteau’s head and inquired if the inequalities
were sufficient to attract his attention.
“That looks like Humpty Dumpty,” shouted Guiteau, as witness held un the head aud
closely examined it. “Corkhill, I’m indebted
It’s a great improveto you for this fine seat.
ment.”
Witness thought the head was decidedly well
shaped, though he attached very little imporiance to such matters. He had in his asylum
insane persons with very symmetrical beads,
and knew plenty of sane people with very illyshaped heads. Witness did not belive Guiteau
had been feigning insanity in the court house,
but he thought he had exaggerated his natural
characteristics of egotism, vanity, insolence and

audacity.

Gui'eau shouted. “You mean when I’m assaulted I hit back. You see, old Porter has
been promised $5000 if he would get me
hanged. He sees the American people don’t
want me hanged, and his fee is therefore slipping through his hands; that makes him
mad.”
As the crier announced the adjournment of
the court, Guitead called out, “Ob, I’ll get in
my work over here, don’t you worry about
that.”
Court adjourned till 10 a. m. to-morrow.

FRESHETS.
High Water on all the Elvers.
Troy, Dec 28.—The Hudson river is more
than eight feet above low water mark here
aud steadily rising. The docks are flooded but
no damage
of importance has been caused.
The Hoosac river is high and at Pownal it is

Canada palled.

CHILI AND PBRU.

Do Combing..
Smyrna washed.

The Peruviana doping for Aid from the
United States.
Washingtox, Deo. 28.—In a communication
recen tly addressed to the Department of 8tate,
Sonor Martinez, the Chilian minister, affirms
that as soon as belligerent Peruvians find out
that the United StateB has no intention to interfere to shield Peru from the consequenoe of
her acts, armed opposition to Chili will end,
but that, so long as Peru or any Peruvians of
influence believes that the intervention of the
United States to secure peace without cession
of territory, is possible, peats is impossible.
He says: I have some reasons for believing
that, In some communications sent from Lima
to the Department of State, they insist on
saying that the indemnity which Chili demands exceeds the limit of justice, and that
the authorities in Lima have acted very cruelly
towards the Peruvians.
This information is
entirely erroneous. As to the indemnity, I
will only say that those who think the claims
of Chili are exaggerated, entitled as she is by
the perfect right of the actual situation, are
under a mistake for these demands are moderate and equitable.
As for the charge made
that the Chilians have acted cruelly, we can
state that if any virtue is to he attributed to
the Chilians it iB that of not being sanguinary.
It is a fact tbat, during tho space of eight
years, not more than three or four capital executions occurred in Chili,
When the Chilian
army occupied Lima, the general in chief invited the Peruvian tribunals to continue their
functions, and they absolutely refused. It was
necessary to establish a military tribunal and
martial law, in order to maintain public peace
in a country greatly demoralized and given up
to auarchv like Peru.
It was necessary to
give examples of rigor; yet, nevertheless,
there have been but few condemned to death,
and those for actB of unheard of cruelty.
Meanwhile, society in Lima rests quietly under the auspices of peace and order guaranteed
by the Chilians.
MINOR TELEGRAMS.
The cow boys who recently raided Caldwell,
Kan,, and killed the mayor, have been arCow boys in large
rested in Indian Territory.
numbers have started to rescue them.
The capture and execution of Chief Arzata,

long the terror of Presidio Del Norte and vicinity, and thirty of his band near Chihuahua, is

confirmed.
A Constantinople dispatch says the steamer
over the Troy & Boston rail track.
5 Province has been sunk by a collision. Loss
Albany, Dec. 28.—Merchants on the docks of s'eamer and cargo is estimated at $240,000
here arc going to aud from their stores in boats
The Sen ate appropriation committee investito-day. The river is rising an inch an hour. gating the
Treasury contingent fund has adIt has rained in this region since Monday mornjourded until Tuesday.
ing.
Goe A. Woop who has personated half a
Bellows Falls, Vt., Dec. 28 —Owing to sedozen aliases has been indicted in Philadelphia
vere rains the supports ot the Sullivan bridge,
for
serving as juror under different names.
on the New Hampshire side of the ConnectiIn the New York walking match the score
cut river were carried away at 4 a. m., leaving
last night stood as follows:
IUD
u* lufco
Fitzgerald, 320;
railroad, uow owned by the Connecticut River Hertz,308; Lacouse,300; Noremac, 285; Krohne,
VWA
JJIDUU,
Co., are obliged to run around over the Cheshire bridge.
A heavy failure is announced at Bordeaux.
Rains the past few days have greatly swollen
The British foreign office publishes Mr.
the streams in this vicinity. The Connecticut
Blaine’s despatch of Nov. 14th, thanking the
river at this point rose eight feet during last
British people for their sympathy with Mrs.
night, but to-day is slowly falling
Garfield and her family.
Milford, Pa., Dec. 28.—Delaware river this
Miss Minnie Hauck, in Carmen, received an
morning was ten feet above the usual height. enthusiastic welcome at the Boston Theatre
It has remained undiminished all day, carrylast
night.
ing down vast quantities of logs «nd driftwood.
The inquest on the Hoppe murder case at
Considerable lumber piled along the river
was
carried
Flushing, Long Island, concluded with the
banks ready for spring rafting
verdict that Frederika A. Hoppe met her death
away. Loss will be heavy.
at the hands of her
Edward Hoppe,
Williamsport, Pa., Doc. 28.—The water in who shot her wtile husband,
under the influence of lithe west branch of the Susquehanna is now
and
that
killed himself
Edward
quor,
Hoppe
falling. Two million feet of logs escaped while under the influence of liquor.
from Young Woman’s creek but were caught
Five stores and several frame buildings in
at Lockhaven
Loss
Moravia, Iowa, were burned yesterday.
S20.000.
small Pox in Dakota Territory.
Mrs. Kennedy Gray died in great agony in
Waphbton, Dakota, Dec. 28.—Seventy-seven
cases of small pox in the infected district in
Chicago Monday of hydrophobia.
of
are
at Waphcton,
Dakota
twenty-iive
Joseph Rivers was sentenced to five years in
which have proved fatal. The disease is spreadthe New York penetentiary yesterday for couning considerably and seems to be singularly terfeiting.
fatal. Some of the victims are said to have
The steamer C. H, Northern still remains
died within twenty-four hours after being atashore in East River.
tacked. It is also said that before death blood
gushes from the eyes, ears and noses of the victims. These symptoms suggest that the disease
is not simple small pox but rather a plague.
uuoaio.
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FINANCIAL AND

Death of Capt. John Gallagher.
Philadelphia, Dec. 28.—Capt. John Gallagher, well-known in conne :tion with the
shipping interests, died here to-day aged 78.
He established Gallagher's weekly marine reports and subsequently the Philadelphia marine surveys and was representative here of
the Bureau Veritas of Brussels and the English Lloyds.
Man Kills Three of His Murderers
Round Oak, Ga., Dec. 28.—A youDg farmer
named Gray having interfered with a negro
dance Monday night was fatally stal bed by
three negroe brothers, Bob, Henry and Nix
Jackson. G> ay fired into the brothers killing
all three, one dying on the spot, one before
reaching the door and the other a few hours
later.
Gray crawled ont of the house and
died on the steps.
A Dying

Charged with Embezzling Taxes.
Phifadelphia, Dec. 28 —Samuel B. East*
burn, formerly a clerk in the tax receiver’s
office, was arrested to-day charged with defrauding the city out of tax monies. The
specific charges is that in 1875, 1876 and 1877
he collected full rates for taxes on nro|iorup9
officially assessed at suburban rate° and retained the difference amounting to 53500.

COMMERCIAL

Wholesale market*

Review of the

FOB THE WEEK

ENDING Dec. 28.

merchants busy taking
travelling also makes
business quiet. Valencia Raisins are %c lower.
There are no Palermo Oranges at present in the
market; Valencias and Jamaicas are 60c lower,
box. Pork backs and
Floridas are qnoteu at $4
Cheese
clear 6c off. Pail Lard is a little higher.
is %c off on outside prices. Yellow Metal sheathing and bolts, and bronze sheathing shows an ad-

Last week of the year and
account of stock. The bad

Qiuntoe

vance, noted by ns lecally tbe other day.
also keeps up its boom and is quoted at 2 00@2 66.
O’ her prices are unchanged.
Frcsli Reef

market*

Corrected for the Press daily by Wheeler, Swift
& Go., Commission Merchants in Chicago Dressed
Beef, Franklin Wharf:
'Hinds. 7 @11%
Sides. 7 @9
Rattles. 6
Fores.5%@7
@6
.6
Backs..
(Rounds. 6 @ 7%
@8
Rumps. 10@13 j Loins.10 @18
Rump Coins...10 @16
Poultry and wet weather have lessened demand
for Beef, but prices remain lirm with a strong upward tendency.
Brain market*

Murders.
Halifax, Dec. 38.—Monday evening a stranger pretending to be a deaf mute stopped Mrs
Benjamin Munroes at East Dalhonsie and with
a revolver shot her eldest son George, aged 19,
through the bead, and then shot her daughter
Neither
Mary, aged 12, through the breast.
can live.
Shocking

_

The Star Route Cases.
Philadelphia, Dec. 28.—Special Attorney
General Cook was in this city to-day and had
an interview with Attorney Genera) Brewster
on the star route matter.

FOREIGN.
Matters in Ireland.
Dublin, Dec. 28.—A meeting of the Irish
Manufacturers’ Association adopted a resolution to communicate with Messss. Gray and
Dawson and other members of the late Industrial Exhibition Committee, with the view of
having an exhiDition of Irish manufactures in
1882.
The circular of the Ladies’ League, summoning all branches of that organization to
meet on Sunday, is issued for the purpose of
testing the legality of the la-iits’ meeting.
At an influential meeting of the land owners
and traders of the city and county of Dublin
to-day a branch of the property defence association was formed.
Ryan and the two Whelan brothers, arrested
at the time of the seizure of a quantity of arms
and ammunition In this city recently, were today committed for trial.
St. Petersburg Items.
St. Petersburg, Dec. 28 —The first part of
the stipulated money indemnity for the cession
of Kuljah was paid to Russia by the Chinese
government four days ago.
Several court officials have been ordered to
proceed to Moscow to make careful examination of all costumes and accessories which Russian tradition requires to be worn at the imperial coronations. This warrants the supposition that the coronation ceremony is to take
place earlier than was expected.
Heavy Defalcation at a Russian Custom
House.
Defalcations amounting to millions of roubles have have been discovered in the custom
House at Tazaurog and all officials therein
have been arrested.
Japan Wants to Remodel Her Commercial Treaties.
London, Dec. 28 —The Berlin corresoondent
of the Times says; An influential Japanese
gentleman informed me during a conversation
that Japan for Borne time past has been earnestly desirous to remodel her commercial relations with Europe and America.
Japan has
already drawn the attention of the powers concerned to Iter aims, and their representatives
will Bold

a

conierence

at aokio on me

Biioject

early in January.
The Warsaw Biots.
Vienna, Dec. 28.—Reports from Warsaw
show that the damage to property during the
A portion of
recent riots there was enormous.
the city was virtually destroyed.
Mexico to Negotiate a Commercial Treaty with the United States.
Mexico, Dec 28 —President Gonzales has
invited Seuor Matias Romero, formerly Mexithree times
can Minister to Washington and
Secretary of the Treasury of Mexico, to accept

appointment as a special Envoy to negotiate
a reciprocity treaty of commerce with the United States. Senor Romero will probably accept
au

the

position.

The Campaign in Tunis
Tripoli, Dec. 28.—Ten thousand Tunisian
refugees have arrived forty milos west of Tripoli. The authorities of Tripoli have interned
Ali Ben Amar, ohlef of the Ooled Ayar tribe.

THE DOMINION.
A Jewelry Smuggler Sentenced
Montreal, Dec. 28..—Albert Burch, a Pullman car conductor, who was caught smuggling
jewelry for Mr. Patterson of Boston, was
charged with the offence at the Police Court

yesterday. He admitted his guilt,and was sentenced to eight days’ imprisonment and $100

•

were

Chicago.—Wheat-.

.-Corn—
Jan. May.

9.39.127%
9.50. .126%
10.30.126%
11.80. 126%
12.30..127%
1.02.. 127%
Call. ...128

61%
61%
61%
61%

Feb.
128%
127%
127%
127%
128%
128%
128%

Time. Jan.

61%

62
62%

—.■—Oats—.
Jan.

67%
67%
67%
67%
67%

44V*
44%
44%
44%
44%

68

68%

Foreign Impart*.
GLASGOW. Steamship Scandinavian—100 toss
B
iron
to
J
Moore.
pig
Receipt* af iVaise Central.
PoBTJUiSC. Dec.|27.

For Portland, ears 29 miscellaneous merchandise,
'or connecting [roads 87 can miscellaneous merer audiso

Daily Domestic Receipt*.
water conveyance—1000 bash Oornmeal U> G
W.Trn«*Oo.
attack market.
The following quotations of stocks were reoeived
yesterday by Woodbury ft Moulton (members of the
Boston

Stock Exchange),

corner

of Middle and Ex-

change streets:

Closing

Ootning,

7%
6%
20%

Boston Land. 7%
WaterPower.... 6%
20%
Flint 4 Pore Marquette oommon
Hartford ft Erie 7s. 66
A. T. ft S. F. 93%
Boston ft Maine.|149

Eastern ...
Flint ft Pere Marquette preferred.
U R. ft Ft. Smith.

149%
28%
35
98%
69%

35

93%
69
60
Marquette, Houghton & Ont. 60
Summit Branch
..
70%
i)6nver ft Rio Grande. 69%
75%
Northern Pacific preferred. 73%
■'
Common. 36%
36%
;Sales at the Broker’s Board, Boston, Dec. 28. |
137%
Donglas Mining Company.
16
Franklin Extension
Twin Lead .26@32

5 40

Oniteo States 8s,

101%

ex.

United States 6’s ext.10274
United States new, 4% s, reg. 114%
United States new, 4%’s coup.114%

118%
United State® uow, 4’», coup.
Pacific 6’s of 96....127
The < olio wing are the closing quotations offstocks:
Chicago & Alton...... 128 %
'/hicago & Alton preferred.140
136%
C. b/Quincy.

41
Erie.
Erie preferred. 90%
Central.130%
Illinois
Lake Shore.116%
87
Michigan Central.
Central..
92%
New
North western.. 126%
Northwestern preferred...140
New York Central..132%
132 %
Rock Island..*...
vlilwaukee & St. Paul...106%
118%
St. Paul preferred
116%
Union Pacific stock.
79
Western Union Tel. Co.

Jersey

...

« a

I if or ni a

(Bv Telegraph.)

SAN Francisoo. IXc. 28 —The following
closing onotations of Mining stocks to-day:

are

Beit & Belcher.
Bodie.
Oon. Virfinla.

the

7%
2>/i
1

11%
3%
1%
Mexican. 8%
8%
Northern B*lle......
>phir. 6%
»%
Savage
9%
Sierra Nevada.
Eureka

onld * Carry.
dale ftJNoreroee.

Yellow Jacket.

prem.

Portland and Miss Annie

of D. H.

Stone. Esq
Ih Brunswick. Dec. 21, Abram York and Mrs.
Maria J. Thompson.
In Bath, Deo 24, Chas H. Hayues and Miss Christiana S. Snow, both of Bath; Albert B. Storer of

Pbipsburg and

Miss Flora A. McDaniel of Bath.
In Bath, Dec. 25, Chas C. Skinner and Miss Frances M. Carter; Merritt A. Lermond and Miss Jennie
K. Cornish, all of Bath.

fhs Wool

following

is

Coarse.38
Michigan—
Extra and XX....41
Fine.41

Medium.45

Common..
0:her Western—

....

37

irmeand X.41

Medium.
Common.

43
33

Pulled—Extra.30
auperttne .80

1.16
Combing and delaine—
Medium and No 1 oombing.48
No

Fine delaine.. ~......46
coarse......88
Medium unwashed...*.......80
...25
Low unwashed.
California. .•«•*.... *.12
fexu ..17
Low and

months.

this afternoon at 2.30 o’clock,
street. Burial private.
Dec. 27, Mr. Albion Seabury, aged 76

[Fuueral service
at No. 97 Newbury

In Auburn,
yenrs 2 mouths.
[Funeral service Thursday afternoon at 2 o’clk,
at Yarmouth
In Brownfield, Dec 21, Harry Fogg, only child of
D. S. and A. E. Fogg, aged 4 years 6 months and
8 days.
In Augusta, Dec. 27, after a long and painful illness, Mrs. Martha M., w ife of Deane Pray, aged
67 years.
iu

natu,

uw.

mu.

nu,

h

@43

@48
@ 40
@ 42%
@42
@46
@ 38
@ 42
(n£ 46

@

33
43
60

@
@ 26

@ 50
@49

Orinco.New York. .Bermuda

Dec
I>ec
.Jan
Dec
.Dec
Westphalia.New York..Hamburg ....Dec
Dec
Moravian.Portland.. .Liverpool
Colon..New York..Aspinwall.. ..Dec
Alvo.New York..Kingston ....Dec
■iaratoga.New York H avana.I >ec
Batav ia.
Boston.Liverpool.... Dec
Germanic..New York.. Liverpool....Dec
Vccapuleo.New York..Panama.Jan
Niagara ...New York..Havana.Jan
...

Alpin.,.New York..St John,PR.
GItv vashington. ..New York. Havana
City of Paris.New York. .Liverpool
City of Brussels. ..New fork..Liverpool..

—

—

2^
29
29
29
29
29
30
31
30
31
31

31

10
4
4
Gallia.New York..Liverpool....Jan 4
Peruvian.Boston_Liverpool... .Jan 5
City of Alexandria New York..Havana.Jan 6
Republic.New York. .Liverpool.Tan 5

Circassian.Portland.. ..Liverpool_Jan 13

MIN1ATURE ALMANAC.DECEMBER 29.
rises.7.36 I High water, <p m).. 6.30
1.50
sets.4 30 I Moon sets--

oct3

sneodt2Gja

MARKET SQUARE.

21

DONGOLA BOOTS,

proof.

for Gentlemen, Ladies
and Children.
WATERPHOOF BALMORALS for Gentlemen.

FRENCH
CALF
CuRK
SOLE BOOTS for Ladies.
PEBBLE GOAT and French
Kid. Hand Sewed Boots
for Ladies.

LACE BOOTS in
French and American
Kid aud Goat.
The only stock of fine, fancy
SLIPPERS in Maine.
CHILDREN’S Spring Heel
Boots in Calf, Straight,
Goat and American Kid.
DANCING PUMPS in Goat,
French hid and Patent
Leather for Gentlemen
and Boys.
Misses’ French Kid School
Boots with low heels:
very serviceable.
Colored Boots and Slippers
for Ladies and Children.
Nubian Waterproof BlackSIDE

ing,

1

without

polishes

brushing.

M. G. PALMER,

New York.
\

water

CANADIAN OVERSHOES,

Portsmouth.

230 miUULt 9 I nEB I

Jordan, San Francisco.
Ar at Pernambuco prev t# 10th last, barque Mary
Russell, Nichols, Buenos Ayres.
At Rio Janeiro Nov 25th. ship Alice D Cooper,
Brown, for Calcutta Dec 12th.
Ar at St Jago 21st inst, barque Charles F Ward,
Berman, Cow Bay, CB.
Sid fm Matanzag 19th inst, sch George K Hatch,
Murphy, New York viaSagua.
in port 2ist, baraue John F Rothman, Nash, fm
Now York; Ocean Pearl, Henley, disg; brigs Carrie
Bertha, Hall, from Portland; Onolaska. Griggs, fm
VYiscasset; Clara Pickens, Coombs, and Leonora,
Blood, disg; Antelope, Curtis, and R W Messer,
Brewster, wtg; sch A K Weeks, Littlefield, disg.
Ar at Bermuda 13th inst, sch Kit Carson, Harding, Georgetown. SC.
In port 22d, barques Abby Bacon, Staples, from
Huelva for Elizabeth port, repg; Carrie Wyman,
Uand&ll, Cadiz for New York.
Ar at St John, NB, 27th inst, scbs Annie W Akers, Akers, and Welcome Home, Peck, Portland;
Almeda, Theall. do,
Cld at St Andrews, NB, 2ud, sch E & G W Hinds,
Hili, Philadelphia, with potatoes.

.

eodtf

bot21

~

—

CHILDREN®
All-Wool

Medicated, Scarlet,

Underflannels !
We shall offer to-day
lot of the above

a

small

goods in

from 20 to 34 at the

very

sizes
low

price of

58 Cents.

.»

[Latest by European steamers.]
Liverpool 10th inst, St Stephen, Douglass,

Sid fm
New York.

the

secure

call

who

Those

Off the Skerries 10th, Alfred D Snow, Miller, fm
Liverpool for New York.
Ar at Barcelona 7th inst, Augustine Kobbe, Ford,
New York.

best

early
bargains

will
ever

l/ndertlan-

offered in Children’s
nels.

SPOKEN.
Nov 5, lat 32 S, Ion 32 E, ship Alexander McNeil,
from Padang for New York.
Dec 26, E of Sandy Hook 241 miles, sch NbIUc
Treat, from Portland for Cedar Keys

EASTMAN BROS. &
BANCROFT.

FINANCIAL.
dec24

dtf

MUNICIPAL
—

Railway Bonds

CLOSING OUT

BOUGHT AND SOLD.

STO O K.S
bought or carried on margin.
Daily telegraphic quotations from New York
Stock Exchange.

octs194

During the present week
we shall offer great inducement in prices

HANSON,

SAMUEL

roruanu

Middle

Street^

on

Fancy Goods.
who

All

are

looking
uir,

for bar-

7s
Maine Central R. R. 1st Mort.,
7s
Maine Cei tral R. R. Consol,
6a
And. & Kennebec R. R. 1st Mort.,
6®
(• astern Car Trust,
8s
Jackson Landing & Saginaw R. R. 1st Mort.,
G uaranteed by Michigan Central R. R.
6s
R
&
K.,
Dayton Michigau
Guaranteed by Cin., Hamilton & Dayton R. R.
6s
l*and
Grant.
R.
Mort.
Gen’l
No. Pacific R.
U. S. 4 per ct. Bonds, Registered and Coupon,
-FOB SALE BY-

SWAN &

gains
should v;sit our
basement and
examine the
stock.

BARRETT,

186 Middle St., Portland, Me.
U. S. Called Bonds cashed.

Owen, Moore & Co.

eodtf

dtf

dec28

Mbary&MooltoD
Cor. Middle &

In Insolvency.
Court of Insolvency for the County of Cumberland,
Decen bur 22, A. D 1881.
State of Maine.
In case of JOHN STONE, Insolvent Debtor.
is to give notice that on the tweui ietb fay of
December, A. D. 1881, a warrant In insolvency was issued by Henry C. Peabody. Judge of
the Court of insolvencv for said County of Cumberland, against the estate of said
JOHN STONE, of Portland,
in the county of Cumberland, adjudged to bo
an
Insolvent
debtor, on petition of said
debtor, which petition was filed on the twentieth
of
A. D. 1881, to which date interDecember,
day

Exchange Sts.,

THIS

and sell fii st-class State, City,
Town and Railroad Bonds. Investments for trnst funds constantly
on hand.
Correspondence solicit
ed. Orders in Stocks and Bonds
executed daily in Boston,New York
and Philadelphia Stock Exchanges

Buy

nov3

est

claims is to be

on

their debts and choose one or more asof his estate, will be held at a Court of
Insolvency to be holden at Probate Court rwm In
said Portland, on the second day of January,
A. D. 1882. at 10 o’clock in the forenoon.
Given under my hand the date first above written.
prove

signees

NEWS.

Mercy T Truudy, Crowley, Calais for New

Chicago, ill.

INVESTMENTS!
We have choice Municipal and School
BOND* of Western State* for sales also
Chicago 6 per cent Car Trust Certificates,
and are purchasers of the same.
Barking in all branches. Collections made with
immediate advice of payment or reason given for

non-payment.

decC-eodtfebl6

Foreign Exchange.

Sch Tahmiroo,-, Belfast for Boston.
Cleared*

Sch Wild Hunter, (Br) Given, St John, NB—Ryan
& Kelsey.
Notes—Sch Georgia, of New York,
has been fitted with

new

now

lying

at

mainmast.

Barqqe Norton Stover, which has been undergoing repairs for some weeks past, came oft the Cape
railway 28th. She is now in good seagoiDg condition and will he reol&ssed for f jur years.
EXCRAXCB.
steamer City of Alexandria,

MERCB AJTTS’

Ar at New York 28tb.
from Havana; brigs Ernestine, Norton, Matansas;
Harry Smith, Wakeley, Navassa.

GEORGE W. PARKER,
as Messenger of the Court of Insaid County of Cumberland.
dec 22* 20

Deputy Sheriff,

Dec. 28.

Steamship Franconia, Mangum, New York—mdse
to Henry Fox.
Scb Benj Reed, Reed, Northport, LI, (ar 27th)—
clay to Portland Stoneware Co.
Scbs Gertie Lewis, Storcr, La Have Banks, with
40,000 lbs tish; Robt Lester, Fitch, do, 30,000.
Sch Nellie Bowers, Spear, Rockport for Charles-

computed;

That the payment of aaj debts to or by said
debtor, and the transfer and delivery of any property by him are forbidden by law; of said
I’nat a meeting of the creditors
debtor, to

eodtf

Arrived*

FROM

OBO-

SPECIALTIES.

solvency

Long wharf,

clearer, softer, steadier light than gas.

W. W. WHIPPLE & CO., Agents,

PORT OF PORTLAND.

ton.
Sen
York.

a

(list you get OF VOl'K
PRATT’S GEM'INK.

sure

ES,

Sun
Sun

@42

@88
A 29
A 88
® 83

Be

BEST.

AN

FOR

WEDNESDAY,

48
@46

Furnishes

OLL

ASTRAL

SAFEST

MAILING DAW* OF M'l BAHtlHlPm.

MAIilNE

CO.,

,udtf

PRATT’S

iress,

novl9
FROM

—

oc4

NEWPORT—Ar 27th, sch G W Baldwin, Norris,
from New York for Rocklond
NEW BEDFORD—Ar 26th, brig Mary C Haskell,
Pierce, Galveston; War Steed, Gookin, Port John
-on; Prudence. Pickett. New York.
VINEYARD HAVEN-Ar 26th. schs King Philip,
from Elizabetbport for Boston; Zampa, Port Johnson for do; E L Gregory, Amboy for Portland; O H
Eaton, Calais for New York; Bramhall, and ConPortland for do; E M Sawyer. Macbias for do;
-avolta, Calais for do; Albert Dailey, Gardiner for
Newburg
Sid. schs Effort, St Croix, and Zampa.
WAREHAM—Ar 26th, sch Francis Coffin, from
New York.
BOSTON—Ar 27th, barque Eliza White, Wotton,
Amboy; sobs Frank Maria, Alley, fm Port Johnson;
Geo E Prescott Guptill, and Manitou, Hamilton,do;
Mary Brewer, Tollman, and Alta Vela, Brown, New
York; Nautilus, Tollman, and Ruth S Hodgdon,
steurns. do; Sabao. Flinn, Macbias; Altavela, Alley, Ellsworth; Bloomer, Walls, Mt Desert; Sami
Lewi-, Moore Bangor via Portland.
GLOUCESTER—Ar 26th, ship P M Whitmore,
Patten, Bath for New York.
Ar 27th, schs Starlight, from Calais for Balti
more; Flora King, do for New Bedford; William
Thomas, do for West Haven; Dolphin, do for Somerset; F A Nelson, do lor Boston; Tam :rlane, and
WT Emerson, Orland for New York; L R Smith,
and Sarah W Hill, do for do; Orizon, Bath tor do;
Tangent, Macbias for do; T A Stewart, Machias for
do; Sea Spray, and Charlotte Augusta, from Eastport for do; Collector, do for do; David Torrey, So
Thomastou for do; R M Brookings, Wiscasset for
do; Thayer Kimball. Amboy for Portland; D Pierce,
Booth bay for Norfolk; Morelight, fm New York for

uiuun

Sanford, aged 87 years.
In Pbipaburg. Deo, 24, Mary M., wife of Rev. Ira
Ridlou, aged 07 years.

TO

Agent* for the sale of Genuine Asbestos
Roof Paints, Steam-Pipe and Boiler
Coverings, Steam Packing, Mill
Board Coatings, etc.

BONDS.

market.

Ohio and Pennsylvania—
PicklocK and XXX...47
Choice XX.43
Fine X.42
Medium.46

Liquid Asbestos Paints,

41 UVarket Square. Portland,

DEATHS
In this city, Dec. 28, Miss Hannah Baldwin aged
78 years.
In this city, Dec. 27, Harry D., son of Charles F.
and the late Annie T. Walton, aged 5 years and 2

about to paint send for sample card
»
of colors of

~

Port Johnson.

-AND

W-, daughter

are

W. W. WHIPPLE &

Sid fm Delaware Breakwater 27th, sch Ella W
Warner. Holbrook, (from Porto Rico) for Philadelphia.
NEW YORK—Ar 27th. sch R Bowers, Jameson,
Charleston 8 days. Ann E Stevens, Tice, do; Wanderor, Rooier, Connecticut river.
Ar 28th, barque Caro. Evans, fm Progresso; brig
Ernestine. Norton, Matanzas.
Cld 27th, barque Antonio 8ala, Mitchell, Havana;
brig Rachel Coney. Coney, Gnantaoamo; sch Senator, Bonsey, Fall River.
Passed the Gate 27th. schs H A DeWitt, Philadelphia for Boston; Nellie Doe, do for do.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 27th, sch John Warren, McGarr, New York.
SOMERSET—Ar 26th, sch Pusbaw, Alley, from

iHABRIACES.
In Bowdoinham, Dec. 24, by Rev. W. S. Mcmtire,
Henry G. Powers and Miss Juiia A.Trufant, both of
«
Topsoam.
In Brunswick. Dec. 22, Thomas W. Stanwood of

you

Johns

Cld 27th, sch M A Achorn, Acborn. Baltimore.
BALTIMORE-Ar 27th. schs William Frederick.
Ames, Charleston; Electric Light. Case, and Sami H
Walher, Higgins, Boston; Ella M Storer, Wade,
Portland.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 27th, sch Kate Markee.

(By Telegraph.)

European markets*
By Telegraph. >
London, Dec. 28 -^-Consols at 99 1-16.
Liverpool Dec. 28 12.30P. M.—Cotton market
firm; Uplands 6 ll-16d; Orleans 6 13 16d;$ales 12,•00 bales; speculation and export l,000;futures are
steady.

If

Boston.

lis/sc.

9@9%

who nave used it and now testify to its value.
h «k for Nchlotterbeck’n Corn and Wart
No!vent end toke no other.
sndtf
oov23

BRUNSWICK—Cld 21st, barque Mary Jenness,
Cochran. New York.
CHARLESTON-Ar 27th, sch Nellie, Drinkwater,

higher.
iVMcdpts—19,000

do at

and Gallons

tS^A LURK IS GUARANTEED.
Price 45 cents.
For sale by all Druggists.
T17 it and you will be convinced like thousands

-»

FOREIGN PORTS.
Sid fm London 23d inst, ship M arete C Day,Ames,

sight

Entirely harmless; is not a eanstlo.
It removes Corns. Warts, Bunions
without leaving a blemish.
Brush for applying in each bottle.

Pensacola.
KEY WEST-In port 21st, sch YoSemlte Bridges,
from Tampico for New York, ar 17th, repairing.
JACKSONVILLE—Cld 24th, sch Lackawana,
Closson. St Pierre; Stephen E Woodbury, Bagley.
New York.

NEWbUKYPORT—Ar 26th, sch Fleet wing,Johnson, Calais.

Havana. Dec. 28.—Sugar nominal at 9 reals gold
per arrobe for Centrifugal.
Spanish gold at 1.72%@1.72%. Exchange fiat;
on United States 60 days gold 8@8% prem; short

Corn, Wart & Bunion Solvent.

PENSACOLA—Cld 24th, brig John Swan, GalliSagua
CED vR KEYS. FLA—Ar 10th, sch Ada G Bryant, Stubbs, Key West.
Ar 21st, sch Geo W Jewett, Blair, Caibarlen via

January;

market.

Corns'

USING

SCHLOTTERBECK’S

son

At the afternoon call of the Board Wheat closed
firmer 1 28 fo January; l 28%@1 28% February:
129% Maroh. Corn stronger 62@62 Vs December;
62% c for
62%®62%c February. Oats
higher at 46c for December; 44% January and for
Pork
shade
higher 16 75 for January;
February.
1' 97% for February; 17 22V2 March. Lard is 2%

_

BT

DOMESTIC FORTH.
SAN FRANCISCO-Cld 19th, ship Valley Forge,

■

Havana

for the

was

Cure Your

Love. Port Townsend.
Ar 20th, barque F S Thompson, Potter, Honolulu.
Ar 24th. ship Continental. Clark, Baltimore.
NEW ORLEANS-Ar 24th, barque R A Allen,
Tarr, Boston.
Cld 24th. schs Clara L Dyor, Nickerson, St Ann’s
Bay Ja; J P Machecca, Clark, Lncea.
MOBILE—Ar 27th, sch Robert T Clark, Hutchinson, Corpus Christi.

47%@60c. White do 60

Savannah, Dec. 28.—Cotton is dull;| Middling
uplands ll%c.
Memphis, Deo. 28.—Cotton is dull; Middling uplands at ll8/sc.

of the

passed
1881,
Appleton, of Boston for his generous gift of 5000
reward of merit cards to bo distributed through the
schools.
OCTA VIA C. CARROLL, Secretary.
dec2'J sn dlt

FISHERMEN.
Cld at St Andrews, NB. 23d, schs Clyde. Robinson
and Mary Lizzie Baiter, for Portland, with herring;
Nellie May, Dyei, and John Pew, Sparling, do.

Kx C 8@8%; Yellow do a* 7%@7%c; Confectioners A 9%; crushed 9%c; powdered 9%@9%: gran,
ulated at 9%o; standard A at 8% ; Cubes at 9%c.
New Orleans firm; sales 360 bbls 65@
JIol
66c fair to fancy. Petroleum nominal; united at
85. Tallow is very firm; sales 75,000 ibs7%@
7%. Porh opened 10@15 lower, closing firmer
sales 300 mess on spot 16 76@17 25 old; 17 76 for
17 60; March at 17 40@
new: do February 17 35
17 60. liard opened steady, declined 7%@10 and
lowest
over
closed firm at shaoe
rates; sales 2930
tes prime steam on spot at 1126@1127%; 26*
for
Continent
quoted at
city steam 11 20; refined
1120. Butter firm for strictly fine. ^is
fair
to
choice.
very firm on ohoioe, Cheddar 9@12
steam 2%.
Freights to Liverpool dull; w i»~*r
Chicago. Dec. 28 —Flour nominally unchange
Wheat is firm and higher: No
Chicago Spring at
I 27%@1 27% cash; 1 27% December; 1 27% for
1
1
for
February; 29% for March;
January, 28%
No 3 at 1 13% rejected 80@85c. Con is generally
for
6
cask; 62%c for December;
@62%c
higher at
62V8^62%c for January, oats irregular at 44%c
cash; 44%c for December; 44%c January; 44%«for February and March; rejected 41c. Bye steady
96%. Barley "steady 1 02@1 02%. Dressed Hogs
steadv at 6 80@7 00. Porn lower; old 16 60; new
at 16 76 ash and December; 16 72%@16 75 for
January: 16 92%@16 96 February; 17 16 March.
Lard lower at 11 0*M@11 02% cash and December
II 02@11 06 January; 11 2< @11 22% February.
Bulk Meats steady;
11 35@11 37% for March.
eboulderp 6 10; short rib* 8 90; «bort clear 9 00.

lands at

THE

a

repairs.
Sch Lueiia, from Ellsworth for Boston, which
struck on Alden’s Rock 26th lost, has discharged
deckload and was placed on the Cape railway evening of 28tn for repairs.
Sch Yo Semite. Bridges, from Tampico for New
Yorkt put into Key West Dec 17 with loss of sails
an-- rigging damaged.
She was repairing 21st and
would be ready to proceed in a few days.
Barque McGilvery, Nickerson, from Huelva for
Philadelphia, was totally wrecked Dec 25 at Algiers
The McGi very registered 001 tons, was built at
Searsport in 1863 and owned at St John, NB.
Barque Am Lloyd, Whitmore, from Progresso for
New York, put into Key West 20th inst short of
provisions. Was ready to proceed 22d.
Brig Tally Ho, lately ashore near Newport, is having canvass patches tacked on bottem. She is to be
towed to Boston for repairs.

@52%c; Mixed State 60@61c;Wbite do 52@54, including 26,000 bush No 2 for January 49@49%c;
86.000 do February at 49% c. Mti*a» steady; fair
to good refining at 78/s@8%; refined steady: White

Receipts 17,000; shipments 3000 bush.
New Orleans, Dec. 28. -Cotton quiet; Middling
uplands 11 %e.
Mobile, Dec. 28.—Cotton is quiet; Middling up-

Portland

Society
meeting
of Cruelty to Animals, »eo. 28th,
AT Prevention
to Mr. Wm,
vote of tl auks

MEMORANDA

doing;’eceipts 16,170 bush;exports-bush
sales 251.000 busn; No 3 at 48c, White do at 60@
old; do
fr’^c; No 2 at 49@49%c new, 60%@61c
White at 60% c new,62c old: No 1 at 49%c: White

3%

Dec. 29—[Reported for the Press].—The
a list of prices quoted this afternoon:

Liverpool 27th Inst, ship Edward O’Brien,

Ship Crescent City, wbieh arrived at Havre 12th
Inst from New Orleans, sustained heavy damage by
collision with barque Sanvic of Havre.
Barqne Alexander Campbell, which struck a rock
in the K ennebec river 10th mst and knocked off foro
foot, came out the dry dock 26th, havlDg repaired,
and is now waiting charter.
Sch Merrill C Hart, from Tenant’s Harbor for
New York, which recently struck on the Hypocrites,
Damariscotta river, was placed in the dry dock at
this port, 28th, with cargo of stone on board. She
needs a new rudder, shoe, part of keel, and other

more

bbls flour, 37,000 bush wheat
103 600 bush <'oru 110,000|''.ii*h ?>ats 13,000 bush
rye, 78,000 bash barley.
8h pments-28 Q00 bbls flour, 59 000 bush wh*At,
178.000 bush corn. 69.000 bush oats 2800 bnsb
rye, 26,000 bush barley.
Flour is unchanged. Wheat
ST. lx)Uis, Dec. 28
opened lower, advanced and closed firm; No 2 Red
Fall at 1 38% for cash; 1 3a8/s January; 1 37%
for February; 1 898/s for March; No 3 do at 1 20;
No 4 do 1 17. Core higher for cash; lower for options 06%c for cash; 66c for January; 66%c for
February; 66%c March. Pork very slow; jobbing
at 17 00 cash; 16 62 Va bid for January; 16 96 bid
February. Lard nominally at 11.
Receipts- 3,000 Dbls aour 12,000 busn whoa*,
38.000 bush corn, 18,000 bush oatj, 0,000 br.sb
rye. 15 000 bush barley.
Shipments-4,000 bbls flour, 10,000 bush wheat,
48.000 bush oorn, 4,000 bush oats, 00,000 busb
Barley, O.OGO bush rye.
Detroit Dec 28.—Wheat firmer; No 1 spot at
1 85@1 35%; January 1 36%; February 1 37%:
March l 39%.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

from

Sch Grace Davis, from New York for Portland,
at anchor at Prout’s Neck, 28th. A tug was
sent for to tow her round to Portland.

choice Wbit.
extra at 6 10@9 00 common
Wheat Western extra 7 25@ 8 25;fancy do at 8 50
Ohio
at
6 10@8 25
<$9 00; common to good extra
common to choice extra St. Louis at 6 10 a 9 00
8
Patent Minnesota extra at
O'‘48 50; choice u
d mble extra at 8 6059 00, inchultng 1900 bbls
00
for W I: 1700 bbls
Mi tv Mill extra at 6 7557
No 2 at 3 15@4 35;1200 Superfine 4 10@6 00; 8uO
bbls low extra 6 00@6 40; 6400 bbls Winter Whe*t
extra 6 1059 00;6900 bbls Minnesota extra at 6 00
59 00: Southern flonr firm: common to fair extra
Wb« ai
f> G5@6 70; good to choice do 6 7658 00.
—receipts 2i',600 bush exports 108,737 bush; ir
lower, recovered
regular and unsettled, opening
and advanced % @1 Vic, closing with less strength
export demand moderately active and more doing in
options, sales 2,647.000 bush, including 187,m*0
bush on the scot; ungraded Spring at 1 2151 23;
ungraded Red 1 2 ^@1 42; No 4 do 1 2«@1 27;No 2
Red at 1 41Vs@i 43V4 new; 1 42V*51 44V4 for
old; No 2 Red at 1 39; No 1 Red at 1 47; ungraded
u
ousn ax.
n»°/4
White
ao.
31® 4U iso
@1 40%. By** about steady at 96c. Barley is unchanged. Coru opened 8/8@%c lower, recovered
and advanced a trifle,closing very firm; export trading fair with a moderate business in options.T^ceipis
62.075 hush exports 24,7 L8 bush; sales 1.282,000
bush, including 234,000 on spot, ungraded at 68@
72%c: No 3 at 68%@«»c; No 2 at 708/s@70%c
new, 71 %c old; New York Yellow 73% c; Southern
do 69c docck; No 2 for December 70@7o%c,closing
at 70%c; January at 70%®7o%c,closing at 7o%
February at 72%@72 13-I6c, closing 7^%tc;March
at74@74%c, closing at 74%c May at 7 -%@76c,
closing at 76c. OatM shade stronger and more

fc!3%

Union Con.

28tb, steamer Dominion,

was

fB? Telegraph.)
N»w Yobk. Dec. 28 -Kve ting.—Floor market
shade better with improvement, m duly on common
grades with fair export inquiry and moderate jobbing trade demand.
Receipt* of Flour 13,403bbls; exports 1216 bbls;
sales 18,900 bbls; No 2 at 3 1654 35; Superfine
Westernamd State 4 1056 00.common to good ext.
Western and State 5 • 0^6 00; good to choice Wes-

Newport.New York..Havana.Jan

mining Stocks.

——1——■

Apalachicola 22d, sch M A McCann, from
Bangor.
Ar at Palermo 19th lost, brig Havlllah, Coombs,
Bangor.

Domemc Markets.

.-.

up from 5 per annum to 1-32 per diem in addition
to legal interest and closed at 6; prime mercantile
paDer at 6 u,7. Exchange steady at 479% for long
State
anil 483% for short. Governments firm.
bonds dull. Railroad bonds are moderately active.
t he transactions at the Stock Exchange aggrega.e t 4 5.0 4) shares.
The following are to day’s closing |quotationa of
Governmen Securities:

■■

Ar at

the market for sale.

40
Milton
Deer Isle Mining Company..31(S82e
State
Maine
6s. 1889.11674
Blue Hill Company.
%

New York Block and money market.
(By Telegraph.)
New York. Dec. 28—Evening. Money loaned

Sid fm

'—..—

22d Inat, brig Henry B Cleaves,

Henry, Callao.

Sheep and Lambs—The supply from the West has
been light; all owned by butchers.
Swine -Fat Hogs cost landed at the slaughter
houses 6*4@7c
lb live weight. Store Pigs 7@10c
p lb live weight._

do at 52c: Mixed Western

---

Portland.

Brighton Cattle Market.
For the week ending Wednesday, Dec. 28.
Amount of stock at market 1013; Sheep and
Lambs 3,540; Swine 16,170; Veals 66; number of
Western Cattle 628; Northern and Eastern OpUI
ilcb lows, &c 285.
Prices of Beef Cattle ^ 100 lb, live weight—Extra quality at 6 76@7 60; first quality at 6 00@
8 60; second quality at 6 60@6 87Va; third quality 4 62V2@5 37Va; poorest grades of coarse Oxen,
Bulls. &c.. 3 26@4 50.
Brighton Hides as 9o
ft; Brighton Tallow at 8c
V lb.
Country Hides 7o ^ lb; Country Tallow 6c ^ lb.
Calf Skins l2@12Vac
lb;Sheep and Lamb Skins
at 1 00@$1 56.
Cattle cost higher at the West, and drovers have
realized higher prices than they did last week for
the name grades of Beeves, they being a full Vic &
lb advance upon all grades
Working Oxen—We notice sales of
Live weight.
Girth.
3'KlO
1 pair.7
$112
10
2900
1 pair.6
$118
6
2F00
1 pair .6
$108
2
3400
1 pair.7
$160
2910
1 pair.7
$135
Store Cattle—Yearlings $10@$14; two year olds
$15@$28 three do $264$45. Only a few offered
on

...

Ar at Cardenas
White. Portland.
Arat Liverpool

@40

23 (m 25
U unwashed.15
(2 17
23
Buenos Ayres.
@29
32
5 36
Montevideo.
....29
@33
Cape Good Hope.
Australian......40 @ 45
25
Donskoi.
@80
The Wool market sustains the firm tone noticed
at the clo*e of last week,and there is a good demand
for all grades and qualities.

6T
94

0. 8. ft Clev. 25%

Boston.

MINOB TELEGRAMS.

received

following quotation*by telegraph from Chicago to-day by A. W. Jordan,
167 Commercial street:

fine.

Nugent & Co., of Newark, are expected to
file this week an answer to the bill of Receiver
Frelingbuyeeu in the suit of tbo Mechanics’
bank to recover the money which Cashier
Baldwin says he lent to the firm.
The New York Herald prints nearly a thousand names of lives lost at the Vienna theatre
fire. No Americans appear among them.
John H. Murray, the circuB proprietor, died
in Now York Monday, aged 53.
FrancisMcKenua, who about three years ago
B. Wiloox,
was convicted of killing William
was admitted to hail in New York yesterday iD
term
of
the
The
general
$20,000.
supreme
court reversed his conviction.
warehouse
of
Stlefe
A fire in the
building
and Juhn on Camden street, Baltimore, damaged their stook of shirts, eto., the stock of
Biedler Brothers, of A. & A. G. Alford's awlcultural implements,and Tyler’s paper box fac- I
I
tory to the extent of $40,000.

Dec. 58

Portland
of Grain

The

30
89

HOUSE

BANKING
—

OF

Cancers Cured
knife, no poisonous plasters, no mercury or
other poisonous medicines used. Relief guaranteed in every case as 1 have 28 different modee
for curing Cancers and can meet every case.
No
charge for consultation, ar d only for medicine until
the cure is effected. Can give the best of references
as to skill and medical standing from some of the
lead ng physicians of Boston,
sworn certificates
of cures.
Send a full history of your case with
stamp to O. G. RANDaLL, M. D., 05 Day street,
Boston Highlands, Mass, If you call, take the Jamaica Plain Horse Cars.
dec23eod3m

•

NO

also,

—

HENRY CLEWS

&

CO..

I8NEV «T., NEW YORK.
(NEXT DOOR TO THE STOCK EXCHANGE.)
Securities bought end sold strictly on commission,
end carried as long as required, on favorable terras
and on a moderate margin. Deposit* payable on demand received. Four per eeat. Interest allowed on

daily balanoes. Members of the N. Y. Stock Ez
change.

for

marl decaf

Artist’s
CYRUS
FINE

Materials.
F.1>AVIS,

ART

STORE.

HP Congress Street,.

THE OLD AMOUNT OF CBBAM TARTAR

MUSIC AND THE DRAMA.

Fifth Lecture In the W. T. A. Course.

Will Not Raise the Old Amount of Flour.

the title of Hon. Israel Washburn’s
lecture before the W. T. A. at Congress Hall
^ast evening to an interested audience.

Why is it? How often this question is asked
of the grocer! The most complete ^pswer to
this inquiry that we have seen, comes from the
Health Inspector of the New York Board of
Health. After samples of cream tartar purchased in various parts of the city had been
subjected to analysis, he found in all cases,

STROGOFF.
Michael Strogoff, the eoectaole which has
had such a run at the Boston Theatre, will be
produced at Portland Theatre commencing tonight for three nights and a matinee, with

TFTE PRESS.
THURSDAY MORNING, DEC. 29.

“the

Such

press
"'.'Say be obtained at the Periodical Depute of N. G.
Feesenden, Marquis, Brnnel & Oo., Andrews, Arrnetr.mg, Cos, Wentworth, Hodsdon, A. T. Cleveland.
ft Maine Depot, and
Kohert Costello.
Boston
Chisholm Bros., on all train# that run out of tbs

Landor, it will be remembered was an English author, born in 1775 and died at Florence
in 1801. His family was very wealthy, and he
was destined, first for the army and then for

Auburn, Willard Small ft Co.
Augusta, F. Pleroe.
Bangor, J. H. Babb ft Co.
Bath, of J. O. Shaw.
BMdeford, F. M. Burnham.

the bar, but devoted himself to literary pursuits.
He became so disgusted because a
tenant absconded several thousand pounds in
debt to him that he sold off the family estate,
which had been 700 years in the family, demolished the mansion and went abroad. In
1808 he raised a body of troops to aid in the
Spanish insurrection against Napoleon and
was appointed a Spanish colonel. In 1811 he

Jellerson’a Bookstore.
Brldgton, Daniel Dickens.
Brunswick, B. G. Dennison.
Ottrawrlaud Mills, F. A. VerrilL
Damarlscotta, E. W. Dunbar
Freeport, W. At Mitchell.

Fryeburg, R. C. Harmon and Shirley ft Lewie,
Gardiner, Palmer ft Oo.
Gorbam, J. Irish.
Hallow ell, O. L. Spaulding.
Lewiston, Chandler ft Estes.
Lisbon, C. K. Judkins.
Mechanic Falla. A. W. Bridge, F. A. Mlllett.
Norway, A. O. Noyes.
Richmond, G. A. Beale.
BncklamLU. C. Andrews,
Saba: us. E. H. Johnson.
Saccarappa, at the Post Office.
Saco, of L. Hodsdon and H. B. Kendrick.
Tbumaeton, S. Delano.
Vinalhaven, B. Lane.
Waldoboro, G. Bliss.
Waterrille, J. M. Wall.
Wlscasset, Gibbs ft Bundle*.
Woodford’s Comer, H. Moody,

married the daughter of the Baron de Nieuveville, resided in Italy from 1815 to 1835, then
resided in England until 1858 and then removed again to Italy. He long occupied the
palace of the Medici at Florence, and afterwards purchased the villa and garden of Count
Glier»rdesca at Fiesole. He published a small
volume of poems in 1795 and “Gebir,” a long
poem, in 1798, but he first became really known
as

Yarmouth, 0. E. Coombs,

tion

ADVERTISEMENTS TO-DAY

Trimmings

dec28d4t

Club and was delivered as a lectnro
last winter in the M. C. M. A. course
Personal.
Oscar E. W. Hinckley of Oldtown, a veteran of the old Sixth Maiuc, has been appointed
assistant clerk in the U. S. railway postal service between Bangor and Boston.
It is suggested that on the 27th of February,
the birthday of the poet Longfellow, that our
citizens should tender the distinguished poet a
The idea is a good one. Mr. Longfellow will be 75 on that day.
Wednesday, in Brooklyn, N. Y., Mr. Enrique L. Fox, clerk in the office of tho Maine
Steamship Company, was united in marriage
to Miss Nellie Hewitt, at the residence of tho

reception.

A Marvelous Cure
For all bodily ailments, arising from impurity of blood, a torpid liver, irregularity of the
bowels, indigestion, constipation, or disordered

Blood Bjtteus

XU » 1X00

Price

UBD WJ

UCXU/UV.A.

futVinr in fltat nifv

®1.00, trial size 10

PORTLAND

1P0ST

OFFICE.
December 3, 1881.

within my
mas

A number of their friends gave Mr, and
Mrs. M. C. Milliken a surprise f arty, at their
residence in
Cumberland, Tuesday night.
There was music and readings by. Mrs. Pratt’
Miss Nettie Milliken, Harry Milliken, Mrs.

Milliken, Harvey Murray, Minnie Noyes, Orville Robinson, Edward Milliken, Prof. Gardi-

Bangor

and J. R. Milliken. A fine black walnut
desk was presented to Mr. Milliken
and an easy chair to Mrs. Milliken, in behalf
ner

writing

of the company.
Rev. J. R. Day, formerly pastor of the
Chestnut ttreet M. E. church, but now of Boston, was presented by his parishioners on
Christmas day with

Whole number of members Dec. 22, 1880
There have died

.022

the year..

14

Total.941
There have been fourteen death the past

years:—S. G. Davis, Henry Coffin, Albert
Cole, E. H. Hobbs, D. W. Davis, E. I. Farr,
J. W. Lord, M. Lowe, D. L. Powers, O. J.
Libby, P. Hasty, P. H. Tracy, J. Hudson and
A. A. Atwood.
Tnere have been 1108 members since the establishment of the society, Dec. 23d, 1873. Of
these 62 have died, 105 have lost their memberThe amount of money paid since organ
ization is 846,441. The average insurance during that time has been 8774, at a cost of 88.25

ship.

cloudy yesierday. Mercury 40°

at

noou, 42° at sunset; wind northeast, southeast and north.
A tait of clothes was stolen from the bach
entry of tbe boose of Mr. Herbert R. Sargent

per year.
The following is an abstract of the Treasurer. Mr. Eben Corey’s report:—
RECEIPTS.

yesterday.

From A. E. Chase .815,603.85
interest on investments
1,038.00
110.42
other sources..

Two little Irish girls were arrestod yesterday
for stealing a handle from tbe store of Owen,
Moore & Co.
A number of Searsport ladies sent, last FricomamiDg canaages ana wearthe inmates of the Maine General Hospital as a Christmas present.
Mr. Rand, the teamster, lately lost a valuable horse from pink eye. This distemper is
oox

during

..

Dropped.-.. 15
3
Restored
Admitted this year. 45

at

to

purse of 8100.

following statistics:

Brief Jottings.

uaj,a large

a

Masonic Relief.
The annual meeting was held last evening,
President Leavitt presiding.
From Secretary Chase’s report we gather the

daily

ing apparel

knowledge.”

Congressman Keed is spending the Christholidays in this city.

p. m. Close at 8.15 a. in., 12.25 and 9.00 p. m.
Boston and the West—Arrive at 12.45. 6.10.8.10,
and 11.10 p. m. Close at 8.16 a. in., 12.25, 3.00
and 9.00 p. m.
Intermediate or Way Mails, via Boston & Maine
Railway—Arrive at 12.45 and 8.10 p. m. Close at
8.16 a m. and I2.25u. m.
Groat Southern St western—Arrive at 12.45 5.10,
8.10 and 11.10 p. m. Close at 8.16 a. m., 12.25,
8.00 and 9.*K> p. m.
and connecting routes—Arrive at 1.20 p.
m.
Close at 11.4ft a. m.
Augusta and connecting routes—Arrive at 9.00 a.
m. and 1.2op. m.
Close at 11.45 a.m. and 4.45
and 9.00 p. m.
Morning Northwestern, by Grand Trunk Railway
Arrive at 8.40 a m. Close at 7.00 a. m.
Lewiston and Auburn—Arrive at 2.05 and 9.00 a.
m. and 1.20 p. m.
Close at 6.30 and 11.45 a. m.
4.45 and 9.00 p. m.
Deer
Castlne,
Isle, Sedgwick, S. W. Harbor, Mt.
Desert Joneeport, Mar bias, Machiasport, East Mach ias, MU1 bridge and Bar Harbor, via each steamer
—Arrive at 6 a. m. Close at 9 p. in.
East port, via each steamer—Arrive at 6.00 a. m
Close at 5.00 p. m.
Foreign mails via New York, day previous to sailing of steamers—Close at 8.16 A m.
Express. Augusta. Bangor and tbe East—Arrive at
2.05 a m. Close at 9.00 p. m.
Skowhegan, intermediate offices and tbe norm—
Arrive at 1.20 p. m
Close at 11.45 a. m.
Skowbegan also closes at 9.00 p. m.
Canada and intermediate offices, via G. T. R.—Arrive at 12.25 p. m. Close at 1.00 p. m.
Nova Scotia and Prince Edward’s Island—Close at
11.45 a. m. and 9.00 p. m.
Swan ton, Vk, and intermediate offices, via P. St O.
R. R.—Arrive at 6.45 p. m. Close at 7.45 a m.
Bartlett, N. H., and intermediate offices, via P. &
©. R. R.—Arrive at 11.16 a m. Close at 2.00 p. m.
Worcester, Mass., and intermediate offices, via P.
*R. R R.—Arrive at 1.35 p. m. Close at 12.26
p. m.
Rochester, S. 11., and intermediate offices, via P.
* R. R. K—Close at 7.00 a. m.
Carriers' deliveries are made
(Sundays ex•epted.l in the business portion of the city at 7.00
w* 19.00 a. m., and 2.00 p. m. In other seetions
1.00 and 11.45 a. m., and 3.00 p. m. Collections
made on week days at 7.00 and 11.00 a. m.
asd 2.00 and 8.00 p. m. On Sundays at 6.00 p. m.

and

Firiilal

States Circuit Court in Boston last Saturday,
offered a tribute of respect to the memory of
the late Judge Fox of this city. He said: “No
better judge has sat at nisi prius in any time,

From 8.00 a. m. to 8.30 p. m., Sundays executed.
Sundavs, open for Carriers and General Delivery
from 9 to 10 a. m.
ARRIVAL AND DEPARTURE OF MAILS.
Boston and intermediate offices—Arrive at 12.45

Rainy

cluirt

a

to Portland.
James J. Pooler has assumed the position of
steward at the Preble House.
Judge Lowell, at a sitting of the United

OFFICE HOURS:

sunrise, 44°

A ffr»r

trip Mr. Fox will bring bis wife

de26dlw

eents.

Count

publication of

Fraternity

marked down to close out at
Owen, Moore & Co.’s.

WB1IBUICU

the

scribed with graphic effect a visit he made to
the widow of Landor. The lecture was written
originally as a paper to be read before the

$2.00 to $1.30 per yard.
de28d4t
Owen, Moore & Co.’s’

to

was

by

tragedy, in 1812. His literary reputagreatly enhanced by his “Imaginary

tual passages.
Mr. Washburn took a very flattering view
of the character of this extraordinary man
and quoted freely from his writings. He de-

Fine Black Feather Trimming marked Irom

klUUCVh,

a

Conversations,” and these were followed by a
long line of works. His poems were of the
Hellenic style and contained highly intellec-

ENTERTAINMENTS.
Portland Theatre—Uncle Tom's cabin.
Cltv hall Grand concert and ball.
Congress St. M. E. church—Snnper.
SPECIAL NOTICES.
A card—Octavla C. Carroll.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
A big bargain—Merry.
Dianes—Frank B. Clark.
Probate notices.
Engraved cards—Wm. 8. Lowell.
Bern oral—Boston Bo store.
Wanted.
For sale.
To let.
Feu

another

an

Julian,

CITY AND VICINITY.
NEW

was

very prevalent. One stable has lost three
bones during the past week, it is reported.
Tho First Parish Sunday school enjoyed a

Total.816,812.27
EXPENDITURES.
•

Benefitt on account of deaths.
Purchase of bonds.
Sa’aries.
Rents of office.

160.00
175.00
200 00

Attending deaths.
Printing and stationary.
Postage and cards
Sundries.

94.40

123.25
9.70

...

now

Christmas festival, at Congress Hall, Tuesday
afternoon and evening. There was a literary
entertainment at 4 o clock, consisting of recitations, Christmas carois and an address by Rev.
Dr. Hill. At G.30 o'clock a sapper was served,
which was followed by a social dance.
The Reform School entertainment will come
off to-night with lunch at G o'clock, exercises
by the battalion at 7.30.
T. B. Percy, the restaurant keeper on Commercial street, has sold 6500 pies tho past year.
We saw an apple yesterday, possessing a per.
feet pear shape, of large size, with a pear stem
at tbe top and an apple stem at the bottom.
The Samaritan Association will meet this
afternoon with Miss L. B. Chandler, No. 155
Oxford street.
Tbe regular meeting of the Woman Suffrage
Society will be held at Reeeption Hall this afternoon at 3 o’clock.
Don’t forget the musical entertainment and
supper to be given at Congress
by tbe ladies of St. Paul's church this

antiquarian
Hall

evening.
GilTbe Christmas assembly will be held
bert’s hall to-night.
At the glass bsll shoot held at Peak's Island
Monday, for the club badge held by C. A.
Stevens, W. S. Jones made 30, the highest
possible. In tbe afternoon the sweepstakes
was divided between W. S. Jones and J. B.
at

Jones, each making 29.
Tbe Mecbauic Blues second course of assemblies will begin at Army and Navy Hall tomorrow

night.

have received tho Folio for January
from W. K. Chandler, 177 Middle street. The
frontispiece bear a line portrait of Patti, and
the January number is particularly good.
Messrs. 8. S. Rich & Sou have just received
We

from the manufacturer, George L. Browuell,
New Bedfird, Mass., a hearse costing 81600
It is adorned with mountings of gold ami silver and richly draped with black silk fringe.
The Eastern Railroad, as usual active and
enterprising, have, through their efficient passenger agent, Lncius Tattle, Esq put in cirvery handsome and useful calender
for 1882, with their list of officers attached.
We are pleased to acknowledge the receipt of
one laid upon our table by their go-ahead adculation

a

vertising agent,

Ed. Sands.

There will be a temperance meetiug at tbe
Friendly Inn this (Thursday) evening at 7
o’clock. Good speaking and singing. All are
invited to attend.
There will tea grand entertainment at Congress street church to-night. The gentlemen
will furnish a good thing for all who attend.
The officers of Portland Commandery were
installed last evening.
Florence and Pisa.
Such will be tbe title of Mr. Stoddard’s next
lectnre, which will be given to-morrow evening at City Hall. Mr. Stoddard is said to be
in his

description

of the beautiful city on the Arno, while the views he
throws upon the screen are of more than ordinary beanty. A gentleman who has heard
both the Danube and Florence lectures gives
the palm to the latter, notwithstanding the

especially happy

pleasure
■till a few

*

afforded

good

by the former.

seats

left at

There are

Stockbridge's.

The Fire Fiend.
Tbe losses by fire during the week ending the
15lh inst. reported by the weekly underwriters, foot up 81,131,500, and for the wee^
22d inst., 81,328,000. This does not in-

ending

clnda the many small losses of less than 81000.
Tha raoant large fires In New York and elsewhere during the cur *nt week will
amount to three or f°u* millions.

probably

$15,140.10
The following
the officers elected:
President—Henry L. Paine.
Vice President—James P. Hawkes
Secretary—Albro E. Chase.
Treasurer—Munroe A. Blanchard.
Finance Committee for three years—S. F.
were

Bearce.

It was voted that after the Gist special assessment was laid all future special assessments
should be one dollar; and that an annual assessment of one dollar should be laid to defray
the expenses.
Y. M. C. A.
We have received from the International
Committee of the Young Men’s Christian Association a copy of "Three Hundred Topics for
the Prayer Meetings of 1882.” It is intended
for the use of pastors, association secretaries
and others active in Christian work. The following are the scripture lessons for the week of
prayer:

January 1,

Sunday—Subject

for

discourse:

"Renewed Consecration.”
Jan. 2d, Monday—Thanksgiving for the
blessings, temporal and spiritual, of the past
year, and prayer for their continuance. Ps.
Ciii, 1-18; xxxvi, 7-10.
Jan. 3d, Tuesday—Humiliation and confession on account of individual, social and national Bins. Ps. Li, 1-43; Joel ii, 12-18.
Jan. 4th, Wednesday—Prayer for the blessing of God on His church and His word. Enh.
i, 15-23; II Thes. iii, 1-15.
Jan. 5th, Thursday—Prayer for the young
and all agencies for Christian training. Acts
ii, 16-18; Is. Liv. 13; Mat. ix, 35-38.
Jan. Gth, Friday—Prayer for the universal
prevalence of peace and righteousness. Micali
iv, 1-7.
Jan. 7th, Saturday—Prayer for Christian
missions, the outpourings of the Holy Spirit
and the conversion of the world. Dan. vii, 13,
14-118; Acts I, 4-8; Jer. xxxi, 33-34.
"Southward in 1862.”
Mr. W. A. Goodwin gave the first lecture in
t.hfl

(1. M

nnnr«i

last «v«niniT.

In 18(>2 when engineer of tbe 1st and 2d districts he was sent by the government to New
Orleans to inspect the lighthouses dismantled
by the rebels. New Orleans had just been capHe sailed on the Roatured by Gen. Butler.
He gave a bright sketch of
noke July 19th.
the incidents of tbe voyage, the peculiarities of
some of tbe passengers and the sensations of
running aground on a mud-bank. Gen Butler he found at the custom house in New Orleans full of snap, business and audacity. The
General put tbe fine cutter, the Florida, under

Mr. Goodwin’s orders.
Jhe speaker gave a
graphic account of his two months’ voyage in
the Florida, describing the condition of the
light stations along the coast,
much valuable information.

together

with

K. of P.
Ivanhoe Bodge K. of P. will give an entertainment to the order at Castle Hall January
17th, and the committee will sell tickets to
members of the lodge for one week and after
that to the members of the other lodges. The
installation of officers will take place next

Tuesday night.
Tbe secretaries of Bramhall and Pine street
will confer a favor by forwarding to
this office a list of officers elected the evening

lodges

of their election.
Endowment Rank will
Saturday evening next.

hold

its

election

Gorham.
Christmas in Gorham passed off finely. Each
of the religious societies had a Christmas festival, largely attended and interesting. The

popular principal of the villago High school
Mr. H. H. Bryant, together with his assistants, Miss Goodwin and Miss Johnson who are
highly esteemed in the school, each received
dican elegant copy of Webster’s unabridged
tionary. The presentation was made by Mr.
J. Hinkley in a neat and appropriate speech,
whiob was responded to in a very feeling and
appropriate manner by Mr. Bryant himself
and his assistants

that article to be adulterated with terra alba to
such an extent, in some instances, that the
oream tartar was really terra alba with a little
The Inspector further
cream tartar added.
stated that, when baking powders are put up
in packages ready for use, the honest and skilful manufacturer experiences no difficulty, in
the first place, of securing pure material, and
secondly, in mixing them in the proper proportions. Hence, the Inspector recommends
the use of a good, reliable brand of baking
powder in preference to the cream of tartar as
found in the stores.
The manufacturers of the well-known brand
called the “Royal Baking Powder,” import
their own cream tartar direct from the Wine
Districts of France, expressly for this purThis company are said to be the largest
pose.
and in
users of cream tartar in the world,
now

these days of adulteration and fraud, it is most
to know of one article of food that
the Royal Baking
we can get pure, namely,

gratifying

Powder.
A visit to

our

grocers reveals the fact that a
our leading families have

the use of the Phosphate
well as Oream Tartar and Soda
Powders,
on account of the unsatisfactory results, and
are now using that absolutely pure preparation Royal Baking Powder. Among the families who are using this powder we take the lib"
discarded

entirely
as

erty

to

name:

'William A. Wilson,
lion. Mrs. T. B. Reed,
Hon Mrs H H. Burgess, Geo. C. Shaw,
J.
1*. Baxter,
Dr. E. Bacon,
Mrs. Baker, State corner
Geo. E. Davis,
John E. DeWitt,
Spring,
L. W. Atwood,
C. P. Mattocks,
C. E. Bailey,
Geo. O Bu gess,
Kt. Rev. Bishop Healey,
S. J. Waterhouse,
St. El eabeth’s Asylum,
Theodor.-, A. Jossel. n,
G. ■'. Joliueon.
Mrs. L-A. Gray,
Wallace Freeman,
Geo. O. K. Cram,
Mrs. S. Follett,
s.
Rumery.
P. F. Varnum,
Mrs. Geo. I.. Hodgdou,
Mrs. Sarah Jordan,
T. R. Rov-jov,
C. R. Jones,
E. C. Chamberlain,
John E Davis,
Mrs. >1. W. Barker,
Wm. H. MeDonmd, Pro. J. K. Martiu, Pro. City
U. S. Hotel,
Hotel,
L. H. Appleton,
Andrew Erickson,
A Billir gs,
Mrs. C. N. Lang,
II. P White,
O. A. Gassett,
C. H. Scoit.
.Mrs. 8are!vail, No. C8
W Newman,
John
Green street,
Mrs. J. L. Farmer,
Ethridge Gerry,
Sarah
Mrs
A.
.1.
.Mrs.
Hussey, 80
McDonald,
State street,
Mrs J. F. Jefferds.
F.
Wm.
Mrs.
G.
Safford,
F.
Messer,
X. L. Kitnbail, Exchange Misses Greeley, No. 101
Pine
street,
St., Restaurant,
Thomas Dealing, Baker, S. C. Men ill,
M. I. P Johnson.
E. G. Chauuock,
Mrs. E. P. Nowell,
Wm. Libby,
J. H. Fleming. Baker,
A. FI ming, Baker,
W. W. Ruby, Restaurant, D. Hieber. Baker,
U. S. Steame- “Myrtle,”
J. W. MatUcwson,
Mrs. naniel Weseott,
F. E. Lovell,
Mrs. Henry C Fitch,
Seward Frank,
Mrs Add son Frye,
Mrs. J W. Green,
Mrs J G Snow.
Mrs. M. E. Plummer,
Mrs. G. W. Proctor.
Mrs. J M. Ross,
Mrs. John M. Marston,
Miss Sopbit Haines,
I. B. Wheelock,
Steamer 'Lewiston,”
Reuben Noyes,
J. W. Smith,
Duncan Menisb,
Daniel Randall,
Jere Sweet,
F. L. Griffin.
John Andeson,
Mrs. \\ m. Miller,
M. Sehuliey,
Andrew And. rsou,
C B. Pearson,
W. W Duffet,
E.
8'. Waite,
Kobt Mu-ray,
Mrs Clark, Merrill street, H. Woodside,
J. H. Bibber,
H.
Mrs.
Mrs. J.
Shaw,
Mrs. F B. Rolfe,
M’S. Thomas Burgess,
J.
F. Randall,
Mrs.
Mrs. N. W. Foster,
Mrs. J. 8. Clark,
Mrs. Thomas Harper,
Mrs.
Frank
Mrs. Mary McKiun,
Lanagan,
Mrs. Wm. Gannor.
Mrs. Almeda W.dge,
Mrs. Wm. McGonale,
Mrs. P. E. Patridge,
Mrs. James McLean,
G. A. Guptill.
Mrs. John Cannon,
Mrs. John Parks,
Mrs Harry Henry,
Mrs. Walter Taylor,
Mrs. Fied Beman,
Mrs. Edward Hall,
Mrs. Chxs. Wagner,
Mrs. Annie Sheridan,
L. H. Cole, Pro. AmeriM.
Mrs.
Lynch,
can House,
Mrs. A J. Pottengill,
& G. Stevens.
R
Wm.
B
Mrs.
,yd,
Mrs. RoDert Morebead,
and many others.

i>,

Tenth Annual Reunion.
The class of ’72,.P. H. S., held their tenth
annual reunion at Gilbert’s hall last evening.
were about thirty-ttve numbers present
which is half of the members of graduates and
speaks well for the unity of the class, notwithstanding ten years have passed since gradua-

There

tion.
The liierary exercises commenced with
address

Dy tne president,

>* in.

u.

aiubd,

an
jm..

D., followed by music, recitations and original
essays. Later in the evening the class repaired
to the banquet room, where an elegant spread
After dowas prepared by the lady members.
ing ample justice to the vivands, the toastmaster, Mr. Charles R. Lewis, called the company to order, aud proposed several appropriate toasts, which were responded to by the
boys. Then came the best feature on the programme—the reading of letters from absent
members. These contained many congratulations, kind words and humorous school reminiscences. Dancing came last and the “wee smai
hou rs approached when the “tenth annnal’’
was a thing of the past. .The last dying echoes
were

“hurrah for the 11th.

Insulting a Woman.
The man Flynn, who is acting as advance
agent of the Uncle Tom troupe, appears to be
He amused himself last night by
a bad lot.
standing on the sidewalk in front of the
United States hotel and insulting the women
who passed.
Among these wps the wife of
Mr. David Frazier, the hackman, who was
rudely seized around the waist, and subjected
to gross abuse. Had a policeman been at hand
the fellow would have been arrested; but bebe made his
fore au officer could arrive
escape.
The best thing the Uncle Tom company can
do is to discharge Flynn. Otherwise their
houses in Portland will be empty.
*-

_

Lodge.
The following were elected officers of Unity
Lodge of O Id Fellows last evening:
Noble Grand—Howard Winslow.
Vice Grand—Arthur W. Laughlin.
Secretary—Chas. Prince
Treasurer—John C. Merrill.
Agent—Isaac F. Clark.
Trustees—Freedom Nash, Henry P. Cox,
Joshua Davis.
UDity

Liminsrton.
The people of the Congregational Society
were happily surprised on entering their church
and

very
beholding
Sunday (Christmas)
beautiful and expensive pulpit set of black
walnut which had been placed there the day
previous, consisting of three chairs, altar and
two lamp rests, a present from Mrs. Harriet
Moody, a wealthy lady residing in the vicinity.
The church was also handsomely decorated

on

a

emblems. Above and behind
crescent surmounting a oross the
the altar
words, “Thou Art God.” On the right wall
enclosing a gilt star, “The Babe ol Bethlehem,” on the left, “From Everlasting to Everwith

appropriate
a

lnatino

'*

Sabbath

Sunday evening a very interesting
school concert exercise consisting ot appropriate songs, hymns, individual and class recitations under the direction of Mr. W. Scott
Small the efficient superintendent, was given
with excellent grace to a large and appreciative audience.
Monday evening Christmas was celebrated
in tbe Town Hali, by songs, instrumental
music, recitations, an address suited to the occasion by Rev. E. T. Pitts, (Mr. Pitts has a
very happy faculty in entertaining an audience
and gifts from Christmas trees with an oyster
supper.
Las Vegas Hot Springs.
The famous hot springs at Las Vegas, N. M.,
will soon bo ready for the public patronage,
the Atchison & Topeka railroad having taken
bold of the development of this valuable property with a view to making the far southwestern sanitarium accessible to the travelling
public, and affording to invalids the best of
The new hotel, conhotel accommodations.

is rapidly nearing compleThe railroad company will expeud a
tion.
large sum of money in the beautifying of the
property. Soon the mountain canon will become a formidable rival to the Arkansas hot
springs of long-time celebrity. The improvements now going on at the springs are under
the charge of Mr. Clarence Pullen, one of the
company’s engineers, a gentleman of excellent
qualifications for his important position. Mr.
Pullen was, at one time, the Herald’s special
correspondent from New Mexico, and has
established his deserved reputation as a civil
engineer.—Boston Herald.

taining 200

F. O. BAILFl * CO.,
MICHAEL

scenery, elegant costumes and a company of forty-three people. The ballet will be
led by Mile. Leppri and wiil number fifteen
coryphees. There will be an addition to the

special

orchestra, and the'play will, no doubt, prove
The following will be the cast:
success.

a

Michael Strogoff.'Win. Redmund
.Geo. R. Parks
Ivan Ogareff
O’Brien, Herald Correspondent.D. J. Maguinnis
Jolivet, of the Figaro.John Iklnce
Governor of Moscow.H. E. Chase
The Emir Feofar.S. W. Montgomery
Grand Duke.S. E. Springer
John T. Craven
Innkeeper.
Tartar Officer...C. E. Herbert
General Kiezoff.E.Y. Backus
Chief of Police.W.E. Davis

Telegraph Operator.....JohnH.1. Craven
Canning
Tartar Sergeant.A.
Allen

Aide de Camp to Governor of Moscow...E. H.
Ai«ie de Camp to Grand Duke.R- S. Finley
Marfa Strogoff... .Mrs. Thos. Barry

Nadia.Miss Rachel Noah
Sangarre.Miss Annie E. Proctor
The play is a prologue of five acts. The
prologue introduces a splendid view of Moscow Illuminated and the grand ballet “Les
Tziganes.” The second act presents the remarkable picture of the battlefield of Kolyvan,
the third act the sumptuous scene of the reception of the Emir and the ballet of “The Tartar
fete,” the fourth act the brilliant scene of the
burning of Irkutsk, and the final act the palace
of the Grand Duke at Irkutsk.
THE HUTCHINSON FAMILY.

large majority of

rooms,

A young man named Alvin Willey, living
in Belgrade, met a horrible death in Great
He started on
Pond in that town, last week.
the iee to meet a man named Stevens, of whom
he was to purchase some live bait for pickerel
fishing. Not finding him at the appointed rendezvous, Mr. Stevens instituted a. search, and
soon saw a dark object above the ice.
Approaching the vicinity he found that the unfortunate young man had fallen into a hole,
and, coming to the surface, had hit his forehead against the jagged sides of the ice, which
himself
so stunned him that he could not pull
Life was not quite extinct,
out of the water.
tbatdeath
enchilled
so
was
but he
thoroughly
sued in a few minutes after Mr. Stevens
reached him.
Willey was to be married
Christmas eve,
Dr. Ezra Mauter of Wiuterport, died Friday
He had
of paralysis. His age was 72 years.
been in daily practice as a physioian and surHe had ridden some two
geon ovet 52 years.
and a half miles to visit a sick patient the
morning he was stricken down. He remained
conscious but unable to speak till his death.

AUCTION SALES.

MISCELLANEOUS

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

ADVERTISEMENTS

NEW

WALTER SAVAGE LANDOR.

There was a still larger audience in attendance at the City Hall last night than the one
which patronized the first concert given by
the |Hutcliinson Family. There was a long
programme—seventeen numbers—which the

applause increased to many
The singing was better than on the
former occasion.
Some changes were made in
selections from those laid down in the printed
programme. Miss Jcnniebelle Neal read twice,
the first time “The Witch of Wenliam” and
secondly the “Polish Boy.”
indiscriminate

more.

PYTHIAN ENTERTAINMENT.

The first of a serie3 of entertainments given
by the Knights of Pythias took place at
Castle Hall last night. The performers were
The
the Cecilia Quartette and Bertie Webb.
audience were much delighted and several of
the numbers were encored.
was the programme:

The

following

Quartette—Greeting to Spring.Wilson
i.ecilia Quartette.
.De Beriot

Violin Solo—1st Co certo

Miss Bertha
inu—do

ojiiinuuic.*

Misses

Vocal

Webb.

MUliken and Bryant, Mrs. Morrison.

Solo—Impatience.Cursehman

Miss Bartlett.
Duet—The Magic Lantern .Gabussi
Miss Millikan and Mrs. Morrisou.
Vocal Solo—Fijr di Ma gherita.Arditi
Miss Biyant.
Quartette—Sparrow’s Twitter.Otto
Cecilia Quartette.
Vocal Solo—Scotch Ballad.
Miss Millikeu.

Quartette—Tbo Triton.Molloy
Cecilia Quartette.
Vocal Solo—Only a Summer Shower
.,

Mrs.

Morrison.

Violin Solo—Andante Caprice.De Beriot
Miss Bertha Webb.
snail no more go

Quartette—Their Sun

down,
Tuckcrinan

Cecilia Quartette.
NOTES.

The tickets lor “Patience” to be given at
City Hall by the Museum company January
7th are selling well at Stockbrldge’s and those
intending buying had better secure seats at
once.

Jay Rial’s “UncleTom at Portland Theatre
January 2d, 3d and 4th. Popular prices.
STATE NEWS.

CUMBERLAND COUNTY.

Two of the oldest citizens of Harpswell died
last week, Capt. James Sennett, aged 91, and
Elijah Piukham, aged 89.
KENNEBEC COUNTY.

Governor Plaisted and Council are in Augus
ta and will remain there the most of this week,
closing np the business of the year. The question of confirming the nominations of county
officers will probably arise to-day.
The house of D. H. Dearborn in Monmouth
was entered last Thursday daring the absence
of Mr. Dearborn and a pocket book stolen containing 9400. No clue to the thief.
OXFORD COUNTY.

A young man by the name of Caswell has
been arrested for breaking and entering GoodHe confesses his
win’s store at Waterford.

FOR

DIARIES.

SAGADAHOC COUNTY.

B. W. Morse of Bath has received a
despatch announcing the death of his brother
W.
Morse, master of the ship John W.
George
Marr, which took place at sea of bilious fever.

Capt.

YORK COUNTY.

The Congregational church at Alfred have
invited the Rev. Mr. Mitchel to occupy the
pulpit recently vacated by Rev. B. P. Snow.
Mr. Mitchell comes highly recommended, and
is making a very favorable impression upon
the people.
The Union Mutual Life Insurance
pany.

Com-

We are pleased to learn that the current
year has been one of success and progress for
this sterling old life office. A number of the
salient features of the Company’s honorable
record are grouped together by the careful editor of the Baltimore Underwriter and printed
in the last issue of that trustworthy journal.
We take pleasure in transferring the following
‘The Union Mutual began
to our columns:
the present year with §6,392,075.49 of assets
and §25,036,861 of insurance in force. The

Company, since organization in 1849, has received in premiums §24,453,178.90; out of this
sum there has been returned to policy-holders,
in payment of claims, dividends and

surren-

der values, §17,415,357.79, or 71.22 per cent; a
record of fair and just dealing with members
From the
not surpassed by any life company.
premiums received the sum of §7,037,821.11,
or

28.78 per cent, was carried to future assess-

ments, to which must be added the sum of
§5,894,810.24 received from interest on investments, making the sum of §12,032,031.25. From
there must be deducted the sum of
§6,540,555 86, which embraces the expense of
management for 32 years, and the profit and
loss account, to which all alterations of values

this

sum

made by President DeWitt were necessarily
a
§6,392,075.49, iB the
charged. Th
amount of assets at the beginning of the pres,
ent year.
Since its organization, the Union
Mutual lias naid for death loscss and endowthe 8am of $8,372,743.28, or $34.24 out
of every $100 of premiums received; and for
surreuder values $5,041,340.95, or $20.02 out of
meats

every $100 of premiums received. Those sums
with $4,001,2G7 50 returned in dividends to
policy-holders, make the sum of $17,705,357.79,
or $71.22 of each $100 of premiums,
which is
the measure of its mutuality. This analysis of
the 32 years of the Company's business shows
how every dollar of the policy-holders’ preTho bold and
miums has been disposed of.
incisive policy of President DeWitt is now
founded upon a basis of value which cannot be
questioned. The new business of 1880, amount-

ing

to

$2,029,541 of accepted insurance,

was

obtained at a cost below the average; and indicates that as the business of life insurance
improves with the growing prosperity of the
country, President DeWitt will bring the Union Mutual to the very fore-front of Hie insurTho Union Mutual, with the
ance companies.
experience of age, and the benefit of enter*

prise and practical knowledge in its President,
has, we believe, a very bright future.”

GRAND OPENING
Monday,

We shall exhibit a choice stock of Holiday goods
consisting of a thousand and one pretty and inexpensive, useful and fancy articles for presents for
adults and children, not an old stock carried over
from former years, but all new and fresh goods.
Articles for children to purchaee in great variety.
Prices from one cent upwards.
All

aro

cordially Invited to look at these goods

whether they purchase

or

not.

Bookseller and Stationer,

Jl I Congress Street.,,,

Congress St.

515

dec29

dtf

ENGRAVED CARDS.

WOLF, $8.50. *9.00 and

up

$18.00,

to

lined, BUFFALO, *5.00, $7.00 nnlined, $10.00 to $20.00 lined with plush.
These are this year’s robes.
Plash

KATE ENGRAVER

CARD

G

-AND-

Stationer.
Wedding and Viaiting Cards

a

Specialty.

We have’over twenty kinds, ranging from
90 cents up to $8.00.

513 CONGRESS STREET. !

ROB
ES

dec2t>dtf

RSMOVAIj
removed onr stock from 547 Congress
St., to our NEW STORE in
FARRINGTON
BLOCK,
No. 433 CONGRESS STREET.
Where wo hope to see all our old friends.
Wo have

dec 2 9

OILED BUCK.
76c.
CALF MI TS.
76c.
60c.
31.00.
1 Julies’ and Children’s Gloves and Mittens
from 50c. up to $1.75.

CASTOR,

To Let.

BLANKETS,
FURS,!
GLOVES, &C.

WINDOW

No. 23 Market Square. In22 Market Square,
det:29 dtf

AMES, No.

KID,
75c.

$1.00.

CLOTH,

GOAT,

dlw*

to let
quire of W. D.
Me.
Portland,

Mastiff male dog, 12 months
old, weighs 105 lbs. Apply at International
dec29 d3t*
Hotel, Commercial St.

Thoroughbred

BAGS

war a

We have

We make a specialty of these goods.
Paper covered $1.00.

POLISHER in Laundry who understands the
use
a machine.
Apply at Falmouth Hotel.
eod3fc

Adec29 of

MT1WESTEM Fur Caps.
Seal $4.00.
Otter $4.00.

Mutual
(CHARTERED 1837).

MILWAUKEE, WIS.
ard. 4,062,234
Amount paid to Policy
Holders since its Organization over ...
23,000,000
Seven of the Many Reasons Why Yon
Should Have a Policy in this Company.
1. It gives you insurance at actual cost.

2. It gives you insurance cheaper than any other
company.
3. It holds a greater amount of assets in proportion to its liabilities than any otlisr large company.
[See New York Insurance Report.]
The Northwestern has $128.60 for every $100 of
liabilities.
The Connecticut Mutual has $115 for every $100
of liabilities.
The Mutual Life of New York has $114.80 for
every $100 of liabilities.
The Northwestern Mutual has about $2 of surplus
to the Mutual Life’s and Connecticut Mutual’s $1.
4 It maintains the established rates for insurance. thus reserving full security agatnst contingencies.
6. Jfc has paid to its policy holders, and has assets
on hand, $5 90I,S6S.49 more than it has
received for premiums since its organization, a showing never made by any other company
at the same age. (note the power of compound inter
est in the West.)
C». It is paying daily nearly $2000 for death losses.
7. It has for ten years given to the public, printed
detailed statements of its dividends, and it is the
only company that does it.

THE HATTER,

237 Middle Street,
eodtf

NOTICE**.

Interested in Either of the
Estate* Hereinafter Named.

To all Person**

T. T. Merry

a Court of Probate held at Portland, within
and for the County of Cumberland on the
-SPWrd Tuesday of December, m the year of our
Lord, eighteen hundred and eighty-one, the following
matters having been presented for the action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it is hereby Ordered,
That notice thereof be given to all persons lute*
ested. by causing %copy of this order to be published three weekiffuccessively in the Maine State
Press, and Eastern Argus, papers printed at Portland aforesaid, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at said Portland on the Third
Tuesday of January next, at ten of the clock in
the forenoon, and be heard thereon, and object if

STATE ACiT., AUBURN.

AT

LEWIS

D. W. FESSENDEN and
C. M. C. PRATT,
PORTLAND,

they see cause.
WILLIAM T. SCRIBNER, lateof Otiafleld, deceased. Petition for the assignment of dower in
Real Estate, presented by Polly B. Scribner, widow
of said deceased.
JOHN T. PERRY & AL., minor children au^
heirs of William S. Perry, late of Brnnswick, de“
eea-ed. Ninth Account presented for allowance by
Elizabeth F. Perry, Guardian.
JOHN ROBINSON late of Raymond, deceased.
First and Final Accounts presented for allowance
by Samuel S. Browne, Trustee.
BETSEY MITCHELL, late of Pownal, deceased.
First Account presented for alio vance by Isaac S.
Brown, Executor.
FRANK A. MORGAN, late of Gray, deceased.
Final Account presented forallowance by Susan A.
Merrow, formerly Susan A. Morgan. Administratrix.
Also, petition that Charles A. Merry w, may be
appointed Administrator, de bonis non, presented
bv said Susan A. Merrow, widow of said deceased.
Account preEMILY J. BAKER, of Windham.
sented for allowance by Thomas L. Allen, Guardian.
ARTHUR LIBBY, late of Windham, deceased*
Petition for the assignment of dower in Real Estate
presented by Nancy Libby, widow of said deceased.
PHEBE PARKER, lateof Yarmouth, deceased.
Will and petition for the probate thereof, presented
by Ammi R. Mitchell, the Executor therein named.
JOHN MrMAHON, late of Westbrook, deceased*
Petition for discharge from further liaUllity, as
sureties on the bond of Cornelius O’Brion, Administrator, presented by Jeremiah M. Maa^n and Samuel Hauson.
ELIJAH ADAMS, late of Portland, deceased.
Will and petition lor the probate thereof, presented
1hy Clayton J. Farrington, the Executor therein
!named.
JOHN BRADY, late ©f Portland, deceased. Pe~
,tition for administration, presented by Lewis Pierce,
Pubiic Administrator for the County o' Cumberland.
AMELIA H. THACHER, of Portland. First Account presented forallowance by George F. Holmes,
Guardian.
EDWARD FOX, late of Portland, deceased. Will
and petition for the probare thereof, presented by
Francis Fessenden, the Executor therein named.
JOHN F. RID LON, minor ehild and heir of Joseph Kidlow, late of Baldwin, deceased. Petition
for license to sell and convey Real Estate, presented
by Oliver Murch, Gurdian.

OFFICE

AGENTS,
511-2 EXCHANGE STREET.

s

eodly

nov5

ONE WEEK.
great reduction in Art Goods, Veland
vet
Fancy Frames for
Cabinets, marked very low.

OUR FANCY ART
Must be closed out,

STUBBS

BROS.,

1(5 TEMPLE ST.,

PORTLAND, ME.

dec28

d4t

GRAM), SQUARE)

and useful presents that we have
marked down to close them out.

Come one!

Wm. P.
144 1-2 Exchange

decl4

in

STUDLEY,
253 Middle Street.
|ltf

If you Want Gents’ Flue Slippers,
go to WYER GREENE & CO.’S.
If you want Gents’ Cloth Top

Boots,

Wyer

go to

Greene & Co.’s.

If you wrant Hand Sewed Boots,
Go to Wyer Greene & Co.’s.

Wyer Greene &. Co.’s.
you want Eudies’ Cloth Top
Boots, go to

If

If you want the DONGOLA Roots,
Go to WYER Gl' EENE &■ Co.’s.
If you want
CHILDREN’S SPRING
BOOTS, go to

Wyer

HEEL

CHRISTMAS

Greene & Co.’s

THE BEST
-G-O

RUBBERS,
TO-

WYER GREENE & CO.’S.

BOOTS

REPAIRED,

NEATLY

Go to Wyer Greene & Co.’s.
FINALLY

GO

TO

Wyer Greene & Co.’s

NEW

CHAMBERLIN k HOMSTED’S,
Cor. Congress and Elm St«.

endtf

or
the

rent.

best

manner.

Hastings, THE WHITNEY
Gaiter
St., Portland, Me.
d3rao

where we have a great variety of
Black and Colored Silks, Shawls of
nearly every kind, Cloakings, Table Damasks, Napkins in all sizes
and qualities, Fringed Table Covand white, in all
ers, colored
lengths, and D’Oylies to match,
a large assortment of Linen Towels, Plain and Fancy Linen Handkerchiefs, and an elegant line of
of Silk Handkerchiefs, Raw Silk
Table Covers and Tidies, Lace Bed
sets and Pillow Shams, a choice
lot of Marseilles Quilts in very
handsome designs,' Embroidered
m

.1

UU«

XOVIV

arch

Under^the
are

of every person

PROPOSALS
States Engineer Office,
Portland, Maine, December 24, 1881.
in duplicate, addressed to the unUnited

PROPOSALS,
dersigned, will be received at his office in Porto’clock P.

land. Maine, until 3

M.f

on

Friday,

the i3th day of January, 1882, at which place
and time they will be opened in the presence of
bidders, for about 90,000 cubic yards or dredging;
and the removal of sunken ledge, in Boston Harbor, Mass.
Persons desiring to make proposals for the above
are requested to apply to the undersigned at his office
No. 4o3Va Congress Street, Portland. Maine, or
No. 20 Pemberton Square. Boston, Mass., for specifications, instructions to bidders, and the requisite
blank", and such further information as may bo
desired concerning the same.
GEO. THOM, Colonel of Engineers,
Bvt. Brig. General, LT. S. A.
dec24 d6t

from the best manufacturers in the
world.
Ladles’ Waterproof Cork
Misses’ and
Sole Walking Boots.
Children’s Waterproof School Boots,
Extension edges aEd low heels.
Whittier’s Heel Protectors keep children’s ankles from turning and add
one-half to the wear of the shoes.

WM.

M.

MARKS,
KxohRnge,

1* .-inters’

Street.
111

_dtt_

Exchange St., Portland,

Me.

Fine Job Printing a Specialty.
Orders oj mail or in person promptly attornied to

BASKETS.

Particular altentioa paid to M

it

and

Pamphlet Printing
TnThStf

vl

Office,Scrap, Work, Wood, Lunch,
School, Hamper, Clothes, and
Dog Baskets, and a large
variety of Willow Work

Jfc-L, A,.

of

IF*• X>.
of

SPECIAL Meeting of the Relief Association
A
the Portland Fire Department, will be held
at the Chief

stands at
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL,
-BY-

Kendall & Whitney,

otHoe Wednesday evening,
8 o’clock, to fill vacancies in the
Per order of President.
WILLIAM HENNESSE, See.

Engineer’s

4th, 188U, at
Board of Trustees.
dec28dtd

dan.

T.

C.

EVANS’

Advertising Agency and
Warehouse,

decS «od 4\v

I

aug201ld6ni j

STREET,

Whitney Gaiter Shoe Co.
dtf

106 WASHINGTON St.,
HOSTON.
Dealer in Wood and Metal Type, and all kinds' of
Printers’ Materials. Advertisements inserted in all
paper in the United States or Canadas at pnblishert’
owest prices Send for estimates.

Cai

axu

Ivanov

»W«»V

V/V »

«

—-*7

»

CHAMBERLIN & H0M8TED.
dejlO

CHRISTMAS end NEW YEARS.
Why not make him

a

present of

a

Fine Driving Harness

CALL and SEE

Jas. <*. HIcOL.AUFI.IN

Decker Bros’ Pianos,

at the head of Portland street, has
a good stock to select from

Indorsed by ANNIE LOUISE CASK.

Nothing would please him

more.

NEAT, STYLISH & DURABLE
HARNESSES

PKICKS.
dlw*

AJjo A choice

stock of firtt-elAfl*

PIANOS AND ORGANS.

TO THE LADIES.
Preparatory to moving I will offer at
cost my entire stock of Millinery and
Fancy Goods, comprising a full line of
Ribbons, Feathers. Feather Bands and
Flowers, Hats and Bonnets in all shades
and styles, Web and Ribbon Velvets,
Silks, Satins and Plushes of all shades.
Black and White Laces of all kinds, real
and imitation, All Colors in Veilings,
Fancy Goods of all kinds, too numerons
to mention.
Will continue tlie sale for thirty <lav«.
jy*N. B. Positively at cost.
Mrs. J.

3 Free Street Block, PORTLAND.
<IU

§ep29

JAMES G. MeGlAlM,
MANUFACTURER

OF

DRYHEN,

COR. CONGRESS AND CASCO ST.
dtf

declV

CUSTOM HARNESSES
A>*D DEALER

WATCHES,
Printers’

DS.inn

Tidies, Ladies’ Felt and Flannel
Skirts, Ladies’ and Children’s Underwear, Blankets, and a great variety of Moinie Cloths, Cambrics
and Prints.
All at the very lowest prices.

3,29

tlec23

Ml Card, and Job Printer

E. T. MERRILL,

Hotel.

d2m eod

dec20

Rubbers

Falmouth

send tlio

earnestly requested
applying to them for charity
to the Secretary. By so doing they will aid the perPersons wanting wash*
son whose name they send.
ing done, snow shoveled, wood sawed, or other com
mon labor will help the cause by applying to the
Secretary. AddresB simply, Secretary Associated
Charities. City Building.
to

IS, I8S1.

Made to Measure at 222 MIDDLE

Particular Notice.

Button Boot,

"YEARS!

Mow is the time to do good and
make people happy; and it can be
done by making good and nsefnl
presents. And such articles can
be procured at

ST.,

Open Every Evening.

novl

atented

loner Soles for Cold Feet!

buy

SLIPPERS!
SLIPPERS!

Associated Charities

ESQUIMAUX

And

OPP. PREBLE HOUSE,

Sell on Instalments
IlepairiDg anti Tuning done

Come all!

presents cheap!

your

slippers]

From many of the best Manufacturers, also

Our citizens

salboro’, Me

Don’t fail to examine our goods
have a large variety of nice

d«c24

480 CONGRESS

UPRIGHT PIANOS

name

SURECUREFORDRUNKENKES^^
JuHJsfc, honL"V5?-

eodtf

-AND—

w3w52

Congress

197 Middle Street.
dec 2 4

If you want your old

and

Call

prices that
Saturday.

as we

THE
HATTER

GOODS

prices no objeet,
Examine-

Henry- C. Peabody, Judge.
A true copy of the original order.
Seth L. Larrabee, Register.
Attest:

455

ed them all down to
will close them ont on

If you want
A

stock of Holi-

If yon Want Gents’ Gossamer
Boots, go to

MrLELLAN.
CORIIA.il.

LOCAL

large

on hand and don’t wish
to carry them over, so have mark-

A large lot of $1.00 Silk Handkerchiefs marked down to 60 cents.

COE,

Assets, Jan. 1st, 1881,
818,346,212
Surplus (Kew York Stand*

MERRY,

Shoes, Slippers,

French Seal $1.00.
Nutria $• .00.
Boy's raps 26c.
We are closing out our soft and stiff hats at
about cost. Our $2.00 La De-I>as now
$1.50, our $2.50 soft and still hats now
$2.00. Fur trimmings of all kinds. Laddies* Seal and Otter sets.

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY.

Wolf Robes-large sizes $8,
8.50, 9, lO to $15.
Buffalo Robes $fO to $20-liucd
and uiilincd.
Blankets —cut and square— $1,
1.25, 1.50 to $6.
Buy now f>-om a fine assortment,
more Robes and Blaukets in our
store than have ever been seen at
one time in this
part of the
country.
To close our stock on Furs and
Gloves we have reduced the
price very low.
Goods sent C. O. D. with privilege
to examine.

a

day Goods

Zinc covered $3.00.
Leather covered $4.60.

THE

A Wholesale Stock to Select
From.

PROBATE

OF-

AND

FOB SALE.

Also solid sole leather and Bureau Tr links.

Sign of the Gold Hal.

—

TRUNKS I0UDM GOODS!

———————I

dee29

DOWN

GLOVES MARK

BOSTON 5c. STORE.

PORTLAND.

J. M. DYER & CO.,

a, w. aixjui

Regular sale of Furniture and General Mcrehan
dise every Saturday, commencing at 10 o'oloek a.
m. Consignments solicited.
oetSdtf

FRANKB. CLARK’S,

dec8

December 5th.

WINTER USE

18 Exchange Hi.

BAiurr,

large assortment of
Diaries for 1882 at

A

OPPOSITE V. S. HOTEL.

HOLIDAY GOODS.

Kaleareem
r. o.

A
OUR
PRICES
BIG
ON
BARROBES.
GAIN William S. Lowell.
HORSE
IN
Blankets

gnilt.
PISCATAQUIS COUNTY,
Morrill Prescott, an aged and respected citizen of Monson, died at that place Dec. 25th.
He was eighty years of age at the time of his
death. He had resided there since 1850. Prior
to that he bad been a citizen of Ripley for
several years, and was many years a town officer, and sixteen years a deputy sheriff. He
represented Ripley in the Legislature of Maine
in the year 1844, where two of his colleagues
and'
were Anson P. Morrill, then of Madison,
He was
Abner Coburn, then of Bloomfield.
also a prominent citizen of Monson, holding
important town offices and was deputy sheriff
some years.
He had been a member of the
Masonic fraternity for nearly fortv vears. and
was a chart :r member of Mt. Kineo Lodge, of
Abbott and of Doric Lodge of Monson.

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants

CLOCKS.
CHAINS cSo
ESYZES QIjAfiSES.
Repairing done well

and

cheap at

311 dec2r
Congress St. J. N. Marsh, JEWELER.
<12w*

IX

HORSE OUTFITS,
PREBLE
Head

Portland

ST.,
St$SPl*

-~~

^——

g

“Now, Johnny, toll the little girls what a
quadruped is.” “Well, there’s the efalunt,
the cow, the 'potamus, and (after a pause) two
little girls.”—Tho Judge.

Portland Wholesale Prices Current.
Corrected tor tlie Pkess to Deo. 29,1881.
Eron.
Bread.
pilot Sup ...yoo@nou Common.3 @ 3Vi
do saloon. 7 J0®8 50j Ketinud.3Vi
&Ya
Sh’p.6 60@6 50! Norwav .4Ys@
@16
8 00@9 00 (Cast Steel... 13
Crackers ft
@10
100. 30® 35 Herman Steel 8
Shoe Steel.. 4
@4
tandtiH,
Iron,
Mould
ft.
12@12% Sheet
6%
Odffimon..
..5Vi@
Sperm.25 §30
H. C.7V*@ 73/4
Coni.—(Kct&iT.)
Russia....
13V^@1
6
Cumberland.
6«*@7 001
QalT.9Ys@l
Acadia.6 60*7 00
l<rnd.
Chestnut.6 0<Ng.d 60
Ft*nklin.7 60®8U0 Sheet.8 @8Va
8
60
Pipe.7Vfe@
White Ash.G 25®*
Lehigh.. 6 f 0@7 00 Pig.58/8 @
Leather.
feflef.
New York,
@28
Java.
12 Vis *15
Light.22 @24
Mw
Mid Weight 25 @87
t'ovuc rag**Heavy .26 @29
Hhd. Shooks aud Heads
Mol.City.. 2 10* 2 20 Slaughter... 3 7 @41
1G0
Od.
Dam*g*d23 @2 5
Sug. Citv.. 160®
90@1 3 0
SugSawedshk 80* 100 Am. Cali....
I .kiiubcr.
Pine Sugar
Boxsbooks
4>@ 46 South. Pine,30 00@40 00
Clear Pine
Heading.
Nos. 1 & 2.65 00@65 00
Spruce
24 No. 3.40 00@45 00
Soin.
22*
24 Ship pint ..20 00525 00
22 a
Pine
25 Spruce .J 2 00@15 00
Hard Fine.
23*
00
Hoope, 14ft 25 (XX* 30 00 Hemlock... 10 50@12
Short do 8ft10 00® 12 00 Clapboards,
ex.2S
7ft 8 00*
Spruce,
00@30 00
do No. 1.15 00@18 00
Pop’rStavcsl 2 00®14 00,
.24
Clear..
00@28 00
@12 00;
Spruce r’gh
2d Cloar 23 00@25 00
E. O. Hhd.
.25
00@50 Oq
.25 (X>@28 00 Pine
Staves
to per.
Shingles,
Cedar ex.. 3 25@ 3 60
@30
Cop. Bolt*
Clear. 2 25®; 2 76
M.i. She*, h-

Hot drinks should be avoided in day time
during cold weather, as they havo a tendency
to weaken tho lungs and affect the throat.
Take Dr. Bull’s Cotfgh Syrup for all cases of
Coughs, Colds and Hoarseness. Price 25 cents
a

@32

V&-12

Fla"oring Extracts are invariably
acknowledged the purest and best.
Burnett's

puffed
“Charity vaunteth
and yet some men expect a puff every time
they give a dollar to an indigent old woman’s
not

®l21>s

IVailM.
3 40® 8 50
Cask.
Naval Hlove
4
25® 4 50
bbl..
26 Tar,
a 3 50
8 Pitch(C.Tar)
a 4 00
3'75
75 WiL Pitch..
3 25@4 00
38 Rosin.
60 @ 63
| Turpt’ne.gT
6i Oakum
8Y2 @ 9V6

23®

Ashes, pot-6%@
lial* copabia
@
Beeswax.....
32®
Bleaching

3@

po wears....

Copperas...
Creaiu Tartar

Oil.
(if 3V^
55 a (30 Kerosene.
3 Port. Ref.P’tr
1 Vs®
37

Ex. Logwood
Gum Arabic
Aloe? cape...

a

12®
20®

..

first time)—
what are you boys staring at? Did
j “Now, then,
;
you never see a war horse before?” Boys (who
had followed expecting a “spill”)—“Aye, we’ve
whiles seen a waur horse, but never a waur ridVolunteer

er:

40 Water White

13

@15

@16

3 5®

1 2 @1 30
40 Castor.
86 Neatsfoot
85@1 00
00 Elame.
52@ 54
Paints.
Cod livor.3 75;a2 00
Lemon.3 50®3 75 P. Pure Lead.
@7 25
Olive.1 25® 1 75 Pure Gr’d do. 7 2f>@7 60
60
25
do..
;Pure
3
Dry
00®3
@7
Peppt.
6 00@7 00
3 75 i Am. Zinc
Wujicrgreeu.
3
liochelle TeL. 2Mi@
broPotaes
3@ 3 Ml
mide
36® 401 Eng. Ven. Red
7@7Vs
Chlorate. 20® 25;; lied Lead.
Rice.
Jo dide.2 30®2 40
® 50 I Rice, ^jMb— «%@8Mi
Quicksilver..
Muleratus.
Quinine ..2 60@2 05
fc> tt>6 @ 7
It:. Rhubarb.. 75®1 6ul
Halt.
Bt. Snake.
25® 351I
10
Tui
k’s
Islana,
10®
Saltpetre.
h:id.(M.)l 87^@2 25
Cenna.
15® 25
Seed. Canary.. 2 25®2 76i Bonaire —2 00@2 37 Mi
Cardamons ..2 0O®3 001 Cadiz, du.pdl 76@2 12Mj
Soda, bi-carb.. S%® «d4 I! Cadiz.b’dl 37 Vs @1 62 Vs
Liverpool.
Sal.2Vs® 3
Sclptur.3V2(® 4Vfe : Duty paid 1 62ft@2 00
1 26@1 60
20® 22 In bond
Sug&i Lead
16 Jfc> box
White Wax... 50® 65 Gr’aJ nutter..
Vitrol, blue... 11®
; lAv. fine sack. 1 25@1 76
Meeds.
VaniUa,
11 Ms@l
Dean.12 O0®36 OOj Clover, ib

34®
Morphine. 376®3
Oil bergamot 2 75®3
ex.

...

..

12;
I

—

@3
00@3 25

00

Red Top, bag.
H. Grass bu.. 3

Duck.

@37

*.

i
I! Cassia,

@83
C«424
i*17

No. 3....
No. 10.

N<> 8.
t'ihb.

@32
@42

30
.40

CJpves
! Ginger.10
..

@12

90@ 1 00
95
85@
23@ 25

j Mace

@21

os.

Mpices.
pure

II Nutmegs.

How to Sleep in
1. Get

....

...

...

j

Dropsy, Gravel, Diabetes, Inflammation
of the Bladder, Brick Dnsi Deposit,
Rheumatism, Dyspepsia, Female

dec20
_

Meeting

Annual

Union Wliarf,

and all Diseases
of the Urinary Organs.

Complaints,

shareholders are hereby notified that their
Anuual Meeting will be held at No. 160 Commercial street, (head of the wharf), on Tuesday,
January 3d, 1882, at 2 o’clock P. M for the choice
of officers for the ensuing year, and attention to any

THE

A

other business then

1 have sold over one thousand bottles of Elixir of
Life Root, and have never found a oaso where it
failed to give satisfaction.
WM. H. K1TTREDQE.

dee

26 dtd

legally presented.
N. 0. CRAM, Clerk.

TH

Company.

A*

rilHE stockholders of the Ocean Insurance CompaJ ny, are hereby notified to meet at the office or
said company, in Portland,on MONDAY, the second
day of January A I>. 1882, at three o’clock p. m.,
for the purpose of choosing seven Directors for the
transaction of any other
eusuing year, and for the
business that may then be legally acted upon.
R. O. CONANT, Secretary.
dec!2d3w
Dec.

ONE DOLLAR A BOTTLE.

Elixir of Life Reef Company,
ROC BLAND. 71AINK.

iDamar.1 75@2 60

I

I Coach. 2
1
Furniture
...

25@

5 00
2 50

60@

«?“*ALL DRUGGISTS SELL IT.^J
eod&wly22

jo

WOLFE’S

meeting of the stockholders of “The
Canal National Bank of Portland,” for the elec-

THE

annual

directors and for the transaction of
anv other business that may legally come before
will be held at their banking house on
them
TUESDAY, the tenth day of January, 1882, at
alaven o’clock a. m.
B. C. S'JMEKJJl, uasmer.
o> .even

/vi

MERCHANTS NATIONAL BANK.

a

a

-a

Bank of Portland,
THE
hereby notified that their
for the choice of Directors for the
annual

other causes,
meeting
of
Ac, tie
as
Copper
Limestone,
SnlphoJe
other
of
such
ensuing year, and the transaction
business as may legally be brought before them, will
Aromatic Schnapps i^uperior to every
Jan.
be held at the bank, on TUESDAY,
10, 1882,
other alcoholic preparation. A public
at 10 o’clock a. m.
CHAS. PAYSON, Cashier.
trial of over 80 years duration in every
Portland, Dec. 10,1881,declOdtd
section of oar country of Cdolpho Wolfe’s
NAT IONAL TRADERS BANK.
Schnapps, its unsolicited endorsement by
and a sale unequaled
shareholders of the National Traders Bank ! the medical faculty
of Portland, aie hereby notified that their another alcoholic distillation have
any
by
nual meeting will be held at their Banking Room,
insured for it the reputation of salubrity
on TUESDAY, the tenth day of January next, at
11 o’clock a. m. to choose five Directors for the enclaimed for it. For sale by all Druggists

vegetable decomposition

are

Cotton Seed,car lot
bag lots
Corn,bag kte..
Common
U 00®7 261 Meal,
Michigan
6t. LeaS WinOats,

M cfcig&n Win-

best.... 7

ter

60®7 051

—

32 60
36 CO
80
77
60
26 00
28 00
13b

ter fair ..7 50® 7 75 Bran,
Winter good. 7 75 a 8 00 vrdfl,
Winter met. 8 2f. @8 50 Eye,
Prcriitioiift.
Produce.
Street potatoes6 25@5 50 Kegs Beef, i 1 00® 11 60
12 2o@12 50
Ex
Mess..
17
16®
Turkeys....
Plate.13 50@13 75
Cluck ms.
13® 15
Ex
Plate..14
00®14 25
Fowi.
10®12V2
Eggs. 27@28 t PorkBack^.. ..20 76@21 00
Oiiions.|> bbi. 3 0U®3 25 Clear..
19 75@20 00
Omberriee, p bbl
Mess.... 19 26@19 6o
Maine 9<*0®10 00
00
H&iaf.ll¥a@12
C*peCeKj,1100@12
Bound Hogs.... 8® 9
Hugor.
Lars.
Granulated. 96/a
@12%
Extra C.. 9Vs rub,^ft....l2
..

..

Praif

Mnsc tl Raisins2
London Layers3

75®3

Tierces, fc $M1%@12

40 Pail. ?2%@13V2
Beam*.

10® 3 15
Valencia
9% @ 10
Turkish Prunes.7Vi®8c
Oranges.
Palermo* $*bx@
Messina, box 0 oo®0 OO
Valencia ^cas* 6 0 i@7 00
2 50
Jamaica *H00..

3 06
Pea.
Mediums.3 50@3 05
.2
Yellow Eyes.
65@2 75
Butter.

Creamery_

32(5-35

...

Gilt EdgeVennont32@35
22(5-25
Choice
19&21
Good.

Lemon*.
'.1 es .ha.4 50@4 75; Store.18@17
efface**1.
Paler os.3 60 a 4 00
Malaga.3 00®3 25. Maine.12 -£@14
Vermont.... 12 V2@ 14
Nuts
r,r \ Factory. 12 Vi* @14
Pauiua—
Wilmington. 1 60®2 00 Skims. 7Mi@ 8
6
2
00
1
Appiei*.
Virgima.... 7 ®
,.2 76@3 00
Tennessee... 1 45® 1 75 Perbbl..
1 Oc Cooking.1 26@1 60
Castaca, & lb.
Worsts
12Vi®15c Kv.porated.16@17
Filberts
12Vs aloe Dried Western....6V2@7
do Eastern.... 6Va@7
Pecan
l2Vk(#15c

suing year, and to act on any other business that
may legally come before them.
EDWARD GOULD, Cashier.
declOdtd
Dec. 10,1881.

and Grocers.

_

Cumberland National Bank.
Meeting of the Stockholders of the
Cumberland National Bank, of Portland, will
be held at their banking house on Tuesday the 10th
day of January, 1882, at 10 o’clock a. m., for the
choice of Directors for the ensuing year, and the
transaction of any other business that may legally
W. H. SOULE, Cashier.
come before them.
Portland. Dec. 9,1881.declOdtf
Annual

THE

NEW YORK.

business as may legally come before them,
held at tbeir Banking House on TUESDAY, the
10th day of January. 1882, at 10 o’clock a. m.
WM- A. WINSHIP, Cashier.
dtd
Portland, Dec. 8, 1881.

_dec'J

the

sore?* and
of
sense

Stockholders of the

may

Portland,

Doc.

dec r2

10,1881.

dtd

nov24
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o&wly48^

GRAY’S SPECIFIC MEDICINE.

I

The Great Eng-

TRADE
£nTRADE MARK
s WIARE118)1^1116^m
1 n
—.
unfailing cure for

sitting

All persons

Seminal Weakness.
Im potency, and all
Diseases that follow
as a sequence of SelfAbuse; as Loss of
Memory, Universal
Lassitude, Fain in

balcanrc distillation

The
American

Clover
for the immediate relief and perform of Catarrh from a simmanent cure of
to
Head

THB

Cleanses the nasal passages of foul mucus, restores
when affected
the senses of
taste and
throat and bronchial tubes of offenfrees the
n
the
sweetens and
sive
and arrests
the
progress of
catarrh towards

One battle Radical
Solvent and
of all
tise, in one
Sanford’s Radical Cube for
ment.

ccxaaBii~

——-

-MDuy/g

^OLL//y^»

"

3s.108

Relief from every Pain, and
Weakness of the Lun?s, Liver, Kidneys aud Urinary Organs, Rheumatism, Neuralgia and Malarial Pains in
COLL NS’ VOLTAIC ELEC
TRIC
PLASTERS.
Only

a

dlru*

PHOTOGRAPHER,
514 Congress St,

Given to

Norway

private pupils by the sabecribox

143 Pearl Street.
jan2Adtt

dt

Music

Westbrook Seminary

Term
of
Winter
weeks, will begin

58

£

B|ffE

Sn Hosts of Families

as much
or coffee
that years of exper ence have
reliable in those cases of

Hostetter's Stomach Bitters is
household necessity as sugar

a

The

Brightest

Franz’s Albnm of Song.
Best

regarded
The

as
reason

of this is
proved it to
eme gency
be perfectly
where a promp and Convenient remedy is demand
cd. Constipatiou, liver complaint, dyspepsia, indigestion and other trouble- are overcome by it.
For sale by Druggists and Dealers, to whom apply
for Hostetter's Almanac for 1882.
eod&wi m
decl

TABLE LAWS
Wish

..113

..113

German Songs

Vols.

2

Rhymes
($1.50).

Finc

GiU>

Standard Piano Music. J

.100

108V*
-.109
.110

Hj .Timbe! B.?nare. Portland.
Price* reasonable and satisfaction guaranteed.
aij
3*2

Accountant and Notary Public.
Street* Porlhiutl.

«

UJtVuaii^O

BOOKS,
BRUSH
BRUSH

Habers.

Fine Furniture.

DEANE BROS. A SANBORN, 183 Middle St.
CABINET

Win.

50 cents.
50 cents.

50 cents.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

tu tli sat &wtf

Scarborough

Trains on Boston & Maine road connect with all
steamers runlng between Portland and Bangor
Rockland, Mt. Desert, Maohiae, Eastport, Calais, St.
John and Halifax. Also connect with Grand Trunk
IrainB at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine Central
and Portland & Ogdeusharg trains at Transfer Station.
All trams stop at Exeter ten minutes for refresh'
ment«. First class Dining Rooms at
Portland,
Transfer Station, Exeter, Lawrence and Boston.
THROUGH TICKETS to all points West and
Sou to may be had of HI. L. William*. Ticket
Agent, Boston & Maine Depot, and at Uuecu
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St.
JA5. T. FURBKR, Gen. Supt.
S. H. STEVENS, Gen. Ju*ent. Portland
dec2
dtf

NewYorkit Pdiiaoeipliia NiwIinB
Bound Brook Route.

A

W4NHINOTON NT.,
RONTON
Advertisements reoelvod for every Paper In the
United States and British Provinces at the Lowest
Contract Prices
Any information cheerfully giver
aud estimates promptly furnished.
Pile of the Phrk* *A-t for iuapeotHoit at auv tivt>
•JS3

Estimates furnished.
Send for Circular.
A List of 100 choice newspapr rs.

co,

GEO. P. ROAVELL & CO.

Advertising Agents,

A

FOR ALL THK

to

tor.,

MPUCJCK

The Press
4

LINIMENT

Frjprle

Guaranteed.

Cure

iN’ewspjiprr .Advertising Ageney,

Sale Wholesale and Retail.

SOULE’S

0EBILIIV.

Dr. E. C. West’s Nerve and Brain Treatment: a specific for Hysteria, Dizziness, Convulsions, Nervous Headache, Mental Depression, Loss
of Memory. Speru atorrhoea, lmiotency, Involuntary Emissions. Premature Old
ge, caused by overertion, setf-abu*e, or over-indulgence, which leads
to misery, decay and death
One box will c*>re
recent cares Each bow contains one month’s treatment. One dollar a b x, or six boxes for nve dollars; sent by mad prepaid on rece pt of price. The
propr etors, John C. West <& Co., gu trainee six boxes
to cu»v any case. With each order rec eived for
six boxes, accom anied with five dodars, the proprietors will send the purchaser their written guar
antee to return the money if the treatment does not
effect a cure.
Guarantees issued through H H.
HA¥ & CO., Druggists, only agents in Portland,
Me., at Junction Middle and Free its.
uovl5
dfcwly48

(Sciatic Rheumatism)
Is considered by physicians an incurable disease.

BISHOP

Kooiz>
II, Pricier*
Fxrhnn«c Mireet.

Imioo’s

Duplex, Oxford

will cure thr word forma of that painful
dfimftc. Use I A Kt-E bottles for sciatica. Rheu
rnatJpm and Neuralgia Price $1.50; small bottle*
Sold by
(for sprain*, Lame Back, &c), 75 cents.
druggist*. F. W. BVBEK * *ON, decftdlm
Boston, Men.

lit

m*v

[.LADING NEWSPAPERS
STRKVT, NK1V VOECIi
founn otj tile a <mr oroce

KO W

NF\\

VOIIV

S. It. VII.EM.

tv.

*. rill CLIPS &

aug

(JO., Wholesale Agts
TuThftSly

Advertising Agent.

TREMOIVT ST.,
RUNTON
Contrasts for Advertisements in Newspaper* in al
dtiet and towns of the United States and the
Dritlsh Provinces.
6

-ON-

New

Sleigh Hfrs. A Dealers
ZaNAS THOMPSON, Jk.. 34 to 38 Union St.
and Saddlery Hardware.
JAMES BAILEY A CO., 264 Middle S
Heats, Fish and Vegetables.
PORTLAND PACKING CO., 221 Commercial

Be

cor.

Tfnr.!.'
11

BBOOK

At ‘J a. m. Daily (Night Pullman} for Saco,
Riddelord, Kennobunk, Kittery, Portsmouth,
Newburyport, Salem, Lynn and boston, arriving
at 0.30a. m.
A special
Sleeping Oar will be
ready for occupancy In Portland station, at 9.00
p n; and is attached to this train for Boston,
(Sunday nights this car will not be ready untill 11
p. in.
At 8 45

a. m. for Capo Elizabeth, Scarboro,
Saco,
Biddeford, Ke«*nebunk Wells, North and South
Berwick, Conway Junction, connecting for all
stations on Conway Division. Kittery, Portsmouth,
Salem, Gloucester, kockport,
Newburyport,
Lynn, Chelsea and Boston, arriving at 1.16 p m.
At 1.10 p. m. for Cape Elizabeth, scarboro, Saco,
Bi deford, Kennebunk, Wells, North and South
Berwick, Kittery, Portsmouth, Newburyport.
Salem. Gloucester, Rockport, Lynn, Chelsea and
Boston, arriving at 6.10 p m. connecting with
Sound and Rail Lines for all Southern ana Western

points.

Trains leave Boston.
At 8.30 a. n>. and arrive in Portland at 12 30 p.
m. At 12.30. p. m. and arrive in Portland at 6.00
p. in. At 7.00 p. m. (daily), and arrive in Portland
at 11.00 p. m.
Pullman Parlor Cars.
Cn trains
Boston, at 8.30 a. m, 12.30 and
7.00 p.m. and trains leaving Portland, 8.46 a.
m. and 1.10 p. m.
(Through Pullman Sleeping
Cars on trains leaving Boston at 7.00 p. m. ana
Portland at 2.00 a. m).
Through tickets to all points West and
Mouth may be bad of J. M. French, Ticket Master,
Eastern Railroad Depot and at Union Ticket Office
40 Exchange street.
Pullman Car Tickets Cor Seats aid
Berths sold at Depot Ticket Office.

leaving

LUCIUS TUTTLE,
General Passenger and T cnet Agent
SANBORN, Master T.ajMportatiou.

D W.
dec5

Fortnightly services from GLASGOW. GALWAY,
AND
LONDONDERRY
QUEENSTOWN,
LIVERPOOL, DIRECT TO PORTLAND. Fortnightoanti
Queenstown to
ly steamers from Liverpool
Baltimore.

Kind treatment to steerage passengers made a
and guaranteed.
For passage and information apply to E. A. WALDRON, Agent at Portland, 40 Exchange St., or
LEVE & ALDEN, 207 B’way, N. f.; 201 Washington St., Boston; 107 South 6tb St Phila.
Ticket* Cor *alc ki E. A. Wnldron’* Ticket
Office.
novl9-dtjan4

specialty

PACIFIC MAIL 8. 8. CO
FOR
Sandwich

Leave

Canton for Portland
4.00 and 0.20 a. m.

and

3 Leave Portland for Canton, at 1.30
tth
Ti«-.-Leayo Lewiston at 1.67 p. m.
Stage connections with Byron, Mexico, Dixfield,

Peru, Livermore, West Sumner and Turner.
OTIS HATFORD, Snpt.
dec3 dtf
Portland, Dec., 6th, 1881.

STEAMERS,

or

S. S. Colon,.Dec. 311 S. S. City of Para, Jan. SO
S. S. Acapulco, for Irthniua of Panama only

CHARGE

or paexage
ate, and the fullest Infos
■nation, apply to the General Eastern Agent*,
C. I.. BARTLITT A CO.,
113 Slate Street, cm, Broad at., itoaton.
or to dT. D. LITTLE A CO.,
31 Exchange St.. Portland.
jeSSdtf

CLYDE’S

Philadelphia A Hew
England
STEAMSHIP

WLD COLONY BAIL.
BOA D.
BOSTON TO THE SOUTH,
I.iae, Qnieb
Time. I.nw
Semi-Weekly
Rate*, Prequexi itrparnrn.
Freight received and forwarded dally to FALL
RIVER, there connecting with the Clyde Steamere. Mailing every WEDNDSDAY and SATURDAY to Philadelphia direct, connecting at
Philadelphia with Clyde Steam Line, to Charleston, S. C., Htt-hingien, D. C., Veoraetown, D. C., Alexandria, Fa., and all Rid
and water Lines.
r Through Rate, named and Bill, of Lading 'Iven
from any point In New England to Philadelphl
For ratee of Freight, and other Information, apply
D. D. C. MINK, Agent,
198 Washington Street, Bouton, Maes.
Wm. P. Clyde Ar Co., General Manaeert,
No. 12 So, Delaware Ave., Philadelphia,

ESTATE.

Ss

FOR SALE.

Direct Steamship Line.

Brick Hoase, 234 New State st.,
NEWtentwo storiedwell
arranged, with modern imrooms

Leaves each Port Every Wednesday and

Saturday.

Wharfage.
Long Wharf, Boston,

No

From

Meals and Room

TIHF*

For Freight

Monday, December 5th, 1881,

or

provements; price moderate, terms easy.
Large
furnace, cemented cellar, Ac.
B. SHAW, No. 48Va Exchange St.
dec28 d2w*

?. y,

From Pine Street Wear!
Philadelphia, at 10 a. m.
Insurance one-half the tate of
sailing vessel.
Freight for the West by the Penn. R. R., and South
by connecting lines, forsvarded free of commission.
Pauage Giahl Dailant. Bonnrl Trip *513,
id.

For Sale,
on Sprnce street.
Contains 7
shed, gas and Sebago. Lot 40 by 80.
sunny; good location. By
N. S. GARDINER,
declfeodlm
No. 93 Exchange Street.

ffOTTAGE House

rooms,
Pleas; nt and

included,

W ANTS

Passage apply tc

fs- B. HAAgent,
IO t.«i;«v
Boaiaa

deSlt

—

Until further notice passenger trains
will run aa follows:

4^tOAL. by the Cargo, Carload or Ton.
S. ROUNDS A SON. 36 Commercial St
Dealer in Special Coals.
HENRY L. PAINE. 267 Commercial S
Lehigh, White Ash and Cumberland.
WARREN A RING, 162 Commercial St
Wholesale by Carload or Ton.
CHARLES H O’BIUON, 230 Com’l St
Roasters and Spice Grinders.
H. H NEVENS ACO., 184 A 188 ForeSt
J
Spices, ('ream Tartar. Ac
ROLLINS A KUMERY, 184 A 180 Com. St.
A RV, Plain A Fancy Hfr

LINES

BOSTON

connection with

in

PHILADELPHIA

{SggJjK*,

OF

*

*,Jan. 10.
For freight

REAL

ROUTE.

Portland & Ogdensiiurs Railroad
Oaaud after

and

The new
splendid iteamers tall from New
Fork on the ICth, 2Gth and SOth of each month
carrying jxewei: -r, and freight for San Franoieoo
aa below.

steam

H. P. BALDWIN,
Pats. Agent 0. B. K. oiN. J.

en.

Zealand

New
Au.lralin.

tabfl

WusbiiiRloa Street, Boston,

rah-iddtf

I-lanu.,

FROM

XV.AXXj.JFS.O^JO>

CALIFORNIA,

J.tl’aN, CHINA,

dtf

Rum ford Fails & Buc&ileid

NSW K.VCiUro ACKNtV,

‘ilO

LINE

oiuno uaiicd

CTAJRJE2,
New fork and Philadelphia

dt

*i«N«RKN» STREET.

en

boat

BOUND

and

koyal mail steamships.

C’trtHA firtl'r...

aus,

buy tickets (at any railroad
otiioa in Now England) ria

sure to

and

CARRIAfrG
CARRIAGE
CANNED
manufacturer and Importer
ERNESTO PONCE,
CIGARS.
Exchange and Middle
Tobaccos, Canned Good*, Ac
SIMON
ION
A
G.
W.
CIG4RS,
CO., 13 aud 15 Union St
and
Goods
A GO., 147 Middle St
CLOTHINGJ. T. LE WISFurnishing
manufacturers A Jobbers
ALLEN A CO., 229 Middle and 6 Temple Sts
CUOTI1ING

uuuiiio

CAjJioao iiaiiio,

Star

T. P. UlcGOWAN, Bookseller,

AND THIRD AND BERKS 8TB.
finiefinn Tcaiha

While

European Steamer*
New Fork. F«r
•ailing weekly
farther partlaalari call on or addreea
Author Line* «f

ALLAN

York, Trenton & Philadelphia*

Most Central Station in Philadelphia
Philadelphia & Reading R. R.
NINTH AND HRGEI STREETS,

Cabin and Steerage Ticket* by the

Canard, Allan, Inman,

n

'i2!!2£?£5i5llL©wi»ton,

STATION IN NEW Y0BK

European Ticket Office.
from Boston and

M ONDAY, DECEMBER 5th, 1881.

___

-BETWEEN-

CARPETINGS

LEAVING PORTLAND

COAJL,
m.—For all station?, through to Bur8.25
liugtou, Hwanlon, Montreal and OgdenaCOAJL.
bnrg.
2.45 p. m.—For Fabyan’s and intermediate station?.
COAL.
ARRIVING AT PORTLAND:
ns.—Prom Fabyan’s and Bartlett.
11.00
CCOFFEE
0.30 p. sn.—From Burlington and Swanion.
J. HAMILTON Snpt.
COFFEES,
Portland. Deo. 3, 1881.
decbdtf
L. J. PERKINS, 489 Congress St.
C'V\FKCTION
Grand Trunk Railway of Canada.
STOCK Exporters.
/
GEO. S. HUNT A CO., Ill Commercial St
CIOOPERAGE
CHANGEOF TIME.
China and Gla*s Ware.
C. E. JOSE A CO., 140 A 142 Middle St
CROCKERY,
and after MONDAY. OCT. 17ifa,
GUu and Plated Ware.
follows:
ON 1881, trains will
HAYES A DOUGLASS, 242 Middle St.
CROCKERY,
DEPARTURES:
PIPE, Garden Border, Emery
For Auburn and Le Lion, 7.10
in.,
Wheels. Ac
J. W. STOCK WELL.
DRAIN
12.35 ami 6.16 p.
Windows, Blinds and Fixtures
For Gorham, 7.80 a. m., 1. 30 and 5.15 p.
LEGROW BROS., 24 Preble S
DOORS,
For Gorham. 4.00 p. in., (inixt'd.)
Painters A Hfrs. Supplies
For Montreal Quebec unti C'hicago, 1. 30
W. F. PHILLIPS A CO., 134 to 138 Middle St
DRUGGISTS,
PARRIVALS.
Chemicals a Drag’!. Sundries*
From Lewiston and Aubnrn, 8.30
•J. W. PERKINS A CO.. 74 A 76 Commercial St
DRUGS,
12.30, 8,16 and ti.OO p.
Paints, Oils, Ac.
From Gorlmtii; 8.S0, 0.40
m., and 12.80
E. L. STAN WOOD A CO., Market st
DRUGS, Chemicals,
p.
medicine*. Paint* and Oils.
From Chicago, Montreal and
nehec,
W. W. WHIPPLE & CO., 21 M trket Square.
DRUGS,
12.30 p.

Wall ted.

Baltimore, Norfolk & Washington

a.

C

a.

run as

tv

a.

in.

m.

m.

»

a. m

m.

a.

m.

Steamship Line,
will sail
JOHN HOPKINS,
W«.

LAWRENCE,

ALLEGHANY,

one

of their

purchase Store Lots between Market Square
and High Street.
Enquire of C. P. MATTOCKS. 31V4 Exchange St.

TO

dlw*

dec28

Wanted.

first-class

steamships
C'<ANE,
I). H. MILLER,

Boy for office work.

WM

A dec28-d3t
writing, stating

BERKSHIRE.

every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY,
from Central Wharf, Bouton,
at 3 o’clock, P. M
Norfolk and Baltimors.
forwarded tVon Norfolk to all part* of

direct to

Freight

/

CAROL1NAS,

TENNESSEE,

VIRGINIA,

FLORIDA,
ALABAMA,
GEORGIA,
and ARKANSAS,
LOUISIANA, MISSISSIPPI,
By Va., Toon A- fin. Air Line. Bills of Lading g«veu by 0. P. Gaither, Agent, No. 240 Washington st.
By Atlantic (loan Line and Neaboard Air
Line. Bills of Lading given by Waldo A. Pearce,
Apent, N«». 22* Washington gt.
By Inland & Neaboard Coasting Co and
N. H. Co to Washington, D. C., and
Bills of lading given at the wharf.
TICKETN to Baltimore and Norfolk, and
Through 3 icketa to all parts of the South and
Southwest, for sale at the Wharf, and 240 and
30G Washington St. Fare to Norfolk or Baltimore
$9 00 first class; $7.00 second class, including meals
and berths.
It. N4IHPNON, Gen. Agent, 33 Central
nov2-dtf
Wharf, Bo*ton.

Potomac

Alexandria.

Address

age,

Salesman

In

Ac,,

hand-

own

BOX 1854.

Wanted.

sell

Gro fries and Flonr,
TO
from Bethel to Island Pond
lished trade

<

n

Grand

Trank,

One with estabpreferred. Address Box 1136, Portland.

dec26

dtf

Wnnted.
A girl for general house-work.
Apply to 35 Deering St.

dec20

dtf

NEW CHRISTMAS BOOK.
“LIVING THOUGHTS!,” a collection of
2,600gel cil-msof prose and poetry. IO Nirel
Plate
illustrations. Price $2.50
Agents
wanted. Address, F. P. SHUMWAJ, Jr„ 21 Bromfleld St., Boston, Mass.
dec7dlm

>

FOR SALE
■.

■

■■

■

■■■

*

*

m.

lRUGS,

I

TJediciue*

U

Paints and Oils
,117 and 1 9 Middle S

C. A PARSONS A GO
Goods, Woolfcos, and Fancy Goods"
XFT>EEltlNG, MILLJKEN ACO., 166 Middle St
r\

RV

U onlrnH mml fnnrv I.aaiI*
arc)RER BROS. A CO, 54 & 68 Middle St

IJaaiIm.

JLf

Dry
St
goods, wo©
dc
236 & 338 Middlo Si
Dry A. LITTLE & CO.,tens,
Coovr, Woolens and Taney Goods.
DRY
TWITCHELL, CHAPMAN A CO., 159 Middle

Winter

-AND-

Good*
St

98

and all

and
Dealers in Salt.
DANA A
124
St
Pickled and
&

?tf SEN

OLOI B ttatl Groceries,
P
A
drocv-rie* and
E.
HERSKY A

Lake

in the

Gateral

octl7dtf

59

93 A

Com’l st,

of

4U

A
31 A 33 Uniou St

Flour and Provisions.
A 109

m'i.t, ....p.t*—

Flour and Provision*.
217

U 2.16 p,

Grinden A Cotfee Roaster*
A
Com

m.

At

5.05
and

p.

«n ,

p.
at
at Portland at

tn.,

Dec.
Train* will leave
a. ai.,
and
at
m.
leave
a. m. and 11.15 a.
p. m. and
p.

.EUk

C'lW

ROC TRIES and Provisions.
CON ANT A RAND, 153 Commercial

St

tlr
1

Ur

ROCERS. Provisions ami Flour.
W. P CHASE A CO, 157 Commercial St

Dealers in Flour.
SMITH, GAGE A CO., 92 Commercial St
Cutlery and Farm Tool*
SMITH, TIBBETTS A CO., 131 Middle St
Agents for Oriental Powder Mills.
N. M. PERKINS A CO., No. 2 Free St. Bl»k
Mill Supplies, Agts. Williams
KING A DEXTER, 269 Middle fc t
Belting.

ROCERS and

HARDWARE.
Hardware.

HARDWARE,
Caps, For*, Robes and Gloves.
BYRON GREENOUGH A CO., 234 Middle t
HATS,
Steel. Heavy Hardware Are.
A. E. STEVENS A GO., 146 A 160 Commercla
IRON,
Carriage Hardware Ac.
IRON,K. Steel,
COREY A GO.. 125 A 127 Commercials
and Ship fin Id
Ship Itnt
LUMBER,
lug. W. H. SIMONTON, 314 Commerc 1 S
Southern Pine Timber, Plank and
Buaras.
J. W. DEEPING, 210 Commercial
LUMBER.
es

I

J

Black Walnut

UHBER, all kinds.
/.it.

IV

«

W

a spa
lUirnm

T.A UR A HRV A? Q( ,K

Cement, Cut. A Land Plantes nun
Hair. G. A. B. MOUSE A CO., 6 Com’l Will

LLTIE,
Spruce, Pine and Short.
LUMBER,
RUMKKY, BLRNIK CO.. 332 Commercial St
of All Kind*, “Mauufr’n.
E1>WLN CLEMENT AGO., 272 Commercial St
LUMBER
Eastern, Western A Southern
S. II. A A. R. DOTKN. 266 to 264 Fore t
LUMBER,
at

■

JLi

xVlf’r. of all kind* of Spruce
UMBER.
GILBERT SOULE, Agt., Com’l. foot of Park
Kiln-dried Hardwood FloorLKGROW BROS., 24 Preble St
ing,

LUMBER,
Mich. Pine A Hard Wood.
LUMBER. WIDBER A BACON, 220 Com’l St.
A
A

Water

SON.

and Boiler Makers.
COMPANY, East c.nu, tor* Si

PORTLAND
MACHINISTS

y ILL1NRKV and Millinery floods.
BIB LEU. MORRILL A Me.MANN. 92 Cross ft
INKRV and Straw' Goods, Mfrs
G. D. HILL VLAN A CO., 98 and 100 Cross St

Jr.I

MILI

Heiiued Petroleum, Cigouia and
Water White Oil*. PORTLAND KEROSENE OIL CO., 194 Fore St.

OIL.—

Planters and Shippers.
TIMMONS A HAWES, 119 Commercial

OYSTERS.

St

Varnishes A

(supplies.
Oils,
JOHN W. PERKINS A CO., 74 A 76 Com'l
PAINTS,
A
Rooks
Stationery
Hangings,
ft (KING, SHT»ktA HARMON, 208 Middle 8t
PAPER
R
H ANG1NGS and Carpetings.
MARKET l, BxiILEV A O., 190 A 92 Middle
PAP*
Materials.
J. D. LEX 1 EK A CO.. 480 Congress
i^hOiOLRAPUlC
I

<

s

*>IC2AEES, Vinegar, Cider, Ketchup A«
I E. D. PKTTENGILL A Co, Mfrs., 8 A 10 Market
t^ORk PACKERS.
I R' E * LEIGHTON, 13 A 16 Silver Si
I
Wholesale and Comuiissiou.
THUMPS N A HALL, 163 Commercial St.
GOODS.—Hall Rubber Co.
Portland Branch, cor. Middle A Union st*.
Importer* A Dealers.
F.MEKV A FUR ISH, Head of Union Wharf

PRODUCE.
KUBBER

SALT.
Store* A Chandlery
S. WiNsi/iW A CIO., 3 A 4 Central Wo
SHIPJ. BROKERS,
IIROftE BS, Cordage, Chandlery and
Stores. KVAN & KELSEY. 161 Commercial Si
SHIP
r'£il PSMITHS, Chains.

Ai

chore.

Bjocks

Purpu, Ac. G.M.StanwocdACo. 17i-3 Com’l s
yHOW CASES of every Description.
CHARLES H. BL KE, 78 Cross St
^
H ► A TIN €5 and Plumbing.
W. U. PENNELL A CO., 17 and 19 Union St.
O

STFAM

^VRAK A MoIaHse* Importers.
GEO. S. HUNT A Co.. Agio Eagle Refluary
C5
fSlACKl'E Block*Gnlvanized Boat Trim
JL
miwg*. T.LAUGHL1N A SON,Center St
(TEAM, Coffee*, Spices and Grocers’ Sundries
A G. W. S1MONTON A CO.. Mfrs.. 13 A 16 Unioi

TIN

WARE, xMfg’s. and Dealers.
TENNEY A LEIGHTON, 202 Fore

8t.

rilBKJNKS, Hack Ac., Mfr*. nml Dealer*
G. B. BROAD A CO., 162 Exchange-*'
1
Dealers In Sawed Wood and
Kindlings. MORSE AFICKETT 19 Plum

WOOD*

R.

ho West.
Close connections made at Westbrook Junction with through trains of Me. Central K. K., and
it GrandTrunk
Transfer, Portland, with through
rains of Grand Trunk R. R.
to ail points South and West, at
tickets'
Through
Depot ooces and at Rollins & Adams’ No. 22 Exchange Street.
* Does not
stop at Woodford’s.
J. W. PETERS, Gen. Ticket Agent,
GEO. P. WE-4,
T. Supt
decSdtf

mine central

railroad;

On and after Monday, Dec. 5th, PnsNcngcr
Trains will run as follows: Leave Portland
for St. John, Halifax and the Provinces,
and All stations on E. A ft. A. Railway,
12.55, and tl 1.15 p in., St. Andrews, s*t. siteFredericton. Aroostook
fouutv,
MooMehead Lake, and all stations on IS. A
Piscataqnis K. B.. 111.15 p. m., (or 12.65 p.
m., noon, and remain in Bangor over night); for

{then,

The Steamer LEWISTON,
MasCHARLES DKERING.
ter. will leave Railroad Wharf,

Returning, leaves Machiasport every Hen
•lay Horning, ai 4.30 o’clock, touching as above,
arriving in Portland about midnight, connecting
with Pullman night trail- for Boston and tho West.
steamers for Belfast,
Bangor and River
with steamer for Green’s Landing,
Blue Hill and Ellsworth. At Bar Harber with
steamer for Lamoine and Sullivan. At Sedgwick
with stage for Bluo Hill.

Go.

Landings; also

DOMINION LINE.

Cabin. $50.00 Gold.
Cabin return.$90.00 Gold.
For passage, &c.. apply to DAVID TORRANCE
& CO., General Agents, Grand Trunk Freight Offidec5 dtmayl
ces, foot of India street.

Maine

Steamers Eleanors and Franconia
Will until further notice leave Franklin Wharf,
Poland, every MONDAY and THURSDAY .at 6
t. M., and leave Pier 37, East River, New York,
every MONDA Y and THURSDAY, at 4 P.M.
These steamers are fitted up with fine accommodations for passengers, making this a very convenient
and comfortable route for travelers between New
York and Maine. During the summer months these
steamers will touch at Vineyard Haven on their oassage to and from New York. Passage,
State Room, $5; meals extra. Goods destined beycna
Portland or New York forwarded to deetinatior at
For further information apply to
once.

Including

HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.

J. F. AMES. Ag’t, Pier 38. E. R. New York.
Tickets and State Rooms can be obtained at 22
Sxcnange Street. From Dec. 1 to May I, do pasdeeMtf
sengers will be taken by tkis line.

only.

and

morning.

Liuiiivd Ticket- tint and -econd cIunm for
S
John axed Halifax on -ale at reduced
rated.

PAYSON TUCKER, Sup’t.
Portland, Dec. 6th, 1881.

dec2

Steamers!

B. C

JORDAN, Alfred, Maine.

1.000 Oak and Spruce Piles.
.300.000 ft.Oak, for Car Timber,
Sbfp Plank and Timber.
500.000 ft. Uciulovk.
100.000 ft. 7-8 dry pine be
boar .rs
OCtl

SALE.

Steam

lags

same.

seen

about 25 hone

operation

UiTY DYE HOUSE, 13 Preble St.

AT

dec22-d2w

Fine Rooms for Reut.
Congress street. Some very excellent

639

rooms

for

and wife

man

or

young

men.

Heat

Table board caa be bad at 3 different
places within 300 feet of the house. Cali at house,
bv steam.
dec 17

eod2w*

A Nice Room to Rent
144Mi Exchange St., and a room at 22
Wilmot. Two good 2d-hand stove* for sale—
W. P. Hastings’ Piano Warerooms, 144*^ Ex-

AT

change St.

<leol4-d4w

Room to Let.
mWO voung gentlemen can be accommodated
X

with board and room on reasonable terms in
up town. Addres*
F. W. L., Press Offlcs.

a

pleasant house
decO-dtf

Brief

Extracts from Testimonials
—FOR—

MANN’S

REACTIONARY HEALTH -LIFT
from
Olirer

prominent Professional Men.
Wendell llolmea, HI* D.,
Harvard

University.

It famishes a concentrated form of exercise whieb
I have found salutary, agreeable and exhilarating.
The particular apparatus you use, “The Reactionary
Lifter,” is a most Ingenious, convenient, compact,
and serviceable arrangement

Adrian.!. Kbell, iff. D.,
Berlin.

It is the best means of physiological exercise of
It merits
system 1 have ever met with.

the entire
success.

L. Barrett,
•
.,
St. Louis.
Nothing I can say in praise of it as a health pro*
moting exercise is beyond the measure of its great
deserving. It supplies with worderful perfection a
necessity long felt by physicians.
Wm.

Clayton Keith, M. D.,

It is the most perfect compendium cf exercise imavinablo. It is particulaily adapted to ladies suffering from uterine and kindred * eaknesses.
Hoiuez, HI. !>.,
New York.
fully satisfied with your machine
Ho atio

FARE $1.00.
The tAvonte Steamers Forest
City and John
Brooks will alternately leave FRANKLIN WHARF
Portland, at 7 o>'clock p. in. and £NI>IA WHARF,
Boston, at 5 o’clock p. m. (Sundays excepted).
Passengers by this line are reminded that they secure a comfortable night's rest and avoid tho expense
a ud inconvenience of arriving in Boston late at night
Tickets and Staterooms for sale at D. H.
YOTNO’fc 272 Middle street
Through Tickets to Now York, via the various
Rail and Sound Lines for sale at very low rates.
Fre ght taken as usual.
J B. lOYl.E, Jr., General Agent.

apr5

dtf

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.
Enrtport, me., Calais, me., SI.
John, H. B., Halifax, N. S.,
Charlottetown, P. E. I.
WINTER ARRANGEMENTS.
TWO

TRIPS

PER

WEEK.

ON AN 5* IS- TClt MON.
/OVUM.
m 0.4A, NOV. -JNIh. Mt.nm

_

rrs
of
this
3-inc will
Leave Ruilroml Wharf,
of
foot
State
Monday,
street,
every
and
at 6 p. ui.,
for Eastport and
St. John, with oonnoctious for Calais, Kobbinston,

I

am

fects.

4

aim

its ef-

IjRW*ob A. L«ng, HI. D.,

Buffalo.
1 was astonished at the wonderful potency of cumulative exercise in roac'dng and relieving chronio
infirmities or long standing It has been a new revelation to me anu other me lic&l friends.

avid WssNter, HI. ■>.,
San Francisco.
I do rot hesitate to unqu lifledly commend the
Reactionary Lifter to all pe a -ns suffering fro a dyspeptic or rheumatic affections, and to every person
of sedentary employments
€. Prckham Fitch, HI. D.,
New York.
It is almost indispensable for the maintenace of
health: it devel* ps the entire muscular st notnre
and imparts tone and vttality to the whole organism
Robert Hamilton, HI. D.,

Saratoga Springs.
It is entirely satisfactory to me, and
the merits claimed for it.
AuHtin Flint, HI. 11.,

possesses all

New York.
1 have derived, personally, advantage from Its
and I have known of its having proved beneficial in several instances. Judiciously used it secures the benefits of physical exercise to both body
use.

and mind.

Pembroke, Houlton, Woodstock,
Digby, Annapolis, Yarmouth,
Moncton, Newcastle. Amherst,
Pictou, Shediac, Bathurst, Dalheusle, Charlottetown, Fort Fairfield, Grand Falls, and other
stations ott the New Brunswick and Canada, Intercolonial, Windsor, and Annapolis, Western Counties, and Prinoe Edward Island Rail Roads,

T. HI. B. Cron, HI. D.,
New York.
Systematically used it imparts increased bodily
and mental vigor, and will be found particularly
valuable in toning up the muscles of the back ana
loins.
U ni. W HI trlnnd HI. D,}
Boston Mast.
Every one who gives tho Reactionary Lifter a
fair trial becomes fascinated with it.

and any Information regarding the same may be had at the
office of the Freight Agent, Railroad Wharf.
with Excursion Routes, Tickets,
For Circular
Slate Rooms and further
information apply at

HEALTH LIFT ROOMS
201 MIDDLE STREET.

Thursiay,

St

Andrews,

Grand

dtf

FOR

Brooklyn.

Skow

through
Bangor every morning,
began Sunday Morning, but not Monday. Does
not run to Dexter, Belfast or Bucksport, Sunday
to

t Huns

Times.

It hardens the musclos, steadies the nerve*, and
tones np the whole physical system, thus enabling
it to lesist disease.
R. €. Hloffnt, HI. D.,

a. m.

t Sleeping Cars attached, run daily, Sundays included, between Boston and Maine Central R. K.

the

Boiler,
SECOND-HAND
power, gauge cocks, steam gauge aud all castto
iu
Can be
at FOREST

Semi-Weekly Line to Jfew Sort.

a. m

p m., Brun-wiek, 7.25 a. m., 11.48 a. m.,
4 35 p. m., tl2.85 a. m, (night.) Rockland,
8.20 a. m., 1.35 p. m. Leoiatoa, 7.20 a.m.,
11.28 a. m.. 4.15 p. m. Phillip-, 0.40 a. m.
Pnrminglou, 8.20 a. m.: IViuthrop 10.25
as
follows: The
a. m. being due In Portland
and
from Augusta
Bath,
morning trains
The day trains
8.40
8.85 a. m. Lewiston,
from Bangor, and all Intermediate stations ami
at
1.00
and
1.06 p.
roads
connecting
trains from
The afternoon
vvatervillo.
ra.
Rockland
and
LewU'on
at 5.40
Bath,
Augusta,
p. m. The Night Pullman Express tr?in at 1.60

Suit

to

c. E. WHITNEY, HEARSI GREEN STREET.
_'_
_dec23dtf

Steamship Company.

Waterville and North
Farniington via
m.,

From Halifax, 8.15 a. m., 2.46 p. m., St.
John, 8.15 a. m.. 9.00 p. m.; Kloulion, 9.00
а. in.;
St. Stephen, 9.45 a. m.j s^uck-port.
5.30 a. m.. 5. p. m,; Bangor, 7.15 a. m., t7.45
p. m.; Dexter, 7.06 a. m.,4.40 p. m.; Belfast,
б. 35 a. ra., 2.50 p. in.; Skow began, 8 20 a. in.,
3.40 p. m., Waterville, 9.22 a.m. 1.66, flO.OO
(Mondays only) Augusta,
p. m.; and 6.10 a. in
6.00 a.m 10.10 a. in., 2.45 p. ra., 110,66 p. m.;
(Gardiner, 6.17 a. in., 10.27 a. m., 3.07 p. m.,
fit .14 p. in Bnth, 6.55 a. m., 11.16 a. m., 4.10

Prices

RATES OP PASSAGE,

Skowhegun, 12.45 p. m., 12.55 p. m.,J11.16 p.
Waterville, 7.00 a. m. 12.45 p. ra„ 12.66
p. in., 11.15 p. in. and 6.16 p. m. Saturdays only,
AugUMta, ilallowell, Gardiner, Kickmond.aml BrnuHtvieh 7.00 a. m., 12.55 p.
m., 6.15 p. m.. til.16 p m.: Bath. 7.00 a. m.
12.65 p. m., 5.16 p m. Rockland, and Knox
R. R., 7.00 a.
& l/iucotn
ui^ 12.55 p.
m.:
Auburn and E.ewi-ton, 12.45 p. m.
Lewimoa
via
Itruu-wick
m.
7.00
5,06 p.
a. m., tll-15 p. m.;
FariningioD, Phillip-,
JTIoninoutb
Ran^eley Take,
Wintlirop.

LEAVE FOR PORTLAND and BOSTON,

SAT/FH.

SLGIOHS!
At

at
The steamers of this Line will
irrrun during the winter season
fortnightly between this port and
£SmiUm2IE5£n£& Liverpool. The vessels are Cl> de
bui t. fill powered and have superior accommodation for cabin and steerage passengers. Prepaid
tickets are issued at reduced rates to those desirous
of bringing out their friends. Dates of sailing from
Portland to Liverpool.
DOMINION, C pt. Reid.9th Dec.
BROOKLYN, Capt. Lindall.23d Dec.
ONTARIO, Capt Williams.6th Jan.

m.

Kendfleld, Went
12.45 p.
%UM>n
Brain-wick. 7.00

TTOT?

FIRST CLASH FANCY AND BUSINESS

Coming Went,
ouncets at Rockland Monday with Sanford S. S.
Co. from Bangor and River Landings tor Portland.
GEORGE L. DAY, General Ticket Agent.
E. CUSHING, General Manager.
nov23-dtf
Nov. 23, 1881.

m.

Nashua, Lowell, Windham, and fip«
ping at 7.3# a. m, And 1.05 p. ex.
For Manchester, Concord and points North, at
1.05 p. in.
For Rochester, Springvale, Alfred, Wap
erbero and Waco Hirer.7.30 a. m., 1.05
in., and (mixed) at 6.30 p. ra. Returning
ave Rochester at (mixed) 6.46 a.
11.24
a. m.. and 3 35
p. m.; arriving at Portland
(mixed) 9.35 a. m., 1.25 p. m. and 5.45 p. m.
For Corhan,
Waccarappa. Cumberland
Westbrook
end Woodford’s,
Mills,
at Y 30 a. an.,
1.05, 6.JO and (mixed)
*6.30 p. na.
The 1.05 p. m. tiain from Portland connects at
Ayer Jnnc. with Eloosac Tunnel Route for
she West, ana at Union Depot, Worcester, for
New York via Norwich Line, and all rail,
via Wpringfleld, also with ft. Y. A* ft'. E. R»
R, (‘‘Steamer Maryland Route”) for Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington, and the
*4outn and with Boston A- Albany R. R. for

fs

£»WicwiMi'iflffR"ii1 mmfc Portland,
every
Friday
evening,at 11.13 o’clock,for Bockland, Cantine, Deet lule. Nedgwiek No. Weil Harbor, Bar Harbor, IHillbridge, Joneuport
and !Vl«tchiasport.

Vor

UT CHAS. McLAUGHLIN A CO,. Central St.
/ 'I BOCERS,
UT SAWYER, FOSS A DEERING.l Centra Whri

i

On and after

„_

Arrangements.

Commencing November 93th.
ONE TRIP PER WEEK.

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST.

$4LE.

First-Class Traverse Runner Pungs, to closa
out. Inquire e£
E. A. JORDAN,
decl3-eod2w
27 Market Square.

TWO

STEAMBOAT CO.

74 EXCHANGE STREET

To
Detroit.
Cim«
tit.
nw, St.
San

FOR

Portland, Bangor & Mat hias

PASSENGER OFFICES

4LV3A

DANIEL

Pattern and Model Maker.
BARolJR, 39 from 8t., Portland

Fitted complete w ith the

SCTaTIC

QUINCY*

VEKVOES

PIANO SCORES, containing all the airs of

decl 3

A.

Kxchausc No.

Winter Arrangement will go Into effect

tepSiSHwill

and Paper Hangings.
MARRETT, BAILEY A CO.. 190 A 192 Middle
A
Sleigh Hfrs. A Dealer*.
/CARRIAGE
VJ MARTIN, PENNELL AGO., Elm A Cumberland

Steam, Gas,
WINSLOW
MACHINISTS,
Piping.

Rook Binders,

Charming Nursery and Kindergarten
Songs.

OLIVETTE.
AlAMPOT.
PATIENCE.

DIRECTORY.

OKO. C. CODIHAH, OlHc, O'o. 184 JlidilK

*V. V.
Me.

and Tunes.

fsenutfii! Pottery
Centres.

c. E. JOSE &

FRESCO PAINTERS,

I

$2 Board.

Limoges,
Longwy,
Japanese,
Sarreguemines
Sitsuma, Kiulo, &c.

..110

BUSINESS

$2.50 Cloth.

Creme de la Creme,

ELEGANT

..123

Eactl BOOk

music.

Tupsham, Maine.

declS eod2w

best and newest.

Gems of Strauss.

eodtjn2&w2t60

TUESDAY, JA.N"XJARY 3,1882
For Particulars address D. L. SMITH, Principal

PRICE
—OF—

J. P. WESTON, President.

FRANK I.fN FA IIUY SCHOOL.
Winter Term commences

Song.

English Song.

Gems of

76
..109
..113

JOST & JIOBTOX,

Address

declC

Album,

Songs. Elegant.

ten

TUESDAY, JANUARY, 3d, 1882.

$2.50 Plain; $3 Cloth; $4 Gilt.

Beauties of Naered

.90

No. 37 Plum Street.

*x

J
(1ROC-ER1ES,

J. W. COLCORD,

W3g~Send the price mentioned below, and receive
by return mail one of these splendid new Music
Books for Holiday Presents:—

..166

(gald ffi'dnhlj

Htationery,

VA/a,

Flour and Provisions.
FLETCHER A CO., 169 Commercial St

Instruction in Engliahand Classical Studies.

HOLIDAY MUSIC.

For

mid

u»

Goods and S. S. Supplies
HOYT, FOGG & DON HAM, 193 Middle st.
HFRS., Paint, W hitewash, Ac.
D. WHITE A SONS, 127 Middle St
Hfr’s., Paint, Whitewash, Ac.,
TRUE BROTHERS, 190 Fore St.

/GROCERIES. Flour and Provisions.
H. S. MELCHER A CO., 147 Commercial St
UT

aud Harvard Burners.

Job

uiminimn n

Town

1

FEMALE COLLEGE

Euglisli

Seed,

Blank Books and

>^ituuuiu.«i

A

AND

..116

BERRY,

DOOK8,

BY

EDUCATIONAL

Th&M2w

BUS]N E88 CABPS.

STEPHEN

Ac

BOILER
BOORH,
BOOKH,

1

nov30

Instantaneous

DOW’S HEW BLOCK

Portland

••

Lime

yARUEIJ and Cooperage stock.
I> E. 8. HAMLEN. 140 Com’l St, & 240 Fore St.
makers and Blacksmiths.
QUINN & CO. Office, 36 Commercial St
Htationery and Room Papers.
BAILEY A NOYES, 68,70 & 72 Exchange St
Htationery A Room Papers.
LORING, SHORT & HARMON. 208 Middle St

N. Y.

It contains no intoxicating stimulants
anu is for sale by all first-class Druggists and Grocers.

—*

*Tsar-

dec20

8Vs@l

—

Fertilizers ami

menl,
0 W. BELKNAP & SON, 142 Commercial St
BONE
Hhoes and moccasins.
BOOTH,LORD, HASKELL & CO., 136 Middle St
and Hhoes, Leather A Findings
BOOTH A. F. COX & SON. Manufacturers
and Hhoes, Leather A Findings.
C. J. WALKER & CO., 163 and 166 Middle St
BOOTH
ami Hhoes, manfrs. and Jobbers.
CHASE, KNIGHT & CO.. 62 and 64 Union St
BOOTH
Hhoes, Leather and Finding*.
B. B FARNSWORTH & CO.. 133 Middle St
BOOTH,
a Hhoes, mfrs. Ladies’ A misses
Fine Hhoes.
BOOTH
SHAW, CODING & CO.
A Hhoes, Leather A Findings.
B.
F.
WHITNEY
& CO., 222 Middie St.
BOOTH

com-

S°ld

Denims_12Vh@16Vfe Silestes.10@20
Cotton Flannels. 7'il6
Ducks-Brown 9
@12
Fancy 12Vfe(@10Vfc Twine & Warps 18@28V1s
Best...HVfc@13
Batting-••

Maine Centra] K. R. Bonds 7’s.120
111
Lee* Is A Farmington R.R.b’ds 100
Pot land & Ken. R. R. Bonds. 100.112
Rninford Falls & B K. B. Receiver
1st 7s.108
Portland A Ogdensburg R R 1st, 6s.. 108
Portland Water Co., Is.106Vg
107
2s.

BEEF.

ri

peting

...

...

Domestic and Chicago Dressed.
JOHN L. BEST & CO., 289 Comercial St.

F.

one

WEEKS & POTTER, Boston, Mass.

@23

Casco National Bank.100-169
Merchant's National Bank... 75-114
National Traders’ Bank.100 —164
Portland Company. 85
60
72
Portland Gas Company
Ocean Insurance Company ...100 —106
A. & K. R. K. Bmuhv. 132

4RTI*TM’
m’fr’s. Best Oak Tanned.
J. K. FoY & 00., 136 Middle St.
BEI-TINtS

a

Caiarrh.

Fine 6-4.16
Best 36 in..11^ ®13
@20
Fine 7-4.19
Med. 36 in.. 8
@11
«
8-4.21
@26
@ 1V% jFine
JJght3«in..
®14
Fine 9-4.25
fine 42 in .10
@30
IFine 10-4 ..27Vh@S3Vfe
Fine 6-4....11
@17
TICKINGS, ETC.
Drills...
8@ 9
Tickings,
8
Corset-loans— 7
Host.16
@18
S&tteens. 8@ 9Mi
Medium. 11
@14
5 Vi
5®
8
Cambrics.
@10
Light.

..

materials, Picture Frames,
Art Goodw. CYRUS F. DAVIS, 593 Cong. St

Fred. A. Turner, 221
and Green Sta.

cor.

MANUFACTURED

internal treat
one box Catarrhal
with Treafor
Ask for

is the

bleached cottons.

Cumberland National Bank.. 40- 69
Canal National Bank.100—161
First National Bank .100.... 169

and
ment*. GEO. BLANCHARD & BRO. 46

W. A C. R.

Fine 7-4.14@17
iFine 8-1.18@22
I Fine 9-4.22a26
'Fine 10-4.... 27%@32%

Bath City Bonds.100
Bangor City Bonds, 20 years.109
Calius City Bonds.109

Market

I

The

..

Meeds

&

W. II.

UNBLEACHED COTTONS.

117
..120
..122
102
..111
Ill
61
..163
..161
..161

and after Monday, Dec.
5, 1881. Paaenser Train*
LEAVE
PORTLAND
~i22-“-FOB BOSTON at 8.46 a.m. 1.10
and 3.80 p. m., arriving at Boston at
1.16, 6.10, and 8.00 p. m. Returning, leave Bos
ton at 8.30 a. m. (Express), 12.30, 8.30 p. m.,
arriving at Portland at 12.30. 6.00, and 8.00
Portland for Scarborough Bench,
p. in.
Pine Point,Old Orchard Beach, and Ken.
nebunk,at 8.45 a.m. 3.30 and 6.30 p. in. (See
Note.) For *aco nud Biddeford, at 8.45 a. m.
l. 10, 3.30 and 5.30 p. m. For Well*, at 8.46 a.
For
m. and 3.30 p. m. (See note.)
North Berwick, 8aluaou Fall*, Ureal Falls, Dover,
Lawrence
and
Exeter, Klnverhill,
Lowell,
at 8.46 a. m., 1.10 and 3.30 p. in. For New
For
Market, at 8.45 a. m. and 3.30 p. in.
Rochester, and Farmiagtsu, N. 19., at S.4o
1.10 and 3.80 p. m.
a. m.
For Altou Bay,
at 8.45 a. m. and 3.30 p. m. For 'Vlauchester
and Concord, N. 11., (via Lawrence. !> at 8.45
». in.;
(via New Market .Junction) at 3 30 p. m.
Moaning Train ill leave Kcuncbaub for
Port!mu<4 at 7.26.
Bgjr NOTE—The 1.10 p. m. train from Portland. will not stop at
Be-tcli, Piue
Point. Old Orchard Beach, Keniieounk or Wells,
except to take passenger* for Boston.
Parlor C*«re oii trains leaving Boston, at 8.30
a. m. 12.30 p. m. and Portland at 8 45 a.m. and
1.10 p. m.
Parlor Oar Seats .secured in advance at
Depot Ticket Office.
rfFThe 1.10 p. m. train from Portlanu connects
witb Nouod Line Steamers for New York
and all rail lines for the West. The 3.30 p. in.
train connects with all Rail Lines Cor New
York and the South and West.
SUNDAY TRAINS Leave Portland tor
Boston and Way Stations at 1.00 p. m.
Boston
for Portland at 6.00 p. m.

JJIaufrs. Tine A Common
WALTER COREY A
28 Free St

decl9

..

artrffirii.

GRAY MEDICINE
No. 106 Main

in

If

Fancy Goods, 144 to 162 Middle street:

.116
Slate of Maine Honda.
Portland City Bonds, Municipal .100
Portland City Bonds, aid 11. K....... 108

fmplements,
KENDALL
WHITNEY,
Square
AGKICVl/rLBAL
Dairy ImpleUnion
ACSRIClJLTtJRAL

RCS^Full

@00

Daily Preaw Stock LLt.
Corrected uy Woodbuky & Moulton, investmen
Bankers, Cor. Middle ana Exchange Streets.
Par Value
Offered. Ask
Descriptions.

St.

goods and woo tens.
7 to 141 Middle

Premature Grave.
which we desire to
in our
Medicine is
mail to every one.
send free
for $5
all druggists at #1 per package, or six
sold
mail on receipt of the money,
or will be sent free

of

Drv 4Roods Wholesale market.

Good.

and iron plows.
Mt’r., Ill Greene

JOHN J. FKYK,
A-stgei.

WOODM AN, TRUK & CO.,

of
and many
Old
other Diseases that

following quotations are wholesale prioes and
corrected daily by Storer Bros. & Co., Dry Goods,
36 in. 7%@ 8Vfr
36 in
& 7V*
a
6
Light 36 in. 6
40 In. 7V4 @ 9
Fine

On

__

Tickets 8old at Reduced Rates !
for their Photographs
Chicago,Mill waakie
Canada,
Loui Omaha, SagininsiHti,
Vision, forematurc
within the next two
Faut, Sail
City,
Age,
LUIIROIDEBIEM.Lacea, Taney
^sSSsST \
Denver,
Francisco,
JOHN
Cross
Ej
RAND,
points
Dry
Pickled,
SANFORD’S RADICAL CURE. or three days will BEFORE TAtlRR.Com'?nption“«JId°i AFTER TAEIRB. 1
Commercial
CO.,
NortltweSf, West and Southwest.
Witch Hazel,
great
partieulars
pamphlet,
Smoked.
Dry,
8g£r*The Specific
by
Pine, Canada Fir, Marigold,
CO. 6Commercta’» What
FISH,
QEO.TREFBTHRN
JOSKPH HICKSON,
he enabled to have
Mannar
packages
by
Blossoms. *tc.,
W. J. SPICER Superintendent.
by
by
every
addressing
ULS1FER
Com’l
St
r
CO..
WILLLAMS,
Gold
CO.,
Incipient Consumption.
ple
Provisions.
OLOFB,
part, if not all of their
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OF PORTLAND, ME.
This circular is presented by the undersigned, Wholesale llealers and ManuThe Merchant
facturers of Portland.
and Manufacturer will here find conveniently classified and indexed, general
merchandise and supplies of every description, which are offered to the
Trade by Urrns whose facilities, experience and enterprise have given this City
an honored position among the Wholeale Markets of the conutrv.

/'lOAJL, Wholesale, by Gargoor Carload.
V/ RANDALL A MCALLISTER, 60 Commercial St
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Sfiparnne. 5 75® 0 25 JEL. M. Corn,
car lots
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Ktira Spring..6 5u®6 75
65
XI Spring—7 25®7 76 Gats,
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BackoPatent Spring
00@2400
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27 00
Wbeete.8 50®9 25
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As a general beverage and necessary
corrective of water rendered impure by

National

stockholders of tho Merchants
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Dec. 10,1881.

KITTBfiDGE, Agent,

J. W.
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MFRINIi TONIC AND APPETIZER IT HAM NO EQI'AL.

a

heeting.

tion

1,000 Battle*

Westfield, Mass., Maroh 28,1 1.
J. W. Kittkedoe, Agent Elixir of I-ill Root.
Dear Sir—Having suffered intensely tor four years
with disease of the Kidneys, after having during
that time tried various medicines without obtainin?
ief, I w«s Induced to try a bottle of your
.R OF LIFE ROOT, and it affords me pleasure
EL
to say that one bottle of it completely oured me. I
recommend it as the only valuable and certain cure
I would add
for kidney troubles 1 have, ever seen
that before taking your medicine I had become so
weak that I was about to give up work. Hoping
that others who have suffered like myself may be o
fortunate as to try vonr valuable medicine.
T. F. McMAlN.
Truly yours,

E Annual Meeting of the Union Mutual Life
Insurance Company of Maine, will be held at
the office of Hon. Joseph H. William., the Clerk of
said corporation, in Augusta, Maine, on Wednesday,
the eleventh day of January, A. D. 1882, at ten
o’clock a, m. to fix the number of, and elect a Board
of Directors. Per order of Directors.
II. D. SMITH, Secretary.
dec’23dtd
Portland, Maine, Dec. 20, 1881.

Insurance

over

Nearly Dead and One Battle Cared Hint

LIFE INSURANCE
COMPANY OF MAINE.
Notice.

Ocean

iiiix Mold

Druggist

Rockland, Me., April 25,1881.

MUTUAL

UNION

Sleeping Car.

a

per befth. My reason for taking the upper
berth is because it is freely ventilated and
2. Have your berth
away lrom the hot pipes.
made up head towards the engine. This will
keep all draughts of air from your head and
prevent your taking cold. If the car is very
tight put a lead pencil under the window at
yumr feet in case of lower berth; or, in case of
upper berth, open the hind sky window at your
feet. 3. Eix your pillow in one corner of the
berth and your feet in the other. By lying
crosswise you will not roll in your berth.

...

=.

a

berth in the fore part of the car.
This is because the pure air comes in at the
front end and windows aud goes out at the rear
end and windows. I always take the front up-

...

do choice.
Mackt el,*>bbi.
35@ 60
Tin.
Bay No. 1.
26
Strait
@27
@
Bay No. 2..
Large 3_G 00® 7 001I English .23 @24
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.6 00@ 6 6u
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@
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Gunp«wtlrr.
Tobacco.
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4<'0®
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68
Medium
60@
Hay.
Pres’d tnoulT 00® 19 00 Common....
35@ 46
(a)
Loom.17 00® 20 00 I Hall lb.
.Nat’lLeaf...
80@ 90
Straw.1100®13
Varnish.
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~

[Chicago Hotel Repo: ter.]

Pepper
Starch.
L’ge Shore ...4 50®4 751
6Ms(@ 0
L’ge Bank....4 25®4 60 Laundry
Mhot.
Smai.3 25 q.3 50|
@ 7 Ms
PoUock.2 76 a 4 25 { Drop
@ 8Ms
Haddock.2 00®2 25! Buck.
Teas.
2 25 ®2 60
Hake
I Souchong
45
25@
Herring
00
Shore, 4?»bbl..4 00@5
jOolong. 26@ 30
do choice.
45@ 60
Seal 4* box. 22® 28
No.
1G@20II Japan. 26@ 30

Cod, perqtl.,

...

before the

Friday
meeting, will be held at Reception Hall,
Directors
o’clock
ing Dec. 30th, 1881, at 7
meet naif an hour previous at same place.
Pe r order
M. N. RICH, Secretary.

orlorn Hope.

Mr. Blankit sat looking at the baby, trying to
think of the usual idiotic, unmeaning and unmeant things that people say about new babies,
and at last, in a spasm of originality, remarked
that “the baby had its father’s complexion.”
Then they all sat and looked at the rich cardinal hues that made the wrinkled countenance
of the unconscious infant glow l'ke a mountain
sunset, and nobody said anything until a feeble
voice from the adjoining room said, “It was a
good thing the baby had it naturally, then, as
it required about fifteen years' steady practice
aud the co operation of three scientific clubs
and five political campaigns to acquire it.”
Then a sad quiet stole over the room again,
only broken by the hard breathing of the baby’s father, looking at the thermometer to see
what time it was, while Mr. Blankit, feeling
that be could add nothing to what had already
been said, stole down stairs, softly whispering
to himself about some fool, but the company
couldn't catch the name, and didn’t know who
he meant.—Burlington Hawkeye.

ISalcratus.

...

come

as

12,1881._
CANAL NATIONAL BANK.

did in my life.”

....

10

—L,onuou runcn.

Otto J. Doesburg, proprietor Holland City
News, Mich., writes:—“A bad cola settled on
my side and back, kidney trouble, liver and
I suffered terribly,
rheumatism combined;
though was obliged to move about and attend
to business. I tried local doctors, but received
aud ‘as a forlorn hope’ tried your
no relief,
Thomas’ Eclectbic Oil; have only used half
feel as well as I over
a tifty-cent bottle, and

—....

No.

captain (acting major

A

@12
@ 6%

171I Devoe Brill’t..
50 Pratt’Astral.

A Positive Cure for Kid'
ney & Liver Complaints
and all Diseasesarising
therefrom such as

Anuual Meeting of the abevo named society
transaction of

tor choice of officers and the
11HE
may legally
such other business

all diseases of the Kidneys, Liver and Urinary
Orgaus, and costs but one dollar.

14 Vs
251ILigonia.
0 00@1 25
Camphor. 28® 301(Sperm
45® GO Whale.
C5@ 70
Iklvrrb.
40@ 45
Opium. 4 5 ®0 00 Rank.
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Cal

are
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norux.........

Brimstone...
Cochineal.

thousands of people who wonld
to have their
aro worth
health restored. Do not make any such foolish
offers until you have tried the Banner Kidney
Remedy, “Enxm of Life Root.” It cures
There

give one-half they

60
46
42

('ienfuegosnew40@
Boiling

not

“Pat” Junior (in answer to inquiry by Saxon tourist)—“There’s foive of us, yer honor, an
the baby.” Saxou—“ And aro you the eldest?”
“Pat” junior—“I am, yer honor—at prisenl!”
—London Punch.

NewOrleans

48@
crop.
Barhadoes now 4 3,a

KIDYEY REMEDY!

Meeting,

Annual

-New York Commercial Advertiser.
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Society.

Eastern jiailroad.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

(ExpregB.)

LIFE ROOT!

eve

Burnett's Cocoaine.
The Best and Cheapest Hair Dressing.
It kills dandruff, allays irritation and premotes a vigorous growth of the Hair.

Spruce. 1 25@ 1 60
Laths,
Spruce— 1 50@ 1 76
Pme.
@ 2 60

@20
@22

Cordnee.
Amcr’u

2

Cedar No.l

@20

-OF-

Relief

STEAMERS.

RAILROADS.

BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD

ELIXIR WHOLESALE

Stockholders o£ this corporation are hereby
Annual Meeting for choice
of Directors, aud for action upon any other business
before
come
that may
them, will be held at the Re10th day
finery Office, Foro street, on Tuesday, the
8
o'clock P. M.
at
of January. 1882,
JOS. P. THOMPSON, Clerk.
dec28 dtd
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EAGLE SUGAR REFINERY.

Citizens’

TRADE

MISCELLANEOUS

ANNUAL MEETINGS

bottle.

Washington is to have a paper called Common Sense. Like all other new papers it will
fill a long felt want in its own neighborhood.—
New Orleans Picayune.
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